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ABSTRACT 

The Japanese-Peruvian community in Lima, Peru used different understandings of race to assert 

its role in the country. This dissertation examines the changing racial and ethnic 

characterizations of Japanese residents in Peru between 1936 and 1963. Using archival research 

and oral histories this dissertation traces the category of “enemy alien” in Peruvian policy, a 

racial and legal category which overlapped with global conversations about anti-Asian “yellow 

peril” fears. This analysis pays close attention to one national context – Peru—and takes a long 

view on nation-state policies that influenced the lives of immigrants. In this context, I argue that 

understandings of race among Japanese-Peruvians had to do with the placement of Japan in 

global politics—and were not uniformly negative, depending on the historical moment. 

Peruvian officials formed their political agenda – and the subsequent treatment of Japanese-

Peruvians –not solely in response to U.S. policies and interests in national security. Instead, 

domestic policies in the 1930s and actions by Japan abroad shaped the changing ways of 

addressing Japanese-Peruvians before, during, and after World War II. After the war, however, 

the Japanese-Peruvian community developed their own survival strategies amid changing 

national and global designations for their racial and political identities. They exploited the racial 

ambiguity that newspapers, government policies, and Peruvian laborers had towards Japan to 

claim new citizenship rights. This dissertation uses oral histories to trace how changing 

international political relations – and war – affected the efforts of immigrants to create a new 

homeland.   
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Introduction: 

Between Menace and Model Citizen: Lima's Japanese-Peruvians, 1936-1963 

The Japanese of Peru are the second-largest Japanese population in all South America; 

they held that designation from 1934 until the end of the twentieth century.1 From the 

beginning of their immigration to coastal sugarcane plantations to fulfill field-labor contracts, 

they encountered different local responses, ranging from acceptance to vilification. To escape 

their legal vulnerability on the plantation and the violence they experienced from Peruvian 

coworkers, they began an exodus to coastal urban centers like Lima around 1910.2 There, they 

hoped to earn more money by trading in urban commerce. They also hoped for greater 

security, forming communities of kinship; they invited others from their respective Japanese 

and Okinawan provinces.3 They succeeded in constructing new class identities as middlemen, 

small-business owners who served the larger Peruvian population.4 Before Peru’s President 

Gen. Óscar Benavides banned Japanese immigration in 1936, Lima’s colonia, the neighborhoods 

of the greatest number of Japanese, had become one of the largest areas of immigrant groups 

in the capital.5 Sponsorship by Peru’s so-called aristocratic republic (which ended in 1919), gave 

way to officially-sanctioned discrimination by military juntas, such as that of General Benavides 

                                                            
1 Dan Masterson with Sayaka Funada-Classen, The Japanese in Latin America, (University of Illinois, 2004), 

70. 
2 Ayumi Takenaka, “Japanese in Peru: History of Immigration, Settlement, and Racialization,” in Latin 

American Perspectives, Vol. 31, No. 3, East Asian Migration to Latin America (May, 2004, p 77-98), 92. 
3 Ignacio López-Calvo and Fernando Iwasaki, The Affinity of the Eye: Writing Nikkei in Peru (University of 

Arizona Press, Tucson, AZ, 2013), 69. 
4 Reed Ueda, Crosscurrents: Atlantic and Pacific Migration in the Making of a Global America, (Oxford 

University Press, 2016), 88. 
5 C. Harvey Gardiner, The Japanese and Peru: 1875-1973 (University of New Mexico Press, 1975), 37. See 

also 38, Table 7. An inspection report counting 5,866 employed males in Lima illustrated that hiring women from 

Japan was rare; employed females in Lima only totaled 9 in Peru’s census.   
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in 1933. In the years preceding World War II, Japanese communities encountered increasing 

paternalism, xenophobia, and, eventually, the classification of “enemy alien.” Their alienation 

from the state made them subject to widespread vigilante violence, confiscation of personal 

property, and deportation.   

Even with the deportation of about 1,800 first- and second-generation Japanese 

residents and citizens during World War II, their community made a surprising comeback in the 

eyes of the public.6 By 1954, Japanese filled the pages of major newspapers, such as the sports 

sections of La Crónica and announced their attainment of law degrees, medical offices, and 

awards in urban athletic leagues. At the turn of the 1960s, children of migrants were running 

for the National Senate and Assembly. They earned accolades that prompted non-Japanese 

pundits to fashion them into models of integration. For example, former president José 

Bustamante y Rivero praised “the racial mixture (conjunto) Japanese-Peruvian (peruano-

japonés) that integrates this community,” arguing they were compatriots with a special mix of 

qualities that they offered the nation.7 The multiple constructions of race by Peruvians and 

foreigners offer important clues about this noteworthy transition from menace to model 

citizen, embodied by the history of Japanese-Peruvians in Peru. 

Japanese immigrants’ movement began in the middle of a mass international migration 

by people of many nations —over not just the Atlantic but the Pacific Ocean from 1850-1930.8 

                                                            
6 Masterson with Funada-Classen, 120; Takenaka, 92. 
7 Alejandro Sakuda, El Futuro era el Peru, (Línea y Punto, Lima, Perú, 1999), 334. 
8 Eduardo José Miguez, “Foreign Mass Migration to Latin America in the Nineteenth and Twentieth 

Centuries—An Overview,” in Sam Baily and Eduardo José Miguez, Mass Migration to Modern Latin America, 

(Scholarly Resources Inc, Wilmington, DE, 2003), xiii; Maria Silvia C. Beozzo Bassanezi, “Family and Immigration in 

the Brazilian Past,” in Baily and José Miguez, Mass Migration to Modern Latin America, 263. 
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This first surge of two immigration waves lasted until 1910, with the demise of one of four 

major passenger liners, the Meiji Colonization company.9 The first Japanese, mostly men, 

arrived in Lima’s port city of Callao in 1899. They traveled on the Japanese merchant vessel 

Sakura Maru to fulfill 800 labor contracts offered by the Japanese government and Peru’s 

sugarcane owners.10 Japanese peasants, like many moving to the Americas, wanted to earn 

money abroad.  They could not earn sufficient wages in the Japanese countryside, which was 

losing capital due to the rapid industrialization of Japan’s cities.11 The impoverished countryside 

and new military conscriptions of the Meiji government left few opportunities for families 

dependent on agriculture.12  

Peruvian contractors, cotton magnates, such as Augusto Leguía, sought benefits from a 

more elastic labor source from outside Peru. They considered this Asian population as an 

alternative source of cheap labor.13 The abolition of African slavery in 1856, eliminated slaves a 

labor source. Plantation owners also rejected the idea of hiring indigenous workers on the 

coast. Instead, they turned to immigrant labor. After failing to attract European labor however, 

plantation owners successfully secured contract laborers from the cities of Eten (the northern 

province of Chiclayo) and Tacna (of Tacna province in the South).14  

The second surge of immigration began with Leguía taking power as president. As anti-

                                                            
9 Gardiner (1975), 29. 
10 Gardiner (1975), 25. 
11 Ueda, 22. 
12 Masterson with Funada-Classen, 11. 
13 Dan Masterson and Sayaka Funada [SIC], “The Japanese in Peru and Brazil: A Comparative Perspective,” 

in Baily and José Miguez, Mass Migration to Modern Latin America, 115. 
14 Carlos Contreras and Marcos Cueto, Historia del Perú Contemporáneo, (Red para el Desarrollo de las 

Ciencias Sociales en el Perú, Lima, Perú, 1999), 174; Gardiner, 30. 
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Asian sentiment grew among both workers and elites in the 1920s, many Japanese in Peru fled 

the unstable labor conditions of the plantations. As soon as many of the contracts were ended 

in 1923, Japanese took the first chance they had to move to cities.15 They moved to urban 

centers like Lima, where they were able to form ethnic neighborhoods, and tanomoshi, or peer-

to-peer credit associations.16  

 In the 1930s, as Peruvian field-laborers lost wages, they took their ire out on Asian 

workers. Many Peruvians believed that Japanese laborers willingly worked for lower wages 

when wages for Japanese workers were actually fixed by contracts. Local mestizo or indigenous 

workers were resentful as they did not have access to the same kind of contracts.17 By 1940, 

the city of Lima was already an established community for those of Japanese descent. Many 

neighborhoods held thousands of Japanese men, women and children. The Japanese 

population in Lima numbered 13,557 residents, out of a total of 17,598 Japanese living in 

Peru.18 There were 6,127 married men and 4,472 married women in Lima; the vast majority of 

these marriages were endogamous, and included some 1400 youth.19 The neighborhoods which 

                                                            
15 Takenaka, 92. 
16 Daniela de Carvalho, Migrants and Identity in Japan and Brazil: The Nikkeijin, (Routledge, 27 August 

2003), 33. 

17 Peter Klaren, Peru: Society and Nationhood in the Andes (Oxford University Press, 2000), 231; Sakuda, 

191. 
18 For the Lima population, see C. Harvey Gardiner, the first notable historian to study the Japanese in 

Peru: The Japanese and Peru: 1875-1973): in 40, Table 8. The total population is taken from the census of 1940, 

but, does not include children of Japanese who were born in Perú. Mischa Titiev, “Ja Colony in Perú,” The Far 

Eastern Quarterly, Vol. 10, No.  3 (May 1951) 228. Gardiner also judges the census to be accurate (1975), 39. 
19 Gardiner (1975), 41, Table 10; Doris Moromisato Miasato, “I Woman, I Man, I Nikkei: Symbolic 

Construction of Femininity and Masculinity in the Japanese Community of Peru,” in New Worlds, New Lives: 

Globalization and People of Japanese Descent, Eds. Lane Ryo Hirabayashi, et.al., 192. Gender sociologist 

Moromisato argues that bachelors in Peru’s colonia and farmers claimed they had marital problems (not wishing to 

marry Peruvians) and thus contributed to a major channel of female immigration. 
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showed the most growth were Chacra Colorada, Lince, Jesus Maria, and Breña near the 

capital’s southwest districts.20  

If a person strolled down the main street of the Japanese neighborhood of Jesús María, 

they would see businesses owned by Japanese co-ethnics.21 This group of business owners was 

concentrated in adjoining neighborhoods of Lima, which made their success more visible 

compared with that of other foreigners. By 1940, the total working Nikkei community (those 

identifying with the Japanese diaspora) had risen to more than 11,000, the majority of which 

occupied commerce and professional activities.22 The largest businesses were luxury-goods 

stores, and merchant-houses exporting raw cotton. Japanese citizens and naturalized residents 

of Peru owned some 15 percent of Peru’s cotton market; they resold it through Peru’s major 

port city, Callao.23 Other merchants sold luxury goods, like glass and fine cloth.24 The four 

largest business associations of the Japanese community represented small business owners—

the Japanese Merchants Association, the Café Owners Association, the Barbers Association 

(which incurred charges of monopoly in newspaper editorials), and the Bazaar Owners 

Association.25 These accounted for 656 businesses altogether, excluding the many bakeries in 

                                                            
20 Andando 75 Años por los Caminos del Perú: La Inmigración Japonesa (1899-1974), Ed: Samuel Matsuda 

Nishimura and Enrique Miyasato Miyasato (original Japanese version), (Lima, Perú: Kotoba Books de Samuel 

Matsuda Nishimura, 2014), 296. 
21 Gardiner (1975), 64; Jesús A. Cosamalón Aguilar, “Población y Mercado Laboral, 1827-1940,” in 

Compendio de Historia Económica del Perú: Tomo 4, Economía de la Primera Centuria INDEPENDIENTE, Eds. Jesús 

Cosamalón, et. al (Lima, Banco Central de Reserva del Perú and Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 2011), 8164, Table 

#6. 
22 Mary Fukumoto, Hacia un Nuevo Sol: Japoneses y sus descendientes en el Perú: Historia, Cultura e 

Identidad (Asociación Peruano Japonesa del Perú, 1997), 202t. 
23 Masterson with Sayaka Funada-Classen, (2004), 151, 148.  
24 Daniel O. Tagata, “Convivir en Amistad: Presidente de la República Alan García Pérez, Reconoció Faltas 

Cometidas contra la Colectividad Peruano Japonesa.” 16, June 2011. 
25 Gardiner (1975), 64. 
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the city. An occasional street vendor was not uncommon, walking the avenues and traversing 

even the City Center to sell the herbal drink emoliente near Lima’s theatre.26 

The most prominent cultural association was the Japanese Central Association, founded 

in 1912; there, one could pick up copies of the five Japanese-print newspapers circulated in the 

community.27 Many articles describing the colonia described it as thriving, and Spanish-

language newspapers in Lima’s center hinted at the wealth of some of its members. For 

instance, ads for “I. Morimoto’s” porcelain teeth graced the cover of the most-circulated 

newspaper, El Comercio.28 

Methodology and Approach 

For all we know about Japanese-Peruvians, there are many histories that we still do not 

know—nor understand about why they chose the strategies to integrate into Peru. A 

noteworthy incident involving this colony in the middle of the twentieth century inspired my 

study of Lima’s Japanese-Peruvians. The history of the forced removal of Japanese-Peruvians 

from Peru to concentration camps in the United States is a story that remains largely 

undocumented in English monographs to this date.29 From 1942-1947, Peru and the United 

States initiated an operation; Peru cooperated to deport more than 1,800 of its Japanese 

residents to camps in Texas to pursue its own objectives. As a designation that reflected the 

fronts of the Second World War, the deportees received the designation enemy alien. Others 

                                                            
26 Pablo Macera Dall’Orso and Maria Belén Soria Casaverde, La Comida Popular Ambulante, de Antaño y 

Hogaño en Lima, (Universidad San Martin De Porres, Lima, 2015), 173. 
27 Andando 75 Años, 168. 
28 “American Porcelain Tooth Co., Ltd.” (advertisement), El Comercio, 13 May, 1940 [Morning edition], 1. 
29 The longest and most recent publication to deal with it in book-length form was Gardiner’s Pawns in a 

Triangle of Hate, published in 1981. Masterson and Funada-Classen deals with the deportation in two chapters of 

their book Japanese in Latin America (2004). 
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avoided deportation either by bribing authorities (with bribes that sometimes bankrupted 

them), or by escaping into the countryside, sometimes as far as the village Huancayo, hours 

from the capital.  

Nevertheless, four decades later a Peruvian born of Japanese parents, Alberto Fujimori, 

won the presidency over a noted writer of European heritage, Mario Vargas Llosa. I was 

intrigued by this transition—what appeared to be a remarkable transition towards integration 

and acceptance of Japanese-Peruvians. The counterpoint to the community’s own testimonies 

of integration were the histories of deportations. The transition from supposed menace to 

model citizens inspired me to ask questions about the history of this community of immigrants, 

and to explore Japanese-Peruvian interpretations of their own histories.  

Oral histories became central to my methodology, and personal encounters helped me 

identify interviewees of different generations. In 2014, a gatekeeper in Lima inspired me to not 

only search for published accounts, but also to conduct oral interviews of former deportees and 

of those who witnessed the deportations. Mario Arakaki, a member of a Catholic fraternity 

Focolare, convinced me that many still in Lima who remembered testimonies of their friends’ or 

relatives’ deportation to the U.S. camps. He referred me to a local Japanese-Peruvian charity, 

the “Comité de San Francisco,” that held both Issei, Japanese-born residents, and Nisei, 

Peruvians of Japanese descent born in Peru. In my experience, these Japanese words remained 

equivalent to first- and second-generations of residents. Over Japanese noodles and green tea 

in Lima’s barrio Jesús María, the older generation of immigrants recalled their efforts to 

integrate themselves within the city. Simultaneously, they remained concerned about keeping 

their group’s meetings of Japanese-Peruvians alive.  
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This meeting inspired me to work more with this culturally distinct community to 

analyze each generation’s relationship to Peru. The designations Issei and Nisei indicate that 

the place of birth mattered in the Japanese immigrants’ identity formation. The two 

generations chose different terms which reflected their orientations to different homelands. 

The first group (Issei) were the parents and, initially, the leaders. Many wished to use their 

savings to prosper in their native culture and expressed a desire to return to Japan—even if 

political and economic conditions did not make their ideals attainable. The Issei may have 

accepted citizenship after the war but, nevertheless, they were in Peru, not of it. 

The next generation, however, was both in Peru and of it—yet still facing significant 

challenges to their efforts to win acceptance as Peruvians. The second-generation was the first 

to call themselves Japanese-Peruvians. In the words of one internationally-renowned Peruvian 

poet, some felt they were “the creation of a culture that [we] never managed to understand 

fully.”30 They grew up with more ties to Peru than their parents. For example, they learned 

Spanish: some parents even explicitly stressed that Spanish language fluency would help them 

interact better with Peruvian clientele.  

Both the willingness these members expressed to participate, and the information they 

shared, brought me into contact with other members of the community. I used the “snowball 

method” to identify other interviewees. As a result, I could rely on both archival material and 

individual stories to form bottom-up narratives of resistance and survival. This boded well for 

                                                            
30 José Watanabe, a self-identified Nisei, won the “Young Poet of Peru” award in 1971, as well as other 

international acclaims. His quote above is included in Ignacio López-Calvo, Affinity of the Eye: Writing Nikkei in 

Peru, (University of Arizona Press: 2013), 201. 
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rich prospects—and forced me to think how people’s self-designations as “Nisei” were also 

social constructions. Racial and cultural identities created tensions between individual 

Japanese-Peruvians and the colonia institutions claiming to represent them. These individuals 

and groups also faced difficulty relating to Peruvians of Hispanic descent even after seventy-five 

years of reflecting on the Second World War and popular violence. 

Although scholars such as Daniel Masterson, and Ayumi Takenaka have seen them as 

subjects of racialized oppression from the 1930s-1960s, I argue that the Japanese-Peruvian 

community used changing understandings of race to assert its role in Peru. These 

understandings of race had to do with the placement of Japan in global politics—and were not 

uniformly negative, depending on the historical moment. In this context, I show that Peruvian 

officials formed their political agenda – and the subsequent treatment of Japanese-Peruvians - 

not in response to U.S. policies and interests in national security. Instead, domestic policies and 

recent actions by Japan shaped their changing ways of addressing Japanese-Peruvians before, 

during, and after World War II. After the war, the Japanese-Peruvian community developed 

their own survival strategies amid changing national and global designations for their racial and 

political identities. They exploited the racial ambiguity that newspapers, government policies, 

and Peruvian laborers had towards Japan to claim new citizenship rights. 

First, I trace the use of the designation enemy alien by Peruvians and U.S. officials to 

analyze processes of marginalization of Japanese-Peruvians that culminated in the deportation 

of 1,800 Japanese-Peruvians in the context of the politics of the Second World War. Second, I 

expand my analysis of racial discourse to its global use in the context of that war. International 

diplomats from both the U.S. and Peru referred to threats by a “yellow peril” and constructed 
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race-based threats that also affected Japanese-Peruvians in Peru. Third, I explore the discourses 

among members of the Japanese-Peruvian community in the 1950s and 1960s.  

I begin this work in 1936, the year of the first immigration ban on Japanese. It was one 

of many laws that targeted the Japanese, to deny their political, economic, and social rights. 

The loss of rights profoundly affected how Japanese-Peruvians thought of Peru in racial and 

national terms. In the 1940s, these laws culminated in terms like “Axis national” and “enemy 

alien,” which were appropriated by the public, by print media in Peru, and the Manuel Prado 

administration to reconstruct Japanese identities as inimical to Peru. With World War II 

completed and Japan defeated, different actors in Peru began to reconsider the place of Japan 

in the global political scene. Subsequently, they imagined new possible roles for those of 

Japanese descent, unthreatening roles that benefited Peruvian politics and culture. By 1963, 

Japanese-Peruvian Nisei had participated in the public sphere and found more opportunities 

than those allowed their parents in the 1940s. This realignment of identities deepens our 

understanding of race and identity in Peru. 

Oral histories, as well as archival documents, are the most important primary sources in 

this study. Visits to archival collections in Lima, including the National Archives (AGN), allowed 

me to consult reports of legal complaints made against Japanese-Peruvian business-owners, 

inquiries into irregularities of immigration, and some records of Peru’s economic treaties. The 

most significant recorded memos between the U.S. and Peru led to an economic treaty 

establishing quotas with the U.S.—effectively shutting out Japan. A thorough record of Peru’s 

bilateral relations with Japan on subjects as varied as immigration and trade-quotas was housed 

in the Ministry of Foreign Relations (MRE). The MRE archives provided me with documents 
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from 1935—1942, which described the rupturing of diplomatic relations between Japan and 

Peru. It also gave me access to Peru’s consulate records in the 1930s, which demonstrated that 

Peruvian officials in Yokohama, Tokyo’s port-city, were concerned with sales back and forth 

from the Asian nation. The third archive, which provided newspaper accounts from 1935-1963, 

and many changing ethnic characterizations of the Issei and Nisei, was the Biblioteca Nacional 

del Perú. It holds newspapers widely distributed throughout Lima, such as La Crónica, El Correo, 

and El Comercio. Finally, the editor of Perú Shimpo, the longest-running extant newspaper of 

the Japanese-Peruvian community, gave me unrestricted access to editions from the 

newspaper beginning in 1950. 

The thirty original oral histories I conducted within Lima, Peru give insight into multiple 

subjectivities of the Japanese-Peruvian community’s everyday life.31 These histories show how 

the Issei and Nisei communities interpreted the marginalization and violence they experienced, 

in a way that newspaper accounts and government reports only recorded in an abstract way. By 

placing these testimonies in cross-examination with official narratives of such events, we can 

learn how Japanese immigrants gained power through shaping their own narratives.  

These narratives blur the boundary between domestic and foreign policy, showing how 

international events affected everyday lives. My interviewees contributed important details on 

the many subjectivities of their experiences – and the multiple meanings of the story I seek to 

tell. Much has been written about the limitations of oral history, such as their inadequacy to 

                                                            
31 Alessandro Portelli highlighted how credibility of the source did not prevent him from deriving meaning 

from that person: “I was interested in narratives that were not factually true because it's one of the ways through 

which you can get at the meaning and the subjectivity as well as the facts of what actually happened.”  Betsy 

Brinson, "Crossing Cultures: An Interview with Alessandro Portelli," Oral History Review, vol. 28, no. 1 

(Winter/Spring 2001), 88.  
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verify “facts” or historical events; the interviewer’s act of recording her exchange changes the 

context of the subjects’ stories—what the subject feels is appropriate to tell.32 They are not 

suitable for forming generalizations of an entire community. However, by integrating the first-

person views of the first and second generation of Japanese immigrants into my analysis, I 

approach understanding not only their self-conceptions within Peru, but also how they avoided 

official discrimination and deportation.  

Historiography 

The historiography of the Japanese-Peruvian community began with historians’ 

attempts to challenge the community’s absence from national histories of Peru, as well as the 

government’s silence surrounding the deportation.33 C. Harvey Gardiner, the first historian of 

Japanese-Peruvians, established the debate around them by framing them as subjects of 

oppression. Gardiner had two goals: “study the policies of…governments and the firsthand 

experiences… of people,” thus demonstrating both power from the top and resistance from the 

bottom.34 His monograph on the deportation of Japanese-Peruvians in the 1940s showed how 

international collusion could impact a transnational community. He focused on three states: the 

U.S., Peru, and Japan. By creating the metaphor “pawns in a triangle,” Gardiner started two 

                                                            
32 Doña María’s Story: Life History, Memory, and Political Identity (Durham and London: Duke 

University Press, 2000); For a framing of subjects as ethnic personalities, in a way that occluded their political self-

identity and activities, see Sheyfali Saujani, “Empathy and Authority in Oral Testimony: Feminist Debates, 

Multicultural Mandates, and Reassessing the Interviewer and other “Disagreeable” Subjects,”  … Histoire 

sociale/Social history, Volume 45, Number 90, 361-391, (Toronto: Novembre-November 

2012), 384. 
33 It was not until 2011 that a President made a public announcement to the Japanese Peruvian 

Association apologizing for the government’s actions. Daniel Tagata, "Convivir en Amistad: Presidente de la 

República, Alan García Pérez, reconoció faltas cometidas contra la colectividad peruano japonesa," Kaikan Year 

XVI, no. 57, (Lima, Peru, June 16, 2011). 
34 C. Harvey Gardiner, Pawns in a Triangle of Hate: the Peruvian Japanese and the United States 

(University of Washington Press: Seattle, 1981), vii; Takenaka, (2004), 85. 
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crucial trains of thought. He demonstrated how shared policies of U.S. and Peru during the 

1940s used a local community (the “pawns”) for a prisoner exchange with Japan (part of the 

“triangle”). He also highlighted how labelling of Japanese as legal enemy aliens in U.S. 

correspondence became crucial to Peruvian and U.S. officials’ efforts to justify their 

deportation.  

Other historians like Daniel Masterson, Scott Corbett, and Sayaka Funada-Classen have 

critiqued Gardiner’s analysis, pointing out the ways that hemispheric security and discourses of 

race played in constructing the image of Japanese residents in the Americas—an international 

issue that Gardiner did not fully address.35 The evidence on the changing status of Japanese 

within Peruvian laws from 1936-1942 demonstrates how public officials and workers’ groups in 

Peru formed a consensus to support anti-Japanese laws. Such laws justified excluding Japanese 

from public activity, as well as discrimination and popular violence against them. Peruvian state 

officials appropriated the term “enemy alien” for their own purposes, as well as for 

deportation. Peru’s immigration quotas preceded the adoption of enemy alien, a category. We 

cannot understand local discourses outside of international arenas. 

Nisei historians responded to Gardiner’s characterization of them as oppressed peoples 

by arguing instead their community operated with a sense of agency in spite of exclusion and 

marginalization. Their consensus was that, despite the violence they encountered in the 1940s, 

their “colony” was already part of the larger, Peruvian community.36 They challenged their 

                                                            
35 Dan Masterson with Sayaka Funada-Classen (2004), 155, 159; P. Scott Corbett, Quiet Passage: The 

Exchange of Civilians between the United States and Japan during the Second World War, (Kent State University, 

1987), 5. 
36 The term “colony” came up in several of my recorded oral histories, and, interestingly second- and 

third- generation Japanese-Peruvians still use the term to describe the community. The term is used frequently in 
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absence from larger Peruvian narratives. Peruvian journalist Alejandro Sakuda included his 

integrationist message in the title of his work, written 1999—“The Future Was Peru (El futuro 

era Perú).” He implied that the Japanese, from the time of their arrival, wanted to integrate into 

Peru. However, that goal was not shared by literary scholars Ignacio López-Calvo and Fernando 

Iwasaki, who have shown that assimilation generated tensions for immigrants. The latter, like 

Augusto Higa, author of the autobiography Japon no nos da dos oportunidades, wished to 

distance themselves from state institutions.37 By using local anecdotes and community 

newspapers to analyze strategies of integration and assimilation, I connect my work to those 

Nisei historians who have recorded their community’s attempts to integrate.38  

My chapters demonstrate the changing tensions within the colony and competing 

strategies Issei and Nisei practiced to relate to the state.39 I use generation as a unit of analysis, 

but also recognize how it is also socially constructed--demonstrating the conflicting ways that 

community members related to Peru. Finally, I analyze how international events and policies 

shaped subjective experiences of Japanese-Peruvians; people reproduce these experiences in 

the memories they choose to share, memories about anti-Japanese violence, and the survival 

strategies they were forced to take.  

 Racial ideas do not travel unidirectionally “down” from the U.S. to Peru. Likewise, state 

governments and local neighborhoods are not the only way people learn about race. Local 

people also appropriate racial ideas from global discussions. As Erika Lee, historian of Asian 

                                                            
the Community-edited history Andando 75 años. 

37 López-Calvo and Fernando Iwasaki, 95. 
38 Fukumoto, 250 passim; Alejandro Sakuda, El Futuro era el Perú, (Línea and Punto S.A.: Lima, Perú, 

1999). See also Andando 75 años, for a collection of oral anecdotes and community events. 
39 López-Calvo and Fernando Iwasaki, 11. 
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diasporas relates, nations “developed their own understandings of ethnic and cultural 

differences through transnational connections and comparisons.”40 My research contributes to 

this “global history of race” by tracing how the enemy alien discourse converged with ideas 

about the “Yellow Peril” or anti-Asian sentiment. The most significant discourse surrounding 

Asian immigrants prior to World War II was the global idea of “yellow peril” which existed in 

many countries.41  

Peru, in the following narrative, built on existing domestic legislation and appropriated 

legal constructions made by the U.S. and other nations. Foreign constructions were never 

accepted wholesale, but people appropriated them from international circles to suit their own 

understandings of race and ethnicity. I also demonstrate the inverse of Lee’s argument: anti-

Japanese legislation in Peru and episodes of popular violence like the saqueo race riot in Lima 

set conditions for international cooperation. State officials and their counterparts in the U.S. 

could bet on popular support for policies that surveilled and arrested persons of Japanese 

descent.  

Japanese-Peruvians not only resisted these national discourses but had to negotiate 

patterns of discrimination that preceded the war in their local neighborhoods. I link the 

development of hybrid racial and generational-identities with resistance strategies Japanese-

Peruvians practiced against marginalization and deportation. Stuart Hall, in his studies of 

hybridity and negotiated identities, demonstrates the constant negotiation that diasporic 

                                                            
40 Erika Lee, “The ‘Yellow Peril’ and Asian Exclusion in the Americas,” in Pacific Historical Review, Vol. 76, 

No. 4 (November 2007), 545. 
41 Lee, 550; Roger Daniels, interview for Steven Okazaki Collection, DENSHO Nov 18, 1983, densho.org 

Accessed June 4, 2017. 
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members have had to contend with. “Difference persists along with continuity,” arguing that 

even when people point to the benefits that immigrants supposedly bring to the state, they 

nonetheless reproduce stereotypes and prejudices.42 Hybrid identity was always in flux in these 

communities; Hall’s analytical tool allows us to examine the contradictory and yet converging 

affinities immigrant generations felt towards their new nations. We can analyze the “the state 

of living in-between” based on cultural identity, gender, and even generation. The latter is 

important to my work as I trace the different affinities the Issei (born-in-Japan) and the Nisei 

(born-in-Peru) practiced and expressed. The differences between the debates on acculturation 

and marginalization surrounding these two generations show how even as anti-Japanese 

discourses waned, positive stereotypes persisted.  

Through the analytical lens of hybrid identity, we see how Issei and Nisei practiced 

contradictory, yet intertwining and competing strategies to claim their place in public spheres. 

Hybridity involved migrant efforts to resist their exclusion; some strategies, particularly in Peru, 

involved compromise, and remaking one's identity to fit and overcome what they saw as 

deficiencies in their new society. Allan and Carol Luke see the link between negotiation and 

resistance as: 

“...[S]elf- or identity-presence; or the dynamics, the productive tensions and contradictions, 

that emerge from cultural ambiguity and struggle; cultural and identity re-combinations that 

come from many points of resistance, compromise, and reconstruction; and the affirmations of 

blended and malleable cultural identities.43 

  

Even if people do not explicitly resist, they do not always fully accept established customs or 

                                                            
42 Stuart Hall, “Cultural Identity and Diaspora,” in Jonathan Rutherford, Ed. Identity: Community, 

Difference, (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1990), 228. 
43 Carmen and Allan Luke, “Theorizing Interracial Families and Hybrid Identity: An Australian Perspective,” 

in Educational Theory, I Spring 99, Vol. 49, Issue 2, 223.  
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political modes of organization. The Nikkei actively shaped the societal norms and expectations 

of their own ethnic, racial and gender roles, particularly after the war. 

These identities and national affiliations were not fixed, but tied to social negotiations 

between immigrants and authorities.44 Stuart Hall’s argument also makes identity independent 

of geographical space. Transnational communities between two geographical locations loosen 

the ties between place and culture, “rearticulating [a dominant culture's or peripheral 

culture('s) symbolic meaning."45 Hall's treatment can be extended to observing and comparing 

Issei and Nisei’s generational motivations for forming communities or leaving them. Each 

generation formed an identity independent of place; instead, they created identities with social 

networks of people moving from country to country, transcending borders. Building on Hall’s 

argument, this dissertation demonstrates how government coercion by Peru overrode Issei’s 

connections to particular places, namely their homeland of Japan. Place was not the only factor, 

but one of other involuntary factors such as coercion.  

 Latin American historians have examined how the central idea of race organized the 

“nation” within particular American countries in the twentieth century.46 I question the racial 

hierarchies in a given historical moment to demonstrate how the embedding of power in 

particular spaces within Liman neighborhoods worked. Peruvians of different classes formed a 

consensus to exclude Japanese immigrants, yet did not apply anti-Japanese discourse or racial 

                                                            
44 Aguilar, 39. 

45  Stuart Hall, “Thinking the Diaspora: Home-Thoughts from Abroad,” Small Axe: A Caribbean Journal of   

Criticism, September, Issue 6, (1999),” 11. 
46 Nancy P. Appelbaum, Anne S. Macpherson, and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, “Introduction: Racial 

Nations”, In Race and Nation in Modern Latin America, (UNC Press, 2003), 2. 
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categories in a uniform way.47 Indeed, after the nadir of anti-Japanese sentiment in the 1940s, 

the public practiced a new acceptance in the 1950s, choosing to appropriate discourses of 

diversity and modernity.48 

 Studying Asians within Latin America highlights how these non-European, non-

indigenous immigrants helped shape racial hierarchies.49 Asian immigration caused a shift in the 

way people thought about labor roles. Historian Richard Graham traces the effects of 

discourses about whiteness onto labor relations, arguing that such discourses encouraged some 

groups—such as pockets of mestizos or Peruvian cholos—to support white supremacy. 

Sugarcane plantation workers saw a potential benefit in performing cultural practices similar to 

elites’ practices of whiteness—even if in so doing they dispossessed indigenous or black 

majorities off of arable land.50 This buttressing of hierarchy allowed elites to justify their 

position of power on racial grounds. The labor contractors such as gamonales in Peru thus 

employed racial categories—if not modern forms of castes then forms of stigma or legal 

incentives to allegedly protect some groups (already with advantages of social capital) from 

competition.51 Immigrants who were not white or “native Peruvian” were sometimes seen as 

                                                            
47 Appelbaum, Macpherson, and Rosemblatt, 11. 
48 Newspapers in Lima argued diversity was a crucial part to modernizing the country. See “No se dan 

Ninguna Explicación Sobre el ‘Caso’ de Teófilo Toda.”  La Crónica, 10 February, 1954, Afternoon edition, 1 and 12. 
49 Erika Lee comments how the history of marginalizing and “excluding” Asians causes us to rethink the 

black-white paradigm in global histories of race (Lee, 557). I contend this can rethinking can also be one in which 

we challenge hierarchies of white-black-indigenous within the national context of Peru. Twentieth-century 

histories can incorporate histories of immigration to challenge such hierarchies (Glenn Goodman, personal 

correspondence, July 2016). See also Eveyln Hu-De Hart, “Multiculturalism in Latin American Studies: Locating the 

“Asian Immigrant; or Where are the Chinos and Turcos?” Latin American Research Review, Vol. 44, No. 2. (2009), 

237. 
50 Richard Graham, the Idea of Race in Latin America, 1870-1940. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1990), 

1. Marisol de la Cadena, Indigenous Mestizos: the Politics of Race and Culture in Cuzco, Peru, 1919-1991, (Duke 

University Press, 2000), 121. 
51 Eric Wolf, Europe and the People without History (Berkeley: University of California, 1997), 366. 
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competitors to those protected groups. In the two decades preceding World War II, many Latin 

American countries experienced an uptick in anti-Asian violence. For instance, in Mexico, the 

government of Sonora enacted a virulent anti-Chinese campaign because of an effort to enact 

projects of national unification and regeneration, purging groups that caused racial anxiety 

among mestizos.52 

However, other historians such as Sarah Chambers and Jesús Cosamalón Aguilar, have 

demonstrated a discourse of mestizaje—those people who self-identified as mestizo—was 

uncommon in Peru.  Government recorders, as well as leading proponents of eugenics, did not 

often claim Peru had widespread populations of mestizos. A binary hierarchy of race—a white 

minority and indigenous majority—continued into republican era after independence.53 Even 

when people used categories like “mestizo,” (and they rarely used “Asian” except for the 

notable exception of the 1940 census) that category implied limited rights and privileges. It held 

connotations of backwardness, and mestizos were excluded from state benefits, unlike 

indigenous people. This disparity of rights among ethnic groups was a major reason for a few 

self-conscious movements of resistance by mestizos, or calls for political rights based on 

mestizo identity.54 A racial binary still held strong influence into the mid-twentieth century, and 

Historian Chambers concurs with ethnographer Marisol de la Cadena that attempts at racial 

mixing or mestizaje did not hold strong appeal at the popular level.55 People who might be 

                                                            
52 Gerardo Reñique, “Race, Region, and Nation: Sonora’s Anti-Chinese Racism and Mexico’s 

Postrevolutionary Nationalism, 1920—1930s” in Race and Nation in Modern Latin America, 220. 
53 Sarah Chambers, “Little Middle Ground: The Instability of a Mestizo Identity in the Andes, Eighteenth 
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54 Chambers, 34. 
55 de la Cadena, 323. 
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categorized as mestizo in Peru actually tended to self-identify as blanco o indio, because these 

categories conferred legitimacy crucial to citizenship in Peru. 56 Japanese in the twentieth 

century had to contend with the fact that they would not be recognized as citizens of both 

Japan and their adopted home, Peru.57 I examine how Peru’s working class and other social 

classes, perpetuated anti-immigrant discourses by making claims that Japanese did not produce 

anything for the Peruvian nation, but rather undermined it. The negotiation of identities among 

two generations of Japanese immigrants is important to understand in the absence of mestizaje 

discourses in the 1930s. 

To date, few studies of the history of Japanese immigration and deportation exist within 

a context of global mass migration. Inspired by historian Max Friedman’s monograph that 

describes how Latin American governments expelled German Latin Americans, I examine the 

influence of U.S. perceptions of potential “threats” that designated enemy aliens posed in Latin 

America.58 However, while Friedman’s study provides a multi-country approach with a focus on 

German communities, my work focuses on one national context and takes a long view on 

nation-state policies that influenced the lives of immigrants. Peruvian elites initiated 

discriminatory practices that preceded U.S. campaigns during World War II. In fact, U.S. and 

Peruvian diplomats, for example, agreed about the second-class status of Japanese Peruvians 

and specific policies that discriminated against them. 

 

                                                            
56 Aguilar, 53. 
57 Aguilar, 53, 80. 
58 Max Paul Friedman, Nazis and Good Neighbors: The United States Campaign against the Germans in 

Latin America in Worlds War II, (New York: Cambridge University, 2003), 5. 
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Chapter Outlines 

I begin by tracing how Peruvian government-officials first used racialized terms to depict 

Japanese populations in 1936, and I therefore set the starting point of my analysis of the 

country’s domestic legislation in that year. Using declassified documents from Peru’s Foreign 

Ministry archives, I examine the language in Peru’s bilateral negotiations with Japan, and trace 

the racial characterizations of Peruvians as well as U.S. officials that appear in these 

negotiations – from “yellow peril” to “enemy alien.” The first significant ban on Japanese 

immigration, the “Supreme Decree of 1936,” preceded many policies which made the abstract 

“yellow peril” into a concrete anti-immigrant policy. Then, I demonstrate the effect immigration 

quotas had on the trade negotiations Peru had with Japan. These policies changed racial 

discourses in subtle ways among Peruvian officials—particularly as they defended their actions 

in their diplomatic relations with Japan. Peruvian laws restricted not only Japanese movement 

in and out of Peru, but also immigrants’ economic and political activities.  

However, I bring other dissonant voices to the forefront. I analyze official diplomatic 

correspondence and highlight how officials —both Peruvian diplomats and Japanese 

ministers— encouraged Japanese trade. My analysis shows how these negotiations defined 

where Japan and Japanese persons fit within Peru’s social landscape. I argue that as the two 

nations challenged each other to define the total number, and role, of Japanese immigrants 

entering Peru, Peru’s government began to see them in economic terms as producers of capital 

for the nation. However, officials did not believe that Japanese immigrants would provide any 

other benefit. My contribution is to demonstrate that, while immigration could be forbidden, 

the trade of both Issei and their supposed-benefactor—the Japanese government—was 
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something the Peruvians courted. This negotiation between Japanese and Peruvian diplomats 

significantly affected the legal status of Japanese in Peru, and the consensus became that they 

were aliens who could not be trusted to contribute to Peru. 

In the second chapter, I argue that 1940 was a significant turning-point for the identities 

of both first- and second-generation Japanese-Peruvians. Ordinary working-class Peruvians took 

to the street in May to cause $1.2 million U.S. of property damage to Japanese businesses and 

homes. This saqueo showed how a populist discourse converged with earlier government 

policies to strip Japanese immigrants of rights. Oral histories of first- and second-generation 

Japanese-Peruvians highlight the voices of those whose experience of the saqueo was recorded 

in newspapers, census reports, and official decrees in the early 1940s. In spite of many primary 

source materials and newspapers documenting the saqueo, an event of great property loss that 

specifically targeted Japanese, historical analysis of that event has yet to explain how racial 

signifiers in Lima interacted with international racial discourses of the “yellow peril.”59 By 

examining class divisions within the colonia prior to 1940—exemplified in violent 

disagreements between a rebellious Issei union member and the Japanese community, which 

had appeared to be integrated—I demonstrate how Japanese threatened Peru’s ethnic 

hierarchies. However, from the oral histories we find evidence they challenged their isolation—

and they integrated in ways that belied the populist expressions of violence towards them. 

Survival strategies by the Japanese demonstrated their resistance. These local tensions in 1940 

cannot be excluded from the analysis of later efforts to deport persons after 1942.  

                                                            
59 Erika Lee’s article “Yellow Peril and Asian Exclusion” is an important exception, but this article ends in 

1945 and does not analyze postwar discourses of exclusion. 
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Though sharing language that characterized Japanese as enemy aliens with the United 

States, I argue Peru followed its own agenda rather than merely responding to U.S. overtures. 

In the third chapter, I trace the strategies President Manuel Prado’s government employed to 

use U.S. efforts to criminalize those of Japanese descent. While scholars have argued the 

Japanese deportation was not the most important group that the U.S. sought to deport in the 

Americas in the war, I contend the Peruvians framed them as an economic threat, thus 

attracting the attention of U.S. espionage in novel ways, and Peruvians set the primary 

conditions for this deportation list.60 I the impacts on generations of Japanese-Peruvians, and 

the survival strategies they formed whether they were deported, or remained in their colonia 

to endure Peruvian persecution. The social bonds between them mattered even among those 

forced out of the country—the colonia felt their absence. Many memories from my interview 

subjects centered on how these lost members still impacted community strategies. Survival 

strategies constrained the choices Nisei thought they had, reshaping their affinity to Peru. 

 After World War II communities of Japanese descent dealt with the legacy of the 

persecution against them. The colonia in Lima made efforts to transform their survival 

strategies into resilience strategies for the coming generations. Examining the colonia’s 

newspapers such as Perú Shimpo (founded in 1950) and comparing their language about 

ethnicity and race with the mass media’s language (e.g. El Comercio and La Crónica), I trace the 

ways that those after the war reconstructed hybrid identities to claim new roles in Peru. I argue 

the official discourse of enemy alien gave way to hopeful, public characterizations that 

Japanese-Peruvians could be models for integrating into mainstream society. Three case studies 
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in my concluding chapter—the athlete Teófilo Toda, banned from a national cycling team, a 

founder of the Nisei-professional group “Generation of ‘64”, and the candidates of Nisei 

political campaigns from 1962-1963 exemplify this shift. Nevertheless, many white pundits still 

created public discourses concerned with how Japanese immigrants would contribute to the 

Peruvian nation. Japanese-Peruvians inserted themselves in major public debates—without 

recrimination—claiming they were best equipped to handle Peru’s post-war democratic crises. 

However, I also deconstruct the idea of generation within the community—questioning it as a 

fixed category. My interviews show that some Japanese in the 1950s and 1960s did not identify 

at all as Nisei, but simply as Peruvian; race, gender, and middle-class roles further fragmented 

generation as a unit of analysis. Their efforts to assimilate, nearly 30 years before Alberto 

Fujimori would run as Presidential candidate, demonstrate the complexity of their identities 

hybrid Peruvians, but also reveal the challenges they faced to be “of two worlds—yet of 

neither.”61  
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Chapter 1: 

The Limits of “Mutual and Reciprocal Advantages”: Negotiating Japanese 

Identity and Anti-Japanese Law in Diplomatic Encounters, 1935-1939 

In June 1936, in a decree drawn up in secret by an executive committee under General 

Óscar Benavides, the Peruvian state institutionalized the concept of “yellow peril.” Without 

explicitly mentioning race at all, the Peruvian government put policies in place that legitimized 

anti-Japanese sentiment that had been building throughout the prior decade. Despite the good 

trade relations negotiated between Japanese and Peruvian ministers just two months prior, 

Peru passed a Supreme Decree on immigration that all but ended Japanese settlement, capping 

the number of immigrants allowed each year at 16,000. The Decree effectively limited the 

Japanese residents that year within Peru.1 The Decree also allowed Peruvian customs agencies 

to charge re-entry fees to any Japanese residents, discouraging all but the richest.2 Peru’s new 

law stated that Japanese immigrants conspired to undermine “the wellbeing of the economy” 

and cultural customs.3 Thus, although Japan continued in its status as the biggest exporter of 

cotton to Peru (and, ironically, a major importer of Peruvian cotton) the decree showed that 

                                                            
1 Ayumi Takenaka, “Japanese in Peru: History of Immigration, Settlement, and Racialization,” in Latin 

American Perspectives, Vol. 31, No. 3, East Asian Migration to Latin America (May, 2004), 77-98, 87. 
2 “Decreto Supremo 26 de junio de 1936: Estableciendo Limitaciones a la Inmigración y a las Actividades 

de los Extranjeros en el Perú,” Normas Legales, Revista de Legislación Financiera y Comercial. Año 1, N° 1, Lima, 
June 1942, 123, cited in Alejandro Sakuda, El Futuro era el Perú, (Línea and Punto S.A.: Lima, Perú, 1999), 527. This 
targeting happened in a similar manner in Brazil, with public commentators accusing Japanese (and other Asians, 
and Jews) of threatening Brazil’s alleged homogeneous (and therefore, controllable) population. For Brazil’s 
legislation of 1934, see Nancy Stepan, The Hour of Eugenics: Race, Gender, and Nation in Latin America (Cornell 
University Press, 1991), 166. 

3 The phrase in Spanish was “…el bienestar de la nación…y los costumbres.” Decreto Supremo 26 de Junio 
de 1936.  
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anti-Japanese sentiment was growing in diplomatic circles. Peru’s officials might be happy to 

take Japan’s money, but they refused to take in Japanese people. 

This chapter draws on recent scholarship acknowledging the important connections that 

Pacific nations like Peru and Japan pursued preceding the Second World War. Historian Laura 

Benton argues Latin America was not on the margins of action—instead the region was its own 

center. It “could not be placed squarely in the West, (in world history) yet it was also not wholly 

‘other.’”4 This was certainly true of Peru, because of its proximity to both the Pacific and 

Atlantic via the Panama Canal. A focus on Peru and Japan’s trade-relations and fraught 

diplomacy surrounding trade quotas on cotton and the 1936 immigration ban shows how these 

two nations connected in the Global “South” prior to the Second World War. I frame these 

negotiations in Peru in the 1930s as a site of contention between a nation which wanted the 

power of whites (Japan), and a nation whose rulers wanted to be white (Peru).5 Peru is also a 

site of contested identity, as Peruvians debated what role Japanese would play in the 

recovering Peruvian nation.6  

Peru’s diplomatic negotiations in the 1930s, in both trade and immigration, involved the 

legal remaking of Japanese residents and citizens into racialized populations under government 

supervision. While anthropologists like Ayumi Takenaka and historians like C. Harvey Gardiner 

have argued Japan had no interest in economic trade with Peru, I argue there were 

opportunities, but international ostracism of Japan combined with increasing racialization of 

                                                            
4 Laura Benton, “No longer odd region out: Repositioning Latin America in world history,” Hispanic 

American Historical Review 84 (3) (2004) 423-30. 
5 H.E. Vanden, and G. Prevost, Politics of Latin America: The Power Game (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2006), 309. 
6 For a specific study of the malleability of Japanese identities in global politics from the 1930s into the 

1950s, see John Dower, War Without Mercy: Race and Power in the Pacific War (New York: Pantheon, 1986), 13. 
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the immigrants to stymie this trade. Diplomats expressed their assumptions about the 

incompatibility or “alienness” of Japanese immigrants into law, reflecting the concept of 

“yellow peril” employed by the U.S. and Britain.  The fear of racial contamination overlapped 

with fears of Japanese aggression in Asia (e.g. the “Manchukuo” invasion of 1931-33). The two 

discourses of fear converged in Peru in ways bigger than the individual diplomats. Even though 

the quota ostensibly covered other nationalities, people understood that the decree targeted 

the Japanese.7  

This chapter traces the racial characterizations expressed by Peruvians that appear in 

declassified documents from Peru’s Ministry of Foreign Relations (MRE) from 1936 to 1937.8 

These documents begin with the Supreme Decree of 1936, a law that an executive committee 

under the General Benavides drew up in secret which complicated relations between Peru and 

Japan, a diplomatic thorn. Diplomats transformed abstract concerns about the “yellow peril” 

into a concrete anti-immigrant policy.  

The second part of the chapter examines the alternative policies Peru considered to 

maintain trade with Japan while limiting immigration. Policy-makers disagreed between 1935-

1939 about whether to end economic relationships with Japan completely. In official diplomatic 

correspondence, many Peruvian officials advocated for allowing Japanese citizens to enter 

Peru, if only for continued sales and cultural exchanges. These ministers believed that 

                                                            
7 Gen. don Cesar de la Fuente, “Anexo” to Ingreso 6-18/#6, 15 February, 1937, Legación de Japón en Lima, 

Peruvian Ministry of Foreign Relations (MRE) Archives. See Dan Masterson with Sayaka Funada-Classen, The 
Japanese in Latin America (University of Illinois Press, 2004), 152.  

8 The common file names for consulate files of Peru in Yokohama are prefixed with “8-32-a/…” and the 
files for the Japanese Embassy in Lima, Peru begin with “6-18/…” I will follow this for consistency, and label them 
as “Ingresos” because that is how the MRE catalogued them with a registry (Ingreso) number.  The main 
exceptions were from Perú’s Consulate files for 1935 and 1936, which are labeled as “Oficio” and have no Ingreso 
number. For all intents and purposes Ingreso and Oficio are synonymous. 
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immigrants could produce capital for Peru, something the Peruvians desired and actively 

courted. 

This chapter ends with an exploration of how the Peruvian state realigned trade 

negotiations, as Peruvian leaders considered their position along the Pacific coast between the 

great power competition —militarily and economically—of U.S. and Japan. In Peruvian memos 

written between 1936 to 1939 concerning Tokyo’s overtures, it is clear that Peru saw Japan as 

an important actor in the Pacific but also as a threat. As the two nations challenged each other 

to define the total number, and role, of Japanese immigrants entering Peru, the Peruvian 

government began to view immigrants less as producers of capital and more as statistics. 

Japanese commercial items and Japanese bodies were diplomatically linked in an effort to 

exclude “Japanese-ness” as much as possible within the Benavides administration. This 

preceded an effort to completely remove the Japanese in the 1940s. 

Murky Waters: Codifying Anti-Japanese Sentiment into Peru’s Constitution, 1936  

 

During the Great Depression, the Peruvian government sought to stabilize the economy 

and quell political unrest. After the assassination of Peru’s President in 1933, General Óscar 

Benavides (1933-1939) and his staff faced the challenge of stabilizing e Peru’s economy. After 

assuming power, he aimed to develop policies to fight the Great Depression’s effects on the 

domestic economy.9 Popular support for government policies lagged after the patricians’ 

dictatorship of Augusto Leguía (1919-1930) and Coronel Luis Sánchez Cerro (1931-1933); the 

latter had failed end the student and labor strikes in Lima or quell armed rebellion in the 

                                                            
9 Peter Klaren, Peru: Society and Nationhood in the Andes (Oxford University Press, 2000), 278. 
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provinces.10 While Benavides had gained support from the military to ascend to the presidency 

after the assassination of the previous dictator, his regime faced the challenge of restoring 

legitimacy to the state. He sought to promote elite interests while staving off populist 

insurgencies, including the Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana (APRA) party, that had 

vague socialist leanings or ties to indigenous laborers on Andean plantations.11 Military leaders, 

like Benavides, tried to stave off populist movements for higher wages and organized labor, 

while incorporating their concerns.12 Depressed wages, foreign capital, and reluctance to hire 

workers migrating from the Andes limited an economy that struggled to be competitive.13 

The new government wanted to tackle several pressing concerns to stabilize the 

economy and negotiate a new place for the nation in the world market. The government 

believed that the sale of cotton and other raw materials at high prices would spill over into 

other local industries. Benavides hoped to strengthen Peru’s other sectors of the economy; he 

initiated a devaluation of Peru’s currency, the sol, and encouraged import-substitute-

industrialization.14 By pursuing these policies, Peruvians began to accumulate savings to 

establish nascent industries in glass-making, textiles, and, significantly, synthetic fertilizer. 

Economic ministers turned to cotton to capitalize on the most-valued export in international 

sales to receive a higher balance of payments and, thus, more money for subsidizing industry.15  

                                                            
10 Carlos Contreras y Marcos Cueto, Historia del Perú contemporáneo: No. 27 de la Serie Estudios 

Históricos del Instituto de Estudios Peruanos (Red para el Desarrollo de las Ciencias Sociales en el Perú, 2004), 203. 
11 Klaren, 299; Contreras, 215. 
12 Klaren, 279, 299. 
13 Masterson, 66. 
14 Martin Monsalve, “Industria y Mercado Interno, 1821-1930,” in Economía de la Primera Cultura: 

Independiente, 296; Contreras, 215. 
15 Klaren, 278; Rosemary Thorp, Gestión Económica en el Perú y Colombia (Centro de Investigación de la 

Universidad del Pacif́ico), 75. Thorp also argues Peru did not pursue import-substitution policies owing to the 
conservative nature of its successive military-supported presidents, including Colonel Sanchez-Cerro, General 
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Economic growth from domestic industries not only had the potential to reduce 

working-class discontent, but also to neutralize an external threat: reliance on foreign capital.16 

It was widely apparent to many commentators in Lima’s press that President Leguía, prior to 

General Benavides, had courted outside capital as a path to modernize Peru.17 The working 

middle-classes protested in the streets to draw attention to their economic needs. Elites 

wanted to address these public outcries before class warfare erupted. Business and banking 

interests saw unrest as a threat to their positions.18 The state lost huge profits from foreign-

owned mining companies, such as Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation, which had been 

completely controlled by U.S. interests throughout the early twentieth century. Copper and 

nickel, mined by Cerro de Pasco, were Peru’s perennial sources of wealth. Public resentment 

had been fueled by Colonel Sánchez Cerro’s nationalist sentiments, not by fears of a United 

States undermining their sovereignty. 

It was not only resentment toward U.S. that provoked popular revolt from these classes, 

however. During General Benavides’s administration, he tried to prevent large volumes of sales 

with Japan—a major buyer of minerals and cotton. Japan had picked up the sales that the U.S., 

reeling from weak exports, had formerly occupied in Peru’s economy.19 General Benavides and 

similar-minded foreign ministers, sought to deny Japan sales because of shared racial 

assumptions. These Latin American diplomats’ attitudes toward Asian peoples constrained the 

                                                            
Benavides, and Manuel Prado.  

16 Thorp, 36. 
17 Aguijar, 81. 
18 Klaren, 252, 231. 
19 Albert O. Hirschman, National Power and the Structure of Foreign Trade (Berkeley: Univ. of California 

Press, 1945), 97; Katsuhiko Kitagawa, “Japanese competition in the Congo Basin,” in  Intra-Asian trade and the 
world market ed. J.H. Latham and Heita Kawakatsu (Routledge: New York, NY, 2006), 164. 
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room that incoming immigrants had to maneuver by limiting their options to reside in the 

country to almost nothing.  

Japanese immigrants symbolized the allegedly pernicious influence that Benavides 

wished to distance his government from. Within Peru the small-grocers, unskilled urban 

laborers, and even small cotton growers believed that Japanese immigrants were stealing their 

money.20 Many people believed that luxury-goods merchants and those who bought cotton for 

Tokyo represented invasive foreign-capital, which jeopardized the chances of success of local 

industry.21 Many Japanese immigrants had enjoyed public proximity to top Peruvian officials in 

the late 1920s, including the visible courtship ministers (including Japanese Ambassadors’ 

wives) held with the former dictator Leguía, which made him seem vulnerable to undue foreign 

influence.22 The deposed Leguía had been reported taking private walks with the wife of the 

foreign minister of Tokyo. The topics of these conversations were allegedly to relay secret deals 

to peddle kickbacks from the Treasury.23  

Other prominent members of the Japanese community in Lima donated to Peruvian 

public parks. For example, Japanese funded the erection of a statue of the first Incan ruler, 

                                                            
20  I use the phrase “Japanese descent” because Japanese officials, Peruvian officials, or Japanese 

residents did not employ the term “Japanese-Peruvians” in the 1930s and 1940s.  In later chapters I will 
demonstrate the changes in identity brought about by larger political initiatives, and the subtle changes in self-
identity and nationalism practiced and proclaimed by first-generation and second-generation persons of Japanese 
descent.  A new discourse of “Japanese-Peruvians” mainly came about in the second generation, although it was 
not a uniform acceptance of that term.  

21 Masterson, 151. 
22 Gardiner (1975), 46-47, passim. Although publicly courting and accepting Japanese offers, Leguía 

confided in talks with the U.S. Ambassador that he did not want Japanese in Peru and that he could not hope to 
push for more discriminatory laws against immigrants because “without the support of the United States [it] 
would have meant war [with Japan.]”; Masterson echoes this, 72. My analysis is that Leguía wanted to gain capital 
from any nation he could—thus accepting Japanese offers—yet when he confided this quote, he wanted the U.S.’s 
aid as well. 

23 Gardiner (1975), 46; Ignacio López-Calvo, Affinity of the Eye: Writing Nikkei in Peru (University of 
Arizona Press, 2013), 30. 
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Manco Copac, a shared symbol of Peru’s sovereignty. President Leguía presided over the 

opening ceremony of this statue in 1926 to foster the bonds between Peru and Japan in his 

public speech.24  

These actions by the local Japanese community were meant to show goodwill, but the 

investment-capital coming from outside Lima was suspect. Many had decided that any foreign 

influence undermined Peru, and took out their rage on vulnerable migrants—symbol of a 

country that allegedly flooding them.25  

The visible concentration of wealth among a relatively small group from Asia meant that 

the Japanese became an easy target for nativists and economic nationalists.26 The APRA, under 

its charismatic leader Victor Haya de la Torre, argued that Japanese immigrants threatened 

workers; others claimed that the Japanese were unassimilable and viewed the Japanese 

practice of endogamy as an attempt to avoid integrating within Peru’s society.27 

Nations across Latin America, just like Peru, were experiencing a new wave of 

nationalism, hoping to enforce racial homogeneity within their borders to protect native-born 

citizens from global insecurity.28 The United States had passed a quota system in 1924 that 

limited most immigration from outside Western Europe. The quota’s influence prompted other 

nations to draft their own immigration restrictions, particularly against Asian groups now 

                                                            
24 López-Calvo, 7; Gardiner (1975), 79. 
25 Thorp, 77. 
26 Klaren, 231; Also note that Japanese amounted to no more than 1% of Peru’s total population. 
27 Takenaka, 90. 
28 Marc Matera and Susan Kingsley Kent, The Global 1930s: The International  Decade, (Routledge, 

London: 2017), 121; Jeff Lesser, “In Search of the Hyphen: Nikkei and the Struggle over Brazilian National Identity,” 
in New Worlds, New Lives: Globalization and People of Japanese Descent in the Americas, ed. Lane Ryo Hirabayashi, 
James A. Hirabayashi, and Akemi Kikumura-Yano (Stanford University Pres, 2002), 45 
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labeled “ineligible for citizenship” by the U.S.29 Nations feared that Asians would next appear at 

their borders. Brazilian intellectuals and eugenicists in 1934—the year of a quota severely 

restricting Japanese entry--claimed Japanese foreigners hindered national progress, because 

the latter were unassimilable and would take jobs from those of true Brazilian culture.30 Peru’s 

executive branch did not just fear that immigrants would flood their nation after Brazil closed 

its borders.31 Benavides wanted to distance himself from foreign capital and promote local and 

national business success. Ever since the arrival of Japanese migrants, arrival, politicians and 

journalists had accused them of undermining cultural values and working conditions.32 The 

stigmatization of Japanese in Peru came through the media’s representations of the Japanese 

(and to a lesser extent, Chinese) immigrant: animalistic, militaristic, untrustworthy, and unfairly 

competing with Peruvians for the scant wages available in a stagnant economy. Official efforts 

to marginalize the Japanese grew particularly intense in 1936, after the passage of a series of 

discriminatory laws.  

General Benavides sought to limit foreign influence to control “social problems” among 

the Peruvian masses, but also to justify his expansion of state power. He emulated the laws of 

other nations like Brazil, who regulated their social problems in the 1930s through law.33 The 

very first line of the Supreme Decree, drafted in secret by the general and his staff before 

                                                            
29 Dan Kanstroom, Deportation Nation: Outsiders in American History (Harvard University Press, 2007), 

133; Takenaka, 91. 
30 Stepan, 165; Sidney X. Lu, "Japanese American Migration and the Making of Model Women for 

Japanese Expansion in Brazil and Manchuria, 1871-1945." Journal of World History 28, no. 3 (2017): 437-467. 
31 Takenaka, 92. 
32 The law, which implicitly prohibited the immigration of Japanese, claimed this prohibition benefited 

“the economic wellbeing of the nation and for the conservation of (Peru’s) customs…” and protected those 
“Peruvian workers and industries…suffering from a prejudicial competition…” In “Decreto Supremo 26 de Junio de 
1936,” 527.  

33 Stepan, 163; Klaren, 279. 
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presentation to the Congress, set the prerogatives of the state. The State had a duty to 

preserve the conservation and improvement of the “ethnic and economic patrimony of the 

country (emphasis added), for the economic well-being of society and the …customs” that 

served as the foundation of the former.34 Not only was the state supposed to protect the 

economy, but also protect the nation’s culture. Any customs that undermined the workers, the 

economy, or society, concerned the state.  

Not only were work conditions part of the intangible patrimony to be protected, but 

workers’ cultural practices were also targets under the new law. Concern over Peru’s unruly 

working classes made the lawmakers take the initiative. Limits to immigration, the executive 

branch claimed, would protect those “Peruvian workers and industries…suffering from a 

prejudicial competition…”35 The government argued that it for the worker. In addition, the law 

suggested that on monopolies, the “small industries” (pequeñas industrias) that included 

Japanese bakeries, barbershops, and other ethnic middlemen’s services, hurt Peruvian 

business. These two clauses in the Decree highlighted assumptions about Japanese workers; in 

addition to being unwanted competitors to Peruvians, they hoarded capital. Lawmakers 

considered the Japanese to be incapable of producing capital for Peru, and thus unworthy of 

belonging to the nation. Race was now linked to capital in the Constitution.  

The state’s new law reflected a constant concern of Lima’s anti-Japanese press in 

matters of workers and public health. The decree attempted to alleviate public fears, by 

                                                            
34 The Spanish phrase, written in the law is “una finalidad inexcusable del Estado velar por la conservación 

y mejoramiento del patrimonio étnico y económico de la nación, por el bienestar económico de la sociedad y por 
la conservación de las costumbres…q fortalecen.” Cited in Sakuda, 527. 

35 The law claimed this by protecting those “obreros e industriales peruanos…sufriendo de una 
competición perjudicial…” Decreto Supremo 26 de Junio de 1936, 527.  
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defining which groups could not be Peruvian. Well before the 1930s, many had questioned the 

necessity of more immigrants, and more competition in a fragile economy.36 Some had 

intimated that immigrants would endanger public health, accusing the Japanese communities 

of spreading illness with their supposed infected goods and unsanitary practices.37 Immigration 

laws coincided with the creation the same year of the Salud Público, Trabajo y Previsión 

Social.38  

 The officials noted that their actions followed those of other nations, whose 

pronounced nationalism produced new policies to protect their subjects’ “economy, spirit, and 

customs.”39 They justified their new policy as an effort to join like-minded American nations. 

The law changed the highest constitutional decrees irrevocably, introducing racial language of 

purity into the statutes on immigration, as well as targeting specific “racial groups.”40 Laws now 

contained an explicit prohibition on groups lumped together as a race, presumably from a non-

European nation. The law cited specific examples of people, like tourists, students, and 

“scientific commissions” to emphasize the state’s preference for more transient groups of 

Japanese in Peru, as opposed to permanent residents or long term workers. Any Japanese 

residents who left the country and returned faced a fee for re-entry. The laws stipulated 

                                                            
36 “Ayer dijo la prensa: La ´Rifa´ de San Antonio,” Cascabel, 3 April 1935; “con la Misma Energía que a los 

Peruanos, Obliguemos también a los Extranjeros a Cumplir la Ley,” Cascabel, 4 April 1935. The title of the 
newspaper Anti-Asia none too subtly indicated which region some sectors of Peruvian society region they feared 
the most, in Masterson, 149. 

37 Masterson, 151; “En este país necesitado de población tener hijos es convertirse en Gitano: …el Perú se 
nutre de Asiáticos Rapaces y Sucios,” Cascabel, 4 April, 1935, 1. 

38 Contreras, 215. 
39 “Preámbulo,” Decreto Supremo 26 de Junio de 1936, 527. 
40 Decreto Supremo, in Sakuda, 528. The law wrote “[#]3. Queda prohibida la inmigración en grupos 

raciales.” 
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conditions that could cause a person to lose their nationality.41 If people had not registered 

before this decree in 1936, they now had only one option to pursue citizenship, and most had 

passed the deadline to apply.  

The government wanted Japanese to lose their citizenship from the island nation, and 

was betting they would not give them up—and thus preclude those born in Peru from 

remaining there. This preclusion linked concerns about Japanese to concerns about Peru’s 

mestizos.42 Historian Jesús Cosamalón has examined people’s racialized fears on the Peruvian 

coast—traditionally identified with cities and urban settings—and their predilection with places 

of birth. In the 1930s, the Peruvian census was redefined, and the category of those of Spanish 

descent was gerrymandered to include more people. The census office had campaigned for 

new policies, such as combining “blanco” and “mestizo” categories into one—to encourage the 

racial myth Peru was almost fully racially integrated.43 Family connections to so-called “Indian” 

and “mestizo” groups were not preferred. The state had labeled those mestizos unhappy with 

their labor conditions in the mountains, as agitators; people on the coast wanted to avoid any 

association with “indios.” The Japanese did not fit in the traditional racial hierarchy, but still 

received the ire of people worried about blood-heritage. 

Lima’s population used the Decree of 1936 as official support for their attitudes towards 

the Japanese.  They cited the law as an official sanction to limit the number of Japanese 

inhabitants in the city’s neighborhoods. One citizen wrote to a newspaper to complain that 

                                                            
41 Artículo 7, Constitución de 1933, in Normas Legales, Revista De Legislación Financiera y Comercial, Año 

1, N°1, Lima, junio de 1942, 118-120. 
42 Nancy P. Appelbaum, Anne S. Macpherson, and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, “Introduction: Racial 

Nations,” In Race and Nation in Modern Latin America, (UNC Press, 2003), 2. 
43 Jesús Cosamalón, “Población y merado laboral, 1827—1940,” Cited in Contreras, 55, 222. 
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Japanese immigrants would outnumber Peruvians because of a lack of enforcement of the 

Supreme Decree. This local Catholic newspaper, cited the government’s lax enforcement of the 

Supreme Decree as a reason Asians entered their neighborhood. Locals complained that the 

large number of Japanese in the city’s neighborhoods hurt the country’s honest workers.44 

Some in Lima’s press hated the Japanese and expressed a fear that the “yellow” race would 

out-populate Peruvian citizens. Elites drew new support to their cause and their concerns of 

their country being “Asianized”: eugenics scholars like Dr. Carlos Enrique Paz Soldan had argued 

about the dangers of Asian for decades.45 Elites and populists were now united under a decree, 

which both translated abstract anti-Asian fears into the law of the land and set the groundwork 

for future anti-Japanese action.  

 The Japanese government worried about discriminatory laws that targeted immigrants 

in Peru and other Latin American nations, but found itself helpless to protect them. Peruvian 

consuls noted that the press in Japan preoccupied itself more and more with their compatriots 

facing discrimination and racism in Peru. The Japan Times in Tokyo reported that Japanese 

could not own businesses or manage cotton plantations; the reporter characterized these 

restrictions as a “Death Blow” to emigration from the east. ”46 They also  worried that Japan 

would be no longer be able to export its surplus population, as Brazil restricted immigration in 

                                                            
44 “Con la misma energía que a los Peruanos, obliguemos también a los extranjeros a cumplir la Ley,” 

Cascabel, 4 April, 1935; A local subscription for Catholics, Verdades, claimed the government’s lax enforcement of 
the Supreme Decree hurt the country’s workers: see “El vapor Heiyo Maru…” [Editorial] January 30, 1937, 
Verdades p1.  

45 Dr. Carlos Enrique Paz Soldan “Por la defensa de la raza: La ola inmigratoria asiática y su gobierno 
sanitario,” El Comercio, 10 December 1919; Appelbaum, Anne S. Macpherson, and Karin Alejandra Rosemblatt, 
“Introduction: Racial Nations,” 2. 

46 Japan Times and Mail, June 30, 1936, in Anexo 2 to Of. 8-32-a/#137, 1 July, 1936, Peruvian MRE. 
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1934 and the U.S. denied entry to Japanese immigrants.47 Even Japan’s government became 

worried, reported the Peruvians. Long-term residents of Japanese descent, including immediate 

relatives such as spouses or siblings, found it very difficult to reenter Peru to return to their 

homes.48  

Immigration law, linked to trade policies, heightened tensions between Japan and Peru. 

Minister Nobuo Fujimura, consul in Peru, claimed the current trade law as of July 1937, 

removed Japan’s Most-Favored Nation status—echoing previous Japanese consuls—but then 

linked the trade law to another long-standing complaint: the Supreme Decree of 1936. Fujimura 

wrote: “What difference exists … between the two problems [:] that of immigration and that of 

importation of manufactured articles … (like) cotton? It is no less than entry of a thing and the 

other the person.49 The entry (or movement) of people was much more invaluable (de tanto 

valor) in his opinion than a ‘thing (cotton imports).’ His frank comparison of people and export 

commodities suggested that he believed that trade was becoming racialized, and Japan’s trade 

was unwelcome because its immigrants were untrustworthy. Japan tried to placate Peru over 

the subject of immigrants within Lima, the capital city—and Fujimura reminded Peru that its 

chief complaint had been the immigrants did not sit well “with the wellbeing of the Peruvian 

people (bienestar de la vida del pueblo peruano).” 

Fujimura’s conscious political framing emerged in the middle of a stream of calm 

diplomatic language, which reflected how Peru combined fears of Japanese militarism, 

                                                            
47 Anexo 2 to Of. 8-32-a/#137.  The consul H. Fernández Davila also noted that there were public 

discourses and awareness of Japan’s increasing population. He forwarded this comment in Of. 8-32-a/#133, 26 
June 1936, <<Aumento de la Población del Japón en el año de 1935>> 

48 Ingreso 6-18/#30, 1938, Peruvian MRE. 
49 <<Memorándum [de Ministro Fushimura]>> Ingreso 6-18/#40, 17 July 1937, Peruvian MRE. 
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economic insecurity, and other nations’ anti-Japanese discourses into immigration debates. As 

Fujimura mentioned, the Peruvian state framed Japanese as a threat to the “Peruvian pueblo,” 

because of both health and economic concerns. Language like this colored the debate against 

Japanese people, as if they menaced public safety and societal bonds. Peruvian populists 

agreed with government officials that the pueblo should be protected by a new series of laws.  

Now the government was undertaking a systematic effort to exclude the Japanese from 

Peru’s society and economy in the 1930s. After the Supreme Decree of 1936 prohibited new 

arrivals from Japan, the government of General Benavides worked to deny children of 

immigrants any chance of becoming citizens.50 Along with forms of vigilante violence directed 

at the Japanese businesses, political leaders sought to persuade persons of Japanese descent to 

leave the country. Peru was a country that claimed citizenship by blood, not by residence or 

birth, so the Japanese now faced the risk of not being recognized as naturalized citizens.51 Soon, 

any child who had been born before the date of that Decree would be prohibited from 

registering as a Peruvian, regardless of whether he or she had lived two or three years in the 

country.52 Laws only recognized those from a legally-recognized marriage in Peru. This meant 

citizenship, and the person’s claim to be the race they chose.  

                                                            
50 “Decreto Supremo 26 de Junio de 1936.” The Law 8526, from Peru’s legislature, proclaimed in April 

1937 that all immigrants were subject to these restrictions. However, with this law, like the Supreme Decree the 
year before it, the majority of diplomats and media commentators knew the implied target was the Chinese and 
Japanese. See “Inscripción de las Partidas de Nacimiento en el Registro Civil de los Hijos de Extranjeros,” 8526, 
Normas Legales: Revista de Legislación Financiera y Comercial. Año 1, N° 1, Lima, June 1942, 138, cited in Sakuda, 
530. Minister Y. Murakami to General don Cesar de la Fuente mentions the same subject: “Anexo” to Ingreso 6-
18/#6, 15 February, 1937, Legación de Japón en Lima, Peruvian Ministry of Foreign Relations (MRE) Archives 

51 Aguilar, 53. 
52 Japanese immigrants tended to register their children in the Japanese consulate and legation, trying to 

preserve a chance their children might return to Japan. When new restrictions came out on foreign ownership of 
property, the government worked to close the loophole if Japanese owners could register their business under 
their children’s names—the latter ostensibly born in Peru as naturalized Peruvians. Thus, the exclusion of Japanese 
became tighter. I thank historian Sandy Miyagussuko from Lima Catholic University for clarifying this for me. 
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President Benavides’s decrees also effectively prohibited the transfer of business from 

one Japanese to another—limiting any sales to nationalized Peruvians. In addition, any 

businesses owned by foreigners during this period were required to hire Peruvians for 80 

percent of their workforce. Even those Japanese with local businesses, who lived in the city, 

were treated as aliens, ready to face expulsion.  

If those residents left and reentered, customs officials assumed they were new 

immigrants rather than long-term residents. Subsequently those returning from Tokyo to Peru 

received a reentry fee of 2000 Peruvian gold soles, the same fee was required for all new 

immigrants. This particular indignity outraged the Japanese embassy in Lima.53 Regardless of 

their frequent travel to and from Peru, or any demonstrated intent of long-term business or 

holdings, or investment in Peru, Japanese residents in Peru were subject to the fees and 

paperwork. These constant obstacles sent the message to Japanese immigrants that they would 

always be treated as “foreigners” first.54  

 The Japanese diplomatic mission grew frustrated with the legal campaign to restrict 

Japanese financial movement and rights. One case of diplomatic resistance to the Decree shows 

the efforts of Tokyo’s ministers to save space for immigrants already in the country, so that 

those residents could stay. Japanese hoped these efforts would subvert the Decree—they felt 

this was the only means of power they had, and a power that would preserve bilateral 

                                                            
53 Annex to Ingreso 6-18/#28, May 31, 1937, Peruvian MRE; Minister of Japan to Peru to Foreign Minister 

Alfredo Solf y Muro, Ingreso 6-18/#92, October 18, 1938, Peruvian MRE.  
54 In the Supreme Decree of June 26, 1936 the Executive classified Japanese as “foreigners [who are] 

currently residents” (extranjeros actualmente residentes) in Peru. Quoted in Sakuda, 528. There is consensus that 
the law was prompted by Japanese immigration, the largest influx of any national group in the 1930s. See 
Takenaka, 87; and Masterson, 152. 
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relations.55 Japanese consular officials in Lima worked to resist and negotiate the unilateral 

restrictions from their Peruvian counterparts. Ministers like Yoshiatsu Murakami (1932-1936), 

Nobuo Fujimura (1936-1938) and Masamoto Kitada (1938-1940) resisted by using whatever 

interpretive power they had. They sought to call attention to the inequality and burdens 

imposed on existing Japanese residents (including the children, which Tokyo ministers 

suggested were ‘naturalized residents’).  

Japan’s challenge to the Decree focused on the categories of immigrants who should be 

allowed entry. Japanese ministers aimed to force Peruvians to uphold the quotas put forth in 

the unilateral Supreme Decree. To challenge the assumption that immigrants were harmful, 

Fujimura advocated in 1937 there should be three types of exceptions to the immigration 

quota.56 The first included those who had left before the decree was passed; logically, Peru 

should grandfather them back in. Their family members would also be allowed entry, to avoid 

separating families. Second, those with “reentry certificates,” having gotten documentation 

through the Lima Embassy, could return to Lima. Their reentry depended, however, on this 

paperwork, further constructing the fiction that the person was defined by papers. Finally, 

Tokyo assured its counterpart in Lima that it would process only those people at the Peruvian 

Embassy, stranded in Japan— giving them the return visa to return. They abandoned hope for 

anyone who left Peru after June 1, 1936, when the Decree was given to Congress.57 Essentially, 

                                                            
55 Gardiner (1975), 51. Charges d’affaires ad interim were the low officials that held Latin American 

missions, missions which were not full embassies. 
56 <<Sobre la Limitación de los Inmigrantes y Actividades de los Extranjeros>> 6-18/#28, 31 May 1937, 

Peruvian MRE. 
57 Because of his calculations he offered the number that Peru by law should now let in 300 Japanese.  He 

doubtless hoped this helpful calculation would let those in, but he also made the point that if Peru claimed to 
uphold laws—even unilateral, discriminatory ones—it should allow others who calculated there were free 
Japanese to acknowledge those free Japanese. 
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Fujimura tried to secure rights for the Japanese communities already in Peru, at the expense of 

future immigrants.  

Fujimura claimed that the total population of Japanese in Peru was well under 16,000 in 

1936. Therefore, he claimed the decree could allow for a couple thousand more.58 He 

attempted to exploit that loophole that permitted entry to only 16,000 Japanese. He challenged 

the idea that Peru was ‘saturated’ with Japanese—he argued that the population was below 

the quota.59 He also challenged Peruvian perceptions that the Japanese posed a threat to the 

health and safety of the nation. As an example, the diplomats chose the minor goal of letting in 

any number of Japanese they could.60 Diplomatic resistance to the quotas became the last 

vestige of pride for Tokyo, in its dealings with any Latin American nation.  

The Japanese minister’s complaint does not appear to have convinced Peruvians. In 

side-notes scribbled in pencil on the typed complaint that Fujimura sent in, one Peruvian 

secretary evaluated Japan’s chances of abrogation: “argumentación muy pobre.” The secretary 

felt that ignorance was no excuse to challenge Peru’s sovereign law, much less the state.61 

Unconsciously or not, the Fujimura reinforced the idea that a limited number of 

Japanese immigrants benefited the interests of both nations. He relied on an earlier argument 

of the Japanese government: that it could regulate the flow of people entering, and thus 

continue Peru’s relations on its own terms. The government tried to act unilaterally—the only 

                                                            
58 The Consulate from Tokyo’s estimates put a count at 13,031. This meant that they optimistically 

estimated 2,969 could come in. This would not be in an inconsiderable number: according to Gardiner’s perusal of 
the entry amounts, 814 Japanese had entered Peru in 1935, and a slightly lesser amount, 593, arrived in 1936.   

59 I cannot determine the class or location these Japanese immigrants had for those who entered Peru: 
whether they came from the upper classes who were able to afford reentry fees, or who had connections with the 
embassy to advocate more vociferously on their behalf. This raises questions for further research.  

60 Ingreso 6-18/#28, 31 May 1937, Peruvian MRE. 
61 Notes are recorded in the copy of Ingreso 6-18/#26, 28 May 1937, Peruvian MRE. 
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power it had, ironically, as it could not now threaten military power with its engagements in 

China.62 The immigration laws became part of an effort to limit Peru’s economic sphere to 

native-born Peruvians. Restrictions on Japanese businesses revealed an economic agenda, as 

Peru had driven out those businessmen associated with competitor nations. These 

‘competitors’ would turn “enemy” in the next decade, due to subsequent Peruvian legislation. 

From this moment, the framework slowly shifted away from economic opportunities and 

Japanese minsters slowly grew on the defensive. They wanted to take in immigrants and 

preserve the rights and property of as many extant Issei and Nisei as possible. 

This realignment of Peru’s state affected immigration restrictions for both Japanese immigrants 

and residents. Immigration discourse became increasingly fixated on excluding Japanese from 

economic and social life. The highest branches of Peru’s government adopted language in the 

Supreme Decree and other laws that framed the Japanese as a threat to the race and class of 

the Peruvian people. 

Movement of Goods in an Anti-Japanese Atmosphere: Trade Alternatives (1935-1937). 

Peru and Japan created formal and informal ties as they negotiated the needs and 

interests of both of Peru’s domestic economy and sending communities across the Pacific. The 

growing North American (and British) influence in Peru at first seemed to foster ties with Pacific 

nations, due to the former’s businesses undermining sovereignty at home. Political parties in 

Peru, drawing on currents of populism, critiqued any further encroachment by the U.S.63 In this 

hostile climate, trade became a source of political capital but also contestation. Trading with 
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another country besides the U.S. for Peruvian minerals could shore up diverse sectors of the 

export economy or diversify its local industry.64 The Japanese government in the late 1930s 

earnestly thought it could meet this need to be one of Peru’s major buyers—this despite the 

increasing outrage it was generating. Documentation from Peru’s consulate in Yokohama at the 

time gives evidence of dissonant voices eager to hear Japan’s siren call. 

The hardships for incoming Japanese due to the Supreme Decree’s immigration 

restrictions were ta personal blow to the Special Minister to Lima, Yoshiharu Murakami.65 In a 

previous memo he had complimented his Peruvian counterpart, the Consul Humberto 

Fernández Dávila, on successful negotiations. Murakami had just secured the abolition of Peru’s 

quotas on cotton sales and a promise to uphold the treaty of 1934, after intense negotiations.66 

This allowed Japan to continue its status as the biggest seller of cotton to Peru, in spite of 

Peruvian merchants’ concern that Japanese imports harmed local businesses. Murakami 

expressed his approval by claiming “both countries interests had been satisfied under the new 

Commercial agreement.”67 Japan, an importer of raw materials, depended on Peruvian cotton. 

After 1936, the diplomatic snub of blocking Japanese peoples’ movement into Peru went 

counter to the continued Japanese sales of products into Peru, he thought. This reversal for the 

minister shows that anti-Japanese sentiment was growing in diplomatic circles, even if both 

nations had spent much time negotiating to continue the trade.  

                                                            
64 Thorp, 76. 
65 “Ministro Extraordinario” was the title accorded the head of Japan’s foreign ministry in Peru. This is 
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The Japanese wanted to purchase raw materials not available at home, which helps 

explain its overtures in Latin America. The need for raw materials placed Japan in a relative 

position of vulnerability, rather than as an imperial power or a chief rival to the United States. 

Japanese vulnerability explains why Japanese ministers were earnest, and yet receptive, to 

Peru’s Ministry of Foreign Relations. Historians have characterized this period as one of 

preparation for the Second World War, a clash of Japanese-U.S. ambitions, and as a time when 

Japan entered into diplomatic and economic isolation prior to the unilateral strike on Pearl 

Harbor.68 During the interwar years Japan was not only interested in quelling Chinese armies or 

having the yen become the basis of a yen-bloc; its ambitions extended globally. As the anecdote 

with Murakami shows, the Japanese were involved in South America to obtain resources for 

their wars, to evade and subvert the U.S. and Europe’s Western blockades, and to influence 

smaller nations to avoid embargoes.69 Japanese diplomats emphasized that they sided with 

smaller powers, contesting U.S. hegemony and other colonial nations, although Japanese 

actions belied their claims.70 The teleology of ocean-wide conflict, and Manichean sides, may be 

difficult to avoid. Nevertheless, South-South connections served both in some crucial ways 

while they conflicted in others. Japan aspired to empire while Peru fought foreign imperialism. 

The Japanese made efforts to obtain raw materials. They lacked raw materials without which, 

the nation became vulnerable, which would make the national economy unsustainable; their 
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national assembly, the Japanese Diet, proclaimed this in its inaugural address of 1936.71 The 

Japanese offered several times in the late 1930s to guarantee Peru a substantial purchase of 

cotton or other materials by treaty; this happened in 1936 in January. The treaties Peru and 

Japan had signed with prior administrations concerned both nations; Minister Nobuo Fujimura 

took action to prevent a lapse in the treaty.72 He sought to protect Peruvian industry as well.73  

When Peru claimed that Japanese exports harmed the domestic economy, as often 

occurred, the Japanese assured the Peruvian government they would limit exports; the amount 

of exports had decreased in recent years.74 Japan argued that more Japanese products brought 

prices down to help Peruvian consumers, advocating free trade as the best solution to all 

parties concerned.75 These efforts failed to convince Peru to keep the treaty. Minister Alberto 

Ulloa claimed his country wanted to be free of obligations.76 Japanese refused any 

renegotiations to avoid losing its Most-Favored-Nation status. Thus, the treaty stayed. While 

the 1924 treaty continued after 1930, Peru unilaterally imposed cotton quotas, causing many 

Japanese complaints.77 Consulate ministers also thought that Peru’s interests in Yokohama 

could grow, owing to Japan’s recent commercial expansions; Peru’s consul argued that a quota 
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against the latter might end up hurting Peru’s ability to sell cotton.78  

Japanese ministers too, lamented in 1936 that national exports lagged. A trade deficit 

and declining exports of cotton captured official attention.79 Tokyo’s ministers spoke with 

officials from the Peruvian consulate near the capital in Yokohama, and also contacts in the 

Japanese legation to Lima: they wanted to secure treaties and agreements to advance Japan’s 

national interests in Peru—namely, avoiding immigration restrictions, purchasing scarce 

materials, and protecting the fate of Japanese migrants in Peru, a country with mounting anti-

Japanese violence.80   

Over the rest of the decade, Japanese initiatives in trade increased, though, with few 

exceptions, these initiatives were met with the same response across the globe: polite 

deference and tacit rejection.81 Many nations leveled trade embargoes against Japan to halt the 

sales of Japanese exports.82 Objections to Japanese economic expansion stemmed from larger 

concerns about Japan’s territorial expansion at the expense of China. The members of Japan’s 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs understood that these rejections ultimately compromised Japanese 

national interests because they could not secure much needed raw materials. Forces within 

Japan sought to direct the country's economy and escape Western condemnation. Economic 

expansion seemed possible in Peru, an attractive alternative across the Pacific. Japan wanted 
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raw material, while Peru wanted to export and potentially import manufactured goods.83 The 

military, particularly the Japanese Army, planned for economic expansion to solve economic 

woes; if “war was politics by other means,” then influential groups of Japanese army units 

sought to use force to expand the economy by other means—taking first Manchuria through 

false-flag sabotage and military occupation.84 The military—where it had the means to do so—

used coercion and intervention to support the Japanese economy, gaining raw materials and 

resources not available in the Japanese home islands. Japan even asserted it had a Monroe 

Doctrine in Asia. In 1934, it proclaimed it had the right to police China and interests (such as its 

imperial territories of Formosa (contemporary Chinese Taipei) in East Asia. Japanese policy in 

Asia consciously echoed the U.S.’s justification for military interventions in Latin America, built 

on its Monroe Doctrine of nearly a century.  

Simultaneously, in response to Japanese military expansion, many elites and political 

leaders sought new markets to fuel the military push. Even with militarism, some Japanese 

ministers over the previous decade advocated peaceful negotiations. Japan wanted to be a 

member of the great powers to ensure a new international post-war order, cooperation.85 

Japanese militarization in the Pacific was not necessarily a war policy; the nation was gearing up 

for war with the equally imperial U.S.   

The Benavides administration sought to give the impression of listening to Japanese 

concerns—which reveals Peru’s positionality between major powers.86 All the while, diplomats 
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weighed their options, holding out for a better offer of capital from the Japanese. Peru saw 

Japanese aggression abroad and worried that Japan intended to intervene and subvert Peruvian 

sovereign chains of authority.87 The Japanese legation offered to control Japanese immigrants 

to quell fears and provide economic opportunity for the Empire. 

Despite hand-wringing in consular reports from Peru’s ministers in Yokohama, Japan ran 

a trade deficit with Peru for most of the decade.88 In fact, Peru sold more raw materials to 

Japan than it imported in Japanese manufactured goods.89 Japanese ministers, too, lamented in 

1936 about the sluggish performance of the nation’s export products. A news editorial, echoing 

Tokyo’s concerns, claimed that trade had suffered a “strong” decline, and called for 

government intervention.90 Declining exports of cotton captured official attention; the Foreign 

policy establishment knew it had a trade deficit.91 Officials lamented the nation’s inability to 

pay for cotton imports, yet in an editorial the Tokyo paper, Japan Times the writer explicitly 

wanted Peruvian officials to know that, “It is the cotton of Peru in which we want Japan to 

become interested.”92 Clearly, major voices claimed that Japan and Peru had a future in trade.93 

Pedro Paulet, consul and admirer of the nation of Japan, was not the only Peruvian who 
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interpreted these statistics as advantageous to Peru. Multiple solicitations were made by 

several members of the Yokohama staff to review economic statistics of Japan’s territory.94 

Paulet, however, was the minister who produced the most documentation in which he 

recommended listening to Japan’s overtures. Paulet appears in these records frequently, and 

his officials asked him for advice on trade. Paulet was a career diplomat and a self-proclaimed 

economist.95 He arrived at Yokohama in 1930 as a “plenipotentiary minister,” a diplomat with a 

full ranking mission in another country, which meant he represented the bilateral ties between 

two nations. Typically, such missions included a consulate, representing a post for the country 

at the subnational level. Peru had a plenipotentiary in Tokyo, but had not yet elevated their 

office to an embassy, so instead they had a consul at Yokohama. This consulate regulated trade 

out of Japan’s largest port.  

Both Paulet’s views were collected in his manifested in “Memoria” Quinquenal, a 

pamphlet which he claimed was the “most complete and recent work” about Japan available 

for Peruvians.96 It held twelve publications in Spanish, taking up eight diplomatic packets sent 

by ship to Lima. He wrote, for example, that he believed Japan was one of the three countries 

Peruvians should emulate: “to know what to do and also what not to do [emphasis added]” in 

its politics. For this inquisitive consul, Japan was a modernizing country, emerging with new 

technology and expanding trade— significantly it also bordered the Pacific.97 Paulet believed 
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that if Peru wanted to be an emerging power as well, its leaders should study—and later 

emulate—the island nation. 

At one point, Paulet supported the selective immigration of Japanese; his quote was 

recorded and later reused by a Japanese-funded company, the Kaigai Kogyo Kaisha, to oppose 

immigration restrictions and allow its emigrants to Latin America once more. In a pamphlet 

produced for Brazil in 1938, Paulet thought the Japanese were the “race of colonizers” after 

subduing “Formosa” (today known as Taiwan). He portrayed the Japanese in positive terms, 

showing that they were the people who would perform similar tasks for Peru, by colonizing the 

Amazon. Nevertheless, in his mind, he thought they would not interfere on the coast, however; 

he imagined them between the coastal whites and native peoples. This in-between status 

though, would serve the Peruvian state as “our indigenous race” (nuestra raza indígena) could 

be educated by incoming Japanese colonizers.98 Thus he supported anything, including 

immigration, that would contribute to Peruvian economic development. Japanese migration to 

the undeveloped Peruvian Amazon would both remove them from anti-Japanese agitators in 

the coastal cities, and pave the way for infrastructure and settlement in one of Peru’s most 

undeveloped regions. While the recording was a propaganda piece perhaps edited by the Kaigo 

Company, it nonetheless reflects an alternative vision of what might have been for the 

government. Paulet envisioned a specific place for Japanese—to serve the Peruvian state in its 

modernization and development projects. 
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 Japan continued to negotiate treaties designed to further economic ties through 

cultural organizations. Japan sought to expand its sphere of influence by cultivating and sharing 

culture and organizations. To avoid giving ‘bad impressions’ it gave ‘good ones’ in the form of 

cultural exchanges to others, inviting them in. In this light, Paulet advocated for Peruvian 

representatives to attend a convention in Yokohama. Japan hosted several types of cultural 

visits, including an international forum in Yokohama, put on by its foreign ministry.99 These 

events intended to demonstrate the value of Asian and Japanese goods to foreign nations. For 

example, Japan offered to construct all boats around the Pacific, suggesting a metaphoric rise 

of Japanese prosperity and successful conversion of raw materials into manufactured goods.100 

Some Peruvian diplomats believed that their nation could sell its own goods to Japan. 

Paulet thought the foreign ministry should attend these events to capitalize to trade. He 

offered his own limited salary to pay for a national display, claiming Brazil dominated the scene 

in the Latin American area of the exposition. He claimed other countries, particularly Brazil, 

were selling its goods to Asian nations and that Brazil had spent large sums to have a valuable, 

attractive pavilion. He argued that Peru was missing an opportunity to portray itself as ready for 

foreign for investment and wired Lima for more funds in April 1935.  

There were other cultural missions as well as Japan tried to form ties and create a 

nascent community in the Pacific. Japan announced plans for a Pan-Pacific Exposition in the 

home-island city of Nagoya. Expositions like this sought to attract global trade to Japan and 
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other Pacific nations Exposition designers included pavilions for Chile, Brazil, and Peru.101 Japan 

sought to do more business in Latin America, because nations under British influence, such as 

Egypt and Australia, had launched a trade boycott of Japanese cotton.102 South Africa, a British 

protectorate, also claimed Japanese cotton’s quality was inferior, leading to other international 

acrimony.103 In response, cotton interests had launched a counter-boycott against the 

Europeans, which threatened countries in Latin America with a tax on what the latter countries 

bought.104 The convention was an attempt to invite Latin American countries into Japan’s 

sphere of influence. 

Although Britain and other major powers worked to shut out Japan from cotton sales, 

Paulet sensed many opportunities for expanding commerce for his own nation. In a summary 

report to Lima, Paulet endorsed setting up a trade pavilion in Nagoya to showcase typical 

Peruvian exports and goods. Peru and Japan jointly participated in other cultural missions over 

the decade.105 Lima accepted another Cultural-Economic mission in 1938 and sent a letter of 

appreciation at being invited to Japan’s 1940 Expo.106 Eventually a team of renowned 

(“conocido”) scientists from Japan came to study a solar eclipse in Peru, as a mission of 
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knowledge-exchange between the two countries.107 There would be student exchanges later in 

the decade. These missions served to strengthen political and economic ties for all parties.  

Paulet did not argue that Peru should exclude Japanese on racial grounds. Instead, in 

1936, he argued Peru should look to the Pacific—instead of the Atlantic—for future trade 

expansion.108 Peru evaluated the trade deals it received from Japan, weighing within a global 

market. To Paulet, Peru followed its own self-interest; it was neither a supporter of Japan, nor 

the U.S., but followed the letter (if ambiguously the spirit) of the later Lima conference on 

neutrality, considering offers of Japan while looking to the United States for some protection.109 

Peru’s independent efforts to secure trade deals with other nation suggests that U.S. economic 

hegemony in Latin America was not as absolute as it seemed. Japan, meanwhile, followed much 

the same strategy as the government sought to make connects between Tokyo and Lima.  

After Paulet left his post, his successor Humberto Fernández Dávila also echoed Paulet’s 

sentiments. Fernández Dávila worried about the influence of Japanese trade until Peru broke 

off relations with Japan in the Second World War. Despite his concerns, Peru continued to trade 

with Japan. Consul reports from Yokohama show a positive trade balance in 1935, and 1936, 

even throughout the passing of a prohibition on further Japanese immigration in June 1936. In 

April, June, and August, the consuls explicitly mentioned that Peru had a positive  trade balance 

from Japan; Fernández Dávila recorded that Peru purchased more Japanese  goods than in the 

first six months of 1934.110  
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In August 1936, Peru had an advantage of 2,587,967 yen in exports selling to Japan, 

including selling 13,741.58 tejidos of cotton.111 This amount of growing balance-of-payment is 

significant when compared to the previous year, as it registered a favorable balance in Peru’s 

favor. That year Peru had imported a total of 9,806,000 yen the entire year of 1935.112 The 

island nation had shrunk, too, in its share of Peru’s imported manufactured goods it 

provided.113 This pattern would continue.   

Peruvian ministers and diplomats entertained and encouraged overtures from Japan to 

show how they worked to negotiate more trade opportunities with foreign nations outside of 

the South and the Americas, gaining favorable trade gains with Japan in the second half of the 

1930s. Nevertheless, they grew increasingly reluctant to continue trading e with Japan. Some of 

the Foreign Ministers in Lima in the 1930s agreed they could make gains, and the country 

should capitalize on existing balances.  

 “Ventajas Mutuas y Recíprocas:” Japanese Hopes and Peruvian Fears in Trade Negotiations, 
1936-1939 
 

The title of this section comes from a record of the Benavides administration, which 

described his successful negotiation of a commerce treaty in the early 1940s.114 This was not 

with Japan, however—but with the U.S. In this agreement, Peru secured guaranteed U.S. 

purchases of cotton, one of its primary export-items From the General’s seizure of power in 
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1933, cotton, had been one of his administration’s driving concerns. Not only was this crop one 

of Peru’s most plentiful raw materials, but demand for it continued worldwide throughout the 

Great Depression. The treaty writers employed a language that appeared to characterize the 

two nations as equals, at least on paper. What was a beneficial sale for one nation, in this case 

Peru, filled the need of the other nation. For Peru’s part, they had both wanted a secure buyer 

for their exports, but also to remain in the good graces of the United States. While in public, the 

diplomatic discourse was one of acceptance of Japan’s words, while putting more and more 

regulations to exclude Japanese from the actions of citizenship, was a careful balance to 

appropriate Japanese efforts to serve Peru’s benefit. The paradox between actions and words 

stemmed from s the juxtaposition of domestic politics of anti-Japanese feeling in Lima and 

economic policies that prioritized the purchase from Japan. Participation in international 

cultural events did not make Peru publicly denounce Japan’s imperialism, or suggest a blockade 

of Japan—at least before 1937. Peru was seeking out business with other Pacific partners, not 

debating the justice of Japan’s invasion of other countries. The public was leery of Japan’s 

intentions.115 International observers worried about Japanese expansion, and the U.S. in 

particular saw discussion that they were being pushed out of Asia: Japan’s increasing material 

power and its “disrespect” for China’s sovereignty made Japan into the aggressor in the eyes of 

European Americans.116 The Marco Polo Bridge incident, the opening salvo of Japan that began 

the Second Sino-Japanese War, seemed to confirm this.  

As Japanese concerns mounted about cotton quotas in the late 1930s, Japanese 
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diplomats began to accuse their Peruvian counterparts of an affront against the Japanese 

people. The ministers excoriated the Peruvian senate for setting discriminatory tariffs that 

disadvantaged Japan. It seemed no matter the effort of the Japanese staff, the balance of trade 

did not remain in Japan’s favor.117 Some lawmakers in Tokyo’s legislature, the Diet, even called 

for more Peruvian sales.118 Since Japan to purchase more cotton, copper, and other raw 

materials, it seems contradictory at first that Peru was unwilling to trade with Japan. Consuls 

from Yokohama, who reported to Chief Foreign Minister Ulloa, reported Peru was gaining in 

sales to Yokohama port over other Latin American countries, particularly Brazil. The latter had 

lost a chance to take in more Japanese immigrants.119 Peru did not capitalize on more on sales 

to Japan because of the way people linked the fear of invading goods to invading immigrants.  

In Peru, Japanese immigrants negotiated multiple identities. Peruvians who identified as 

native and creole began to influence policymakers, arguing that Japanese immigrants could not 

assimilate.120 Many of these interpretations converged on another nexus that many historians 

of race have pointed out: the intersection of race with economic opportunity.121 Many 

Peruvians, already worried about scarce jobs, began to tie their economic concerns to the fate 

of the nation. Nationalism heavily influenced anti-imperialist and anti-immigrant thought; 

parties as the APRA called for pan-Latin American solidarity. However, nationalism also 

reinforced what and who was Peruvian, and what and who supposedly was not. 
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121 Dower, 14; Wolf, 381; see his discussion on the difference between “race” and ethnicity, and how the 

two occupy separate challenges to nativism; Lesser, 6. 
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Peru grew envious of Japan’s technological advances; Peruvians began to see 

themselves in competition with Japan, a nation that unexpectedly produced substitute 

materials which would replace those raw materials of Peru. Peruvians saw many new 

developments and technologies coming from these Asian islands. Rayon, oil, and ammonium 

sulfate in Japan became new objects of concern for Peru’s Foreign Ministry.122 In 1936, Consul 

Fernández Dávila sent a clipping from Yokohama’s local media: the Japanese state would 

regulate its nascent rayon industry.123 This fabric was of interest because Japan had shot up in 

the ranks to become one of the top world producers of rayon, becoming the second-biggest in 

1933.124 Japan also became the second-largest producer (and refiner) of packaged nitrogen, 

used to produce armaments.125 Carbon production, and the liquefaction of such an important 

mineral, caught Peruvian interest as well.126 Peru saw that Japan was developing alternatives to 

importing raw minerals.  

Because Peru saw Japan as a rising power, Peruvians saw these alternative technologies 

as a threat to Peru’s traditional exports. Peruvian consuls wrote to their home governments 

with news of new technologies in language that framed the developments of new technologies 

as a zero-sum game. Japanese successes seemed like Peruvian failures. The news reports about 

carbon and oil suggested that Peruvians viewed Japan as a developing industrial power, but one 

with few natural resources. Consul Fernández Dávila wrote that this invention of materials was 

                                                            
122 Of. 8-32-a/#71, 13 April 1937, Peruvian MRE. 
123 <<Control en la Producción del Rayón>> Of. 8-32-a/#69 10 April, 1936, Peruvian MRE. 
124 <, La Industria del RAYON [sic] o Seda Artificial, en el Japón>> OF. 8-32-a/#71, 13 April, 1936, Peruvian 

MRE. 
125 La Asociación del Nitrógeno, <<El Japón ocupa el 2o lugar en el Mundo en la Producción del 

Nitrógeno,>> Of. 8-32-a/#49, 16 March 1936, Peruvian MRE. 
126 <<Licuefacción del Carbón. Proyectos del Gobierno Japonés>>, Of. 8-32-a/#55, 23 March, 1936, 

Peruvian MRE. 
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both an example and a cause for concern for Peru: it was in Peru’s best interest to confront the 

“bitter reality” (amarga realidad) that one of their most valuable natural resources—

ammonium sulfate—was being outsold.127 In fact, Japan was selling ammonium sulfate, despite 

the fact its diplomats claimed they had always imported ammonium sulfate. However, the 

manufacture and sale of a natural resource that Peru already had — by an island country which 

had no natural reserves of it--worried Peruvians and suggested the Japan could and would 

overtake Peru in terms of population, resources, and technology.  

 Japan’s increased efforts to strike a trade deal reflected a fear of larger patterns of 

trade-loss, as several markets had already closed. Japanese trade brokers claimed they were 

negotiating just as other European nations, and that “just claims have not been accepted by 

most countries…in some cases …apparently for the sole purpose of excluding Japanese 

goods.”128 The Japanese press felt that that Japan was experiencing racial discrimination on a 

global scale. They even explicitly asked that other nations learn about Japanese culture to 

dispel any exotic views of Japan and discourage “othering.” The Japanese press’s protest 

reveals the Japanese government was ready to enter any market to which it could gain access.  

Japanese businessmen and ministers in the government commerce association made a 

bold claim: they claimed they were able to regulate their own exports to meet other nations’ 

expectations. Thus, not only would they export fewer things, to preserve trade surplus of 

nations like Peru, Japan would further show good faith in negotiations with other countries to 

                                                            
127 <<El Japón remite 13,000 sacos de abonos agrícolas para nuestra agricultura,>> Of. 8-32-a/#171, 19 

August 1936, Peruvian MRE. 
128 Fernández, 8-32-a/#113, May 6, 1936, (MRE de Peru), 7. 
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avoid giving offense or too much attention to the fact more immigrants were coming in.129 On 

March 24, Japanese diplomats responded to Peru’s concern of a “grave menace” (amenaza 

grave) to Peru’s industry and agreed to limit exports of “tejidos y confeccionados Japoneses” 

for one year.130 While the cultural missions did not interest Peruvian elites, this new economic 

arrangement was given verbal approval by Lima’s top officials.131 Ministers insisted they were 

trying to not outsell Peruvian markets, but in fact, present themselves as a nation of efficiency 

and science, per a Tokyo newspaper’s proclamation.132 They promised that Japan would not sell 

poor-quality cotton either.133 This unusual call for self-regulation did not to fall on deaf ears—

Japanese business owners or naturalized residents of Peru owned some 15 percent of Peru’s 

cotton market. Many Peruvians inflated the size of this small market because they thought a 

highly visible concentration of Japanese traders in the capital meant their influence outweighed 

any alleged statistics.134  

Finally, to understand the dynamics of power in this back-and-forth debate between the 

Pacific powers, it is important to situate Latin America and Japan within a nexus of trans-Pacific 

connections preceding the Second World War. The negotiations were a site of contention 

                                                            
129 “Survey of the Foreign Trade of Japan,” Japan Chronicle, Sat Mar 14, 1936, enclosed in Anexo 1 to 

Ingreso 8-32-a/#51, Mar 17, 1936; Fernández Dávila, <<Control en la Producción del Rayon>>, Ingreso 8-32-a/#69, 
Apr. 10, 1936 (MRE de Peru). The government made efforts to “correct the methods which foreigners find 
objectionable” including avoiding any pretense of ‘dumping” Japanese cotton into Peru’s market. Japan Times and 
Mail [article] June 30 1936, in Letter from Consul Hernando Fernandez Dávila, Anexo 2 to Oficio 8-32A/#137, July 1, 
1936, Peruvian MRE. 

130 Of. 8-32-a/#1, 24 March, 1936, Peruvian MRE. 
131 Jose de la Riva Agüero helped found the “Asociación Cultural Peruano-Japonesa” for better cultural 

exchanges with Japan.  The founder of a major Lima newspaper, El Comercio, joined him as well as the largest 
Japanese cultural group—the “Sociedad Central Japonesa.” José Naupari, “La Discriminación contra los Peruanos-
Japoneses” [unpublished Thesis], 15. 

132Ingreso 6-18/#40, 24 July, 1937, Peruvian MRE. 
133 Of. 8-32-a/#65, 6 April, 1936. Peruvian MRE. 
134 Masterson, 151, 148. “Specific allegations of economic imperialism and unfair economic practices were 

consistently leveled against Japanese cotton producers.”  
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between Japan and Peru. The Peruvians, located close to both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans 

considered themselves as a center.135 Peru was following its own self-interest, in the eyes of 

Paulet; Peru neither supported what would later be known as the Axis nor Allied blocs, but 

engaged in trade deals with Japan while looking to the United States for some protection. While 

Paulet had argued in 1936 that Peru should look to the Pacific, later diplomats disagreed, 

arguing that Japan could not be trusted.136  

Japanese ministers thought they were playing by Western rules. Diplomatic 

correspondence reveals that Japanese diplomats hoped that there would be possibilities for 

continued fair trade. Some scholars have argued that Japan was not interested in Peru’s 

markets or resources, but instead sought to protect its emigrant community in a limited way.137 

Historian C. H. Gardiner views actions of the Japanese embassy, and its perceived intrusion into 

Peruvian domestic affairs, one of the main reasons for rampant violence against Asian 

immigrants perpetuated by Peruvians.138 Nevertheless, Peruvians would not accept certain 

trade policies with Japan, regardless of Japanese intervention.  

The Peruvians tried to avoid antagonizing their largest buyers, who they called the 

Anglo-American powers. This explains why their diplomatic talks on trade were a holding game. 

They could afford Japanese cotton on some level; new racial discourses, though, made 

increasingly hard views and policies against immigrants desirable. In the eyes of both nationalist 

                                                            
135 Laura Benton, “No longer odd region out: Repositioning Latin America in world history.” Hispanic 

American Historical Review 84 (3) (2004) 423-30. 
136 For ambiguity in Western views of Japan, see Dower, 148. For rethinking South-South connections also 

see Mike Mason, Global Shift: Asia, Africa, and Latin America, 1945-2007. (McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2012). 
137 Gardiner, 1975, 56. 
138 Gardiner, 1975, 99. 
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Don Alfredo Solf y Muro, head of Peru’s Foreign Ministry, and the moderate Pedro Paulet, the 

veteran consul of Yokohama Bay in Japan, Peru was a nation with valuable connections to 

“Anglo-American powers” and should not accept Japanese offers. Even Paulet, who showed his 

interest in local culture by regularly writing about Japan and its culture to Don Alfredo in Lima, 

eventually emphasized that Peru should prioritize ties to Western powers, even if it meant 

cutting off ties with Japan. For Paulet, by 1941, the worst thing Peru could do would be to 

further court Japan and sign trade deals.139   

Conclusion:  

 

Even though diplomats professed good will, their debates—and even secretive notes on 

the margins of their typed pages—showed that the presence of Japanese immigrants in Peru 

presented an irreconcilable problem for Peruvians. The desirability of Japanese immigrants in 

Peru surfaced in official talks about cotton quotas, the Amazon, and other seemingly unrelated 

topics. The diplomatic presence in Japan was seen as intolerable; its immigrants even less so.  

Official sentiment about Japanese immigrants subsequently restricted not only Japanese 

movement in and out of the country (including borders) but also the residents’ economic and 

political activities. Cultural and economic anxieties melded together —and created a legal 

precedent for the Japanese to be classified as an undesirable legal ethnic group in national law. 

This chapter has traced the deteriorating Peruvian-Japanese relations, and how those 

relations led to a more restricted space for immigrants. Thus popular cultural characterizations 

of immigrants as untrustworthy, or as vanguard elements for alleged Japanese penetration into 

                                                            
139  Paulet, Anexo 1, Feb 20, 1941 to Ingreso 6-18/#150, Ministry of Japan in Peru, (Ministerio de 

Relaciones Exteriores (MRE) de Peru), Jan 19, 1942; Oficio 8-32-a/#40, 16 April 1935, Peruvian MRE.   
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Latin America, began to influence state policies. The amount of goods being traded had an 

explicit (eventually) and direct connection to understandings of who truly belonged to the 

Peruvian nation. This state discourse subsequently influenced Peru’s views of any “Japanese 

problems” leading up to the Second World War.140 I presented this interplay to show the roots 

of the human rights crisis in the 1940s, the criminalization of the Japanese in Peru, street 

violence and their eventual deportation—which are the subjects of my next chapter.  

We have studied the alternative diplomatic strategies that Peru pursued to move away 

from the Western democracies and democratic monarchies of Europe. However, we have yet to 

study the Japanese efforts to work in the 1930s for alternate regimes. To paraphrase Asian 

historian Louise Young, Japanese history in the 1930s should not be seen as an inevitable desire 

for war between nation-states; war and militarization “need not be the (only) frame.”141 This 

de-centering allows us to show how Peru imagined a future oriented to the Pacific, away from 

the U.S. and Europe, even for brief moments. It also sheds light on how Peru Itself conceived of 

its alignments with other nations in the Americas.  

Japan did eventually gain favor in Peru after the war—Peru’s President Manuel Prado 

was the first Latin American president to visit post-war Japan. Tokyo’s proposals and initiatives 

bore fruit in its statesmen’s eyes, if seen from the long view. The memories of World War II did 

not determine new diplomatic promises; economic self-interest trumped concerns of “race” 

after the war. Thus the diplomatic missions Japan sent in the 1930s should be seen as efforts 

                                                            
140 The other outcome of embodying Peruvian fear of the Japanese into immigrants became a popular 

virulent violence that directly attacked their persons and property. I explore this in the next chapter, in the Lima 
race riot of May 1940, just 18 months before Peru’s involvement in the war. 

141 Young, Footnote 4, on 1118.  She also labels the majority of history-writing of this period a ‘tyranny” of 
teleological thinking, to challenge historians and avoid seeing all outcomes as leading to war.  
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for Japan not only to expand its imperial aims, but to interact with non-Asian nations and find 

acceptance in a series of “Gentlemen’s Agreements” with free trade in the Americas being its 

paradoxical aim. 

However, in the 1930s Peruvians conceived of a space for Japanese trade but negated 

almost any conceivable role for the Japanese immigrant. Narrowing spaces for Japanese 

preceded an active movement to displace them from their neighborhoods. Economic concerns 

in the Depression, cultural concerns of the perceived foreign customs of Japanese, and political 

concerns of Japan as an aggressive colonizer, overlapped with new concerns about mestizaje. 

The latter idea about race implied that real “Peruvian” workers, (i.e. those not of mixed 

heritage in the cities), faced unfair competition from an outside aggressor. Class, race, and 

immigration all influenced international “power-politics” and were projected onto the Japanese 

immigrants within Peru, who often had tangential interests (if that) in the affairs of the 

Japanese empire .   

Chapter 2 shows how deteriorating Peru-Japanese relations led to a human rights crisis 

in the 1940s, the criminalization of Japanese in Peru. Peru used this international fiasco to gain 

new attention from the U.S. and move into Pacific trade after the war—the Japanese 

immigrants took the blame. Indeed, Peruvian diplomats began to frame the Japanese not as an 

immigration problem, but explicitly a “Japanese problem”—one that required attention, or 

even removal. 
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Chapter 2: 

 

Stopping the Press: Framing the Saqueo of May 1940 

Lima, Peru on the afternoon of May 13, 1940 was not involved in the European War that 

would later be renamed “the Second World War;” its citizens were only spectators. A person 

reading the El Comercio newspaper, a popular paper in the nation’s capital, was far from the 

invasion of France, or the submarine warfare heating up in the Atlantic. Instead, limeños 

learned about the German invasion of the Low Countries by reading alarming headlines. They 

also learned of the unanimous approval in Britain of the new Prime Minister Winston Churchill.1   

The wealth of Japanese-Peruvian sellers was evident from opulent ads in this same 

newspaper. If subscribers had read the morning’s front page in El Comercio, they may also have 

considered buying false teeth – in response to an advertisement by the representatives of “I. 

Morimoto y CIA. (the Spanish abbreviation for “Company”).” The Japanese advertiser in Lima 

claimed to offer teeth from the finest quality mineral, carefully examined to represent the 

American backers of the American Porcelain Tooth Co.2 War stories however, occupied the 

entire width of the front page of the afternoon edition, across all seven columns.  On the 

following day, La Prensa reported that the largest mechanized land battle in history was being 

played out in Europe.3 The editors of El Comercio reprinted an editorial in the United Press that 

expressed hopes that the “rapid and terrible battle” in the Low Countries would possibly 

                                                            
1 El Comercio, 13 May, 1940 [Afternoon edition], 1. 
2 “American Porcelain Tooth Co., Ltd.” (advertisement), El Comercio, 13 May, 1940 [Morning edition], 1. 
3 El Comercio, 14 May, 1940 [Morning edition]. I illustrate photos below of how these events and 

advertisements were blown up in large text on the page (See Images 1 & 2).  
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“hasten [to a] conclusion.”4  

 

 

What did not take up a substantial part of either morning or afternoon news was the 

                                                            
4 Richard D. McMillan, “Se espera una rápida y temible batalla que es posible termine el resultado de la 

Guerra y acelere su conclusión.” [United Press editor], special reprint in El Comercio, 13 May 1940 [Morning 
Edition], 13. 

Images 1 & 2: note 

how the newspaper 

held 7 columns to 

hold stories.  

“Encarnizada Batalla 

al S. E. de Bélgica” 

takes up the whole 

page. 

--“Encarnizada 

batalla al S.E. de 

Bélgica,” El Comercio 

13 May 1940 

[Afternoon edition.] 
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saqueo (sacking) of 1940, right in Lima’s city limits. This saqueo was a race riot against Japanese 

people and their property in Lima. Despite the violence, some newspapers did not even 

mention it. Anthropologist Ayumi Takenaka described it as the worst rioting in Peruvian history, 

because of the extent of the damage.5 A three-day conflagration in May 1940, this event 

destroyed the immigrants’ colonia; it also involved personal attacks against individuals of 

Japanese descent. Neighborhoods with high concentrations of immigrants, such as the corner 

of San Ildefonso and Viterbo, and the Jesús María neighborhood saw heavy damage.6 The 

Nikkei community, the first- and second-generation members of immigrant origin, remembers 

the saqueo as one of the most traumatic events in the community’s history, not least because 

of the destruction estimated today at 7,000,000 soles (U.S. $1.6 million).7  

The lack of coverage of the saqueo in Peru’s newspapers reflects the context of the 

eruption of a major European war, but I suggest that other factors influenced how newspaper 

reported violence overseas, and minimized violence against the Japanese in Peru.8 I situate the 

saqueo in the context of larger global events and trace the construction of Japanese-Peruvians 

                                                            
5 Based on stories in El Comercio, the rioting was distributed among three days, and I back this 

interpretation. See also Ayumi Takenaka, “Japanese in Peru: History of Immigration, Settlement, and Racialization,” 
in Latin American Perspectives, Vol. 31, No. 3, East Asian Migration to Latin America (May 2004), 77-98. 

6 Gardiner (1975), 53. Jesús María is still a neighborhood where many descendants of Issei live.  It is also 
the site of the Asociación Peruano Japonés (APJ, which I use--or JPA in its English initials), the largest community 
association in Peru that puts on Japanese cultural demonstrations today. There is also a rest home “Jinnai Center” 
in the APJ building where elderly Issei are taken care of for the day. 

7 Takenaka, 86, 94; Masterson, 156. Second- and third-generation immigrants are born in Peru, but have 
foreign-born parents (from Japan).  “Nikkei” was not a term employed by the first-generation immigrants of 
Japanese descent, they more used the term of blood descent, “Issei.” I follow the terminology of Ueda, a scholar of 
Asians in the Americas, and the interviewees of the community themselves to define who is first- second- third. 
Reed Ueda, Crosscurrents: Atlantic and Pacific Migration in the Making of a Global America, (Oxford University 
Press, 2015), 57. 

8 One prominent example is the previous Decreto Supremo of June 26, 1936, where Japanese were forced 
to pay a reentry fee upon going and coming, regardless of whether they held property or residency documentation 
in Peru. This act was meant to symbolize that they were supposed to be temporary according to the state.  They 
were not given many opportunities to stay. 
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as “enemy aliens” in the media. To do so, I analyze newspapers and diplomatic correspondence, 

as well as using original oral histories from the community, to illustrate how Peruvians justified 

ignoring attacks on local Japanese and allowed them to be targets of public and state violence. 

Although scholars have emphasized the U.S. was key in racializing Japanese throughout the 

Western Hemisphere as “enemies” and convinced other Latin American countries I argue that, 

in 1940, major Peruvian actors at both the state and local levels themselves supplemented the 

“alien” discourse against extant Japanese in Peru with one of “enemy alien.” Before the Pearl 

Harbor attack on U.S. territory, Peruvians were responding to global war by assigning militant 

and conspiratorial characteristics to Asians.  

What was new about this discourse was that small businesses, newspaper spokesmen, 

and other residents united the ideas of “alien” residents with global “enemy” threats allegedly 

posed by Japanese militarism in the 1940s. The diplomats who would explicitly call Japanese 

“enemy aliens” in the 1940s echoed the street-level discourses of these multiple sectors of 

Peruvian society. The convergence of discourses from below and above increased tolerance for 

violence against Japanese. To justify this, people drew on new global elements to frame the 

local Japanese in their midst; discourses of military espionage and sabotage against Japan 

became racialized in local Liman contexts. When anonymous groups perpetrated the saqueo 

attacks, they were responding to their understandings of the outbreak of European war with 

new military technologies capable of striking anywhere—even across oceans. In May 1940, 

these fears of espionage became new, urgent elements of the cultural outlook that merged 

with existing fears of Japanese and their unassimilable nature. While the Issei left multiple 

marks on the economy of the society, creole elites at the highest level now used the public 
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outbursts to support their restrictions of Japanese economic activities. The Japanese were not 

supposed to have any place in Peru’s society or hierarchy—after being stricken from the pages 

of the press. Those local decisions preceded any involvement by the U.S. after 1942.  

The Peruvian community-at-large does not record the causes of the saqueo; its 

organization—if there even was any—remains shrouded in mystery.9 While Takenaka and 

historian Daniel Masterson have demonstrated that the racialized legislations, and anti-

Japanese discourse preceded the saqueo, no historical work has considered the riots within the 

context of the Second World War). Anti-Japanese riots in Lima were linked to larger fears of 

war, conspiracy, and racial enemies poised to take advantage of global war to undermine Peru. 

Outbreak of war abroad preceded vigilante violence in Lima’s streets. 

This chapter first demonstrates how Peruvian concerns of Japanese aggression (e.g. 

militarism, the invasion of China) accentuated the existing yellow peril discourses in its 

diplomatic corps. Consuls and even moderate pragmatists in the Ministry of Foreign Relations 

noted how other nations practiced different types of discrimination and whether the 

international community deemed them permissible. Next, by using news media and oral 

histories of the time, I trace how newspapers and government officials shaped characteristics of 

Japanese to both ignore them and justify violence committed against them. However, I show 

how divisions within the Issei and Nisei community affected how they resisted rioters and 

violence –which has not been explored in the existing historical literature. Japanese practiced 

everyday connections that showed their reliance on non-Japanese, up to and during the event 

                                                            
9 It was not until 2011, when a lame-duck President Alan Garcia issued an apology to the Japanese 

community.  http://elcomercio.pe/politica/gobierno/presidente-garcia-pidio-perdon-comunidad-japonesa-
vejaciones-pasadas-noticia-781542, Accessed 15 October, 2016. See Daniel Tagata, 2011.  

http://elcomercio.pe/politica/gobierno/presidente-garcia-pidio-perdon-comunidad-japonesa-vejaciones-pasadas-noticia-781542
http://elcomercio.pe/politica/gobierno/presidente-garcia-pidio-perdon-comunidad-japonesa-vejaciones-pasadas-noticia-781542
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of the saqueo, as evidenced in oral histories and community testimonies. The saqueo deserves 

this entire chapter as it reshaped ideas about the Japanese and race in Peru during the era of 

global war. 

Crossed Signals across the Pacific: Japan’s State-sponsored Militarism and Reception by Limans  

Between the Peruvian and Japanese negotiators in this period the possibility became 

increasingly unlikely that they would reach an accord on Japanese immigration that would meet 

both parties’ demands. In the discourses they employed, Peruvians had previously imprinted 

onto Japanese immigrants the characteristics of an “alien” identity, of standing out for their 

“yellow” color. Japanese immigrants were also accused of competing unfairly with Peruvians in 

economic and cultural fields.10
 Foreign ministry began to add a third set of characteristics after 

1937: the perception that Japan, the nation, was a deviant aggressor in the international arena. 

Critics of Japanese immigration into Peru held racialized fears of others from Asia, which 

they combined with concerns about the effects of immigration on the national economy—that 

immigrants from a strong state, Japan, would siphon off Peru’s capital.11 In the late 1930s the 

Japanese government was searching desperately for markets to finance its continuing war 

effort—the illegal invasion of China (after 1937).12 By 1940, the U.S. enforced an embargo on 

                                                            
10 As expressed in the “Decreto Supremo, Junio 1936,” see also Gardiner (1975), 35; Lee, 550; Roger 

Daniels, interview for Steven Okazaki Collection, DENSHO, 18 November 1983, densho.org Accessed 4 June 2017. 
11 Ueda, 79; Takenaka, 86; Gardiner, 66; Fukumoto, 195.  Lee and other scholars emphasize that charges 

of unfair economic competition, that workers would hinder “the economic advancement of the indigenous (white) 
population” was a charge that had already been leveled against the Chinese, the first migrants en masse to arrive 
from Asia. Similar claims were made in receiving countries with a Pacific coast. 548. See also Walter P. Zenner, 
Minorities in the Middle, Cross-Cultural Analysis (SUNY Press, 1991) 58. 

12 This was begun 1931 in the province of Manchuria, while they renamed it “Manchukuo,” although a 
major escalation of Japanese incursions took place in July 1937, at the so-called “Marco Polo Bridge” battle.  For 
this paper, I will only be using the controversial name of “Manchukuo,” of illegally-occupied Manchuria, in the 
context of the documents.  That is how the diplomatic officials named it at the time.  For a history of Japanese war 
in China read…the controversy of Manchukuo. Masterson 114-115. 
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scrap metal against Japan due to the Japanese military occupation of “French Indochina.”  In 

July 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed an order to embargo oil, thus cutting off more 

than 80 percent of Japanese’s petrol supply.13 Other nations imposed an embargo because of 

the Sino-Japanese War, including Egypt and India, as well as Ecuador and North America, which 

combined with international ostracism to limit foreign markets for Japanese merchants. 

Together, these actions heightened Japanese fears that the dollar and the British sterling would 

create trading blocs favorable to the West and shut out other currencies, refusing Japanese 

gold or yen.14   

Within Peru, no single voice or viewpoint characterized how the nation should respond 

to Japan’s overtures after its invasion of China. Peruvians disagreed over how Peru should 

respond to the Japanese state in the context of military invasions and its increasing power 

abroad. Peru continued to hold out options for trade from Japan; the Prado administration 

strategically allowed in imports to compensate for the loss of sales from the European 

blockades from the war. Paulet supported the Foreign Ministry’s decision because Peru had lost 

trade from Britain and Germany; to him it was expedient.15  

During the early 1940s, Lima’s foreign policy was focused on other matters, such as a 

                                                            
13 “The Neutrality Act, 1939,” in Herbert Feis, The Road to Pearl Harbor: The Coming of the War between 

the United States and Japan (Princeton, 1950). 
14 Takafusa Nakamura, “The Yen Bloc: 1931-1941” in Peter Duus, Ramon Hawley Myers, Mark R. Peattie, 

Wanyao Zhou, and American Council of Learned Societies, The Japanese Wartime Empire, 1931-1945 (Princeton, 
N.J: Princeton University Press, 1996), [171-186], 172. 

15 Letter from Masamoto Kitada to the Peruvian RREE, 6-18/#9, 22 January, 1940, MRE, 5. Gardiner 
(1975), 81.  Gardiner argues that Peru had willingness “to suspend during (1940) the voluntary limitation 
agreement…for Japanese [imported]…cotton.”  In other words, Peru lifted its barrier against Japanese trade 
because they had lost European trade. See also Gardiner (1975), 84 and especially Pedro E. Paulet, “Informe sobre 
la adjunta nota Numero 38 de la legación del Japón q solicita la supresión del acuerdo de cuota a las importaciones 
de artículos de algodón japoneses. 6-18/#95, 14 November 1939, MRE, 4. 
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border skirmish with the neighboring country of Ecuador.16 Meanwhile, most ministers did not 

wish to alter the Supreme Decree that forbid Japanese immigration. Some still viewed Japan as 

a part of Peru’s economy; they entertained the offers for friendly terms-of-trade that Japan’s 

embassy proposed. Nevertheless, these negotiations were also sources of conflict within Peru’s 

foreign ministry, the Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores (MRE) and its overseas offices.17   

Japan’s military actions aggravated its situation. Japan’s military expansion and 

undeclared war on China, followed by atrocities, soured international opinion. In 1937, a fight 

broke out between Chinese and Japanese troops on the border of Chinese land occupied by the 

Japanese army. Tokyo escalated hostilities and declared war; in five weeks Japan had invaded 

all of Northern China, coming within range of the historical capital Beijing.18 Japan’s diplomatic 

corps worked frantically to downplay military actions, claiming that propaganda, particularly 

from the U.S., blamed Japan’s army for the war.19 Japanese diplomats also disingenuously 

remitted pamphlets to Lima from the “Foreign Affairs Association of Japan” that highlighted 

Chinese aggression and “vicious” attacks.20 International revulsion—carried by U.S. newspaper 

images—centered attention on Japanese bombing attacks of cities, and portraying Japanese 

military actions as “uncontrollable and merciless.”21 

With the Japanese military interventions into China, Peruvians began to worry that 

                                                            
16 5-18/#85, 6 August 1941, Peruvian MRE, Gardiner, (1975), 82. 
17 In the 1930s and 1940s this ministry held the name “Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriories, RREE.” I have 

chosen to use the contemporary initials MRE instead, to align with the current name of the archive where I located 
these materials. 

18 Nakamura, 178 in Duus et. Al, 
19 Ingreso 6-18/#53, 8 October, 1937, Peruvian MRE, 5. 
20 Anexo A, “How the North China Affair Began,” and Anexo B, “Chinese launched anti-Japanese campaign 

of the most vicious nature” with Ingreso 6-18/#53. 
21 William Nester, Power across the Pacific: Diplomatic History of American Relations with Japan, (New 

York University Press, 1996), 118. 
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Japan would use military force to strike across the Pacific. Yokohama Consuls Hernando Dávila 

and, later, Ricardo Rivero Schreiber dispatched memos from their consulate in Tokyo (at 

Yokohama port) to the head Minister of the MRE, Alfredo Solf y Muro. The Peruvian consul who 

replaced Dávila, Ricardo Rivero Schreiber, showed pro-U.S. sympathy from the beginning of his 

assignment in 1938.  He recommended aligning with the U.S. and trust in U.S. public statements 

to defend “democracies” seemed to grow louder in direct relation to the warning-signs he read 

into Tokyo politics.22 He distrusted the Cabinet in Tokyo after a reshuffling of the office he 

viewed as “undemocratic.” Meanwhile after the full-scale invasion of China in 1937, Consul 

Schreiber began to see each successive Japanese action, or even overtures for more trade, with 

suspicion as part of an expansion plan.23  

Schreiber interpreted Japan’s moves as preemptive actions against Peru—even though 

the vast ocean separated the two nations. He warned that all analysis of Japan’s actions up until 

1939 led to a “great confirmation … that we perceive of the plans (propósitos) and ulterior 

projects…of (Japan’s) expansion across the continent. … Peru is not alien to the Japanese 

appetite (either).”24 Peru had won a tactical battle in 1936 when the immigration restrictions 

remained unchallenged, but Schreiber and his sympathizers believed Japan’s economic policies 

masked a desire to undermine Peru’s own economy and sovereignty. The further advances and 

reported atrocities of Japanese armed forces in China seemed to confirm the perception of 
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President Manuel Prado (1939-1945) and his administration.25 It reaffirmed his suspicion that 

Japan was a nation of military people. The room for maneuver by Japan’s diplomats grew more 

limited after 1937, and the possibilities for alternative policies to influence Peru decreased.26 

Most significantly, Schreiber believed Japan could have military influence over Peru —despite 

the immense logistical difficulty. 

Britain and the United States, owners of military bases in Singapore and the Philippines 

that supplied two of the largest navies in the Pacific Ocean in direct competition with Japan’s 

Navy, began to lead the economic and international pressure to stop the violence in China. The 

British navy detained ships near Japanese harbors to get German citizens off the ships 

beginning in 1940; Japan protested this wartime measure, but Britain justified its search and 

seizure of East Asian ships. It expected little sympathy for the Japanese in the international 

climate at that point.27 Argentina restricted Japanese trade, at a time when other nations like 

Egypt and India had already done so.28  

Japan tried to maintain its connection with other economic powers, but seemed to 

betray larger aggressive agendas. For instance, the Japanese Prime Minister, in an interview 

with foreign reporters, explained about how the “New Central Government of China” (Japan’s 

                                                            
25 Takenaka, 86. 
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supervised central regime) would continue its own path (camino autónomo); the irony was 

probably not lost on Lima’s Foreign Ministry.29 Even if U.S. officials sometimes sent muted 

signals, or token statements supporting democracy, its ministers nonetheless condemned such 

military actions.30 

After this heightened tension in the Pacific, Peru’s MRE took stock of how best to 

proceed in uncertain waters. Peru’s initially responded to this increasing attention from Tokyo 

with diffidence and uncertainty. To accept any offers from Japan would risk appearing to allow 

Japanese influence in Peru and risk the ire of the United States. Japan’s intentions seemed 

suspect to the Peruvian Foreign Ministry. In 1941, the foreign ministry under Alfredo Solf y 

Muro appeared confused by a fire-sale in which Tokyo offered to take Peru into its currency 

bloc (along with its occupied territories of Formosa (Taiwan and Manchuria).31 Tokyo offered, 

first, direct exchange of Peruvian sol for Japanese yen; second, a guarantee that Japan would 

deposit a large amount of soles in Peru’s national bank; and finally extend a generous amount 

of credit against purchases from Japan. In effect, although Masaki Yodokawa, the head of the 

Japanese legation in 1941, invited Peru into the yen bloc. These terms seemed to be extremely 

generous to Peru.  

To make sure they were not taken advantage of, the Peruvian Foreign Ministry recorded 

a conversation with Pedro E. Paulet, the former consul at Yokohama Bay. Paulet remarked that 

                                                            
29 “Declaraciones del Primer Ministro Japonés y del Ministro de Negocios Extranjeros,” Ingreso 5-18/#3, 
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Peru should avoid risking the displeasure of the United States by seeming to accept any of 

Japan’s offers. In an internal memo, he commented that Japan indeed offered great short-term 

benefits. However, these were outweighed by the international ostracism Peru would face.32 In 

private correspondence, he remarked that Peru could not afford to anger either their largest 

buyers of raw materials—Great Britain and the United States, the largest naval nations 

opposing Japan’s expansion.33 Neither country, nor most European merchants or bankers for 

that matter, circulated yen. Never mind that few European nations or the United States, were 

accepting of deals with Japan, which had become an international pariah and censured by the 

League of Nations. Paulet urged that Peru’s Minister receive the Japanese diplomats—politely, 

but without commitment. They would forestall any talk of treaties, effectively ignoring them in 

every sense of the word.  

Paulet’s correspondence and reassurances to his Ministry superiors showed a complex 

calculation of benefits and disadvantages on the part of Peru’s team: on one hand, they 

perceived limited room to maneuver within a global market system, and on the other hand, 

they suspected that Japan wished  intervene in South America. Paulet changed his mind in 

1941; he now concurred with Ricardo Schreiber’s anti-Japanese fear: that the United States 

would soon have war with Japan.34 In addition, Peru was already skeptical of Japanese 

influence—deeming Japanese explicit imperialism more of a problem than U.S. implicit 

imperialism.   

                                                            
32 Paulet, Anexo 1, 20 Feb, 1941 al Ingreso 6-18/#150, 19 January, 1941, Peruvian MRE. 
33 Paulet, Anexo 1 to Ingreso 6-18/#150.  
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Projection of Empire onto Local Residents: the Lima colonia and Guilt by Association  

Besides these international acts, Japanese traders and businesspeople in Lima did not 

escape marginalization at the neighborhood level, either. They drew criticism from their highly 

concentrated settlement in the cities—some Peruvians claimed that they monopolized small 

businesses. Such acrimony ignored the interaction of local “pull” factors contributed to 

Japanese choices to settle with their other Japanese.35 Issei had moved into the cities en masse, 

to settle in neighborhoods with other immigrants, although they tended to form neighborhoods 

with those from similar Japanese prefectures. This pattern of moving from rural to urban areas 

paralleled similar strategies by other immigrants settling throughout the Americas.36 Asians 

came in large numbers to American countries, to replace formerly enslaved workers on 

plantations and partly make up for Europeans—a desirable ethnic group, but one that largely 

chose to bypass Peru.37 Chinese in the British West Indies, for instance, were Asians who 

eventually became part of a large merchant class, escaping the working-class conditions in the 

fields.38  
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38 Walton Look Lai, “Images of Chinese in West Indian History,” [54-77] in Anderson, Wanni W., Lee, 
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Japanese Issei in the Northern Hemisphere, in the great wave of migration to Hawaii, 

also did so as part of what historian Reed Ueda calls a “economic intergenerational agenda” in 

which they tried to increase their Nisei children’s mobility as they grew.39 As Peru grew and 

diversified its trade-exports, it eventually became one of the largest congregation points of 

Japanese in the hemisphere.40 However, like other Asian immigrants in the area, they “swiftly 

ascended to visible middleman minority status.”41 They set up unions to safeguard their gains, 

among these including many barbershop-owners as primary members.42 Despite calls for 

protectionism and, an effort to restrict immigration, Issei (first generation migrants) had 

opened businesses because they had limited options as non-whites to things like available 

credit.43  

Newspaper editorialists framed them as a threat disproportionate to their numbers.44 

Manuel Romero La Puente wrote an opinion in La Prensa in 1937 that “the government of 

Japan…organizes Japanese activity in Peru.” By 1939, another writer reported “there are only 

fifteen thousand Japanese in Peru—but they count for more than half a million mestizos or a 

million Indians.”45 He thought their inherent superiority made them, paradoxically, more 

difficult to include within the nation along with other non-pure races (who were numerous 

                                                            
39 Ueda, 87. Even with laws aimed to discriminate against such mobility, Issei used naturalization laws to 

give their children citizenship, with some success. Gardiner, (1975), 38. 
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throughout Peru). Whites and others who did not identify as indigenous felt their influence was 

dwindling; the smaller group of more capable Japanese were “Japanize[ing]” the country.46 In 

other parts of the Americas, such as Chinese-Cuban and Japanese-Hawaiian neighborhoods, 

Asian communities were similar to those in Peru with a sizable immigrant population as part of 

multicultural urban societies.47 However, what was significant about the smaller Chinese 

population in Cuba, and similarly the Japanese in Lima—was the visibility of both minorities and 

the stigma of their status.  

In Peru, these media outbursts were linked to the concern that Peru was not enforcing 

its restrictions on immigration laws.48 When people wrote to the papers about their concern 

that the government should be enforcing the law of 1936—and restrict immigration against 

Japanese— they associated foreigners with negative influence on the Peruvian nation. 

The economic success of Japanese immigrants provoked consternation among native-

born workers who perceived it as coming at their expense; they characterized the exploited 

Japanese hires as “monopolists.”49 The anger from these economic protectionists dovetailed 

with racial concerns; Jose Carlos Mariátegui, the socialist writer and self-appointed indigenista 

advocate for indigenous laborers, claimed these outsiders lacked the roots necessary to either 

build up the nation or to strengthen “el Indio Peruano.”50  

Like other Japanese immigrants moving across the Americas, Japanese in Peru had 

                                                            
46 Pedro Gonzales M., letter to La Prensa, 1939, cited in Gardiner (1975), 70. 
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found specific business niches afforded to them by the receiving society as commerce 

“middlemen,” as well as chain migration from the city to rural areas.51 There was more 

opportunity for those with little capital if they used that rural capital to start small independent 

businesses in cities. Nearly 90% of them set up shop in Lima, the capital, and the largest single 

population center in Peru.52 After the initial wave of migration in the 1900s, new migrants, in 

contrast, found less opportunities in cities over time.53 Some, like Atsumi Ozawa’s father in 

Huancayo, a city some 120 miles from Lima, avoided the Lima metropolis and established 

bodegas among rural cotton farmers near the plantation. He sold cigarettes, whiskey, and other 

luxury and retail goods to locals, even gaining the confidence of a local Peruvian—who became 

the godfather to his daughter (Atsumi).54 Jobs in the city allowed migrants to avoid the 

arbitrariness and discrimination on plantations in Peru, escaping the oppressive conditions and 

conditions hidden by their employers.55  

Anti-Asian sentiment was flaring into violence in other regions of Latin America. Nations 

across the Americas had already made several campaigns to restrict people's movements and 

rights. Besides laws in the United States and Brazil to prevent Asians from entering (in 1924, 

and 1934 respectively), some government officials had implicitly allowed a murderous 

campaign in Torreón, Mexico, and at least two forced relocations from Sonora, and Baja 
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California. Mexico provides a history of sustained race riots that preceded anti-Japanese 

legislation. 

Rising nationalist movements caused by the Mexican Revolution in 1910 meant those —

notably Asians—who were not of indigenous or European descent were placed under suspicion 

by soldiers and civilians alike. From Chihuahua to Guanajuato, soldiers raided Chinese 

businesses regularly in the decade following the Mexican Revolution—often times these 

soldiers were called in by locals themselves.56 In 1911, at Torreón, Coahuila province, Chinese-

Mexican businessmen were accused of flaunting local law and engaging in unfair economic 

practices. The locals guided soldiers into the city and at least 300 Chinese-Mexicans were killed; 

there was almost no documentation in Revolutionary records of this massacre at Torreón.57 The 

massacre happened during a time of civil war and political instability. Mexico would continue its 

anti-Asian campaign in 1931, actually removing Chinese from Sonora. As the second-largest 

immigrant community in Mexico, these persecutions and the forced migrations by the Sonoran 

government made their numbers dwindle. By World War II, Mexico only counted 4,856 

Chinese-Mexicans from 24,280 in 1926.58 

U.S. political officials had called for annexation of Mexican territory along the Pacific, 

and after the 1920s some U.S. senators alleged that Japanese wanted the land; these 

accusations most likely hid economic motives.59 The Ávila Camacho regime also practiced 
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forced removals of Japanese from the Baja California coast, forcing them to relocate inland. 60 

While historian Daniel Minayo has demonstrated that Japanese removals meant to prevent the 

United States from intervening in Mexico—not out of fear of Japan--these actions were 

concrete and violent examples of forced migration by Latin American states. U.S. political 

officials had called for intervention in Baja California for several decades after the Revolution. 

Nevertheless, the public uncertainty about Japanese-Mexicans’ careers and integration into 

Mexico prompted the state to reevaluate the status of these long-term residents. 

Japanese avoided problems in central Mexico throughout the 1920s and 1930s for two 

reasons—their numbers were not perceived as large and threatening, unlike the Chinese in 

Sonora. The Mexican media also portrayed Japanese immigrants in multiple ways, not only as 

enemies. Japanese immigrant appeared in advertisements for homestead settlers and 

merchants, as well as in ads inviting Asian laborers to areas along the Pacific Coast. Using their 

local business ties and lower visibility, Japanese managed to avoid persecutions like the Chinese 

—but Mexican proximity to the United States created a unique predicament: North American 

hostility towards Japan appeared in U.S. propaganda and began to make the role of “enemy” 

more prominent in public discourses.61  

Thus, Japanese suffered because of Mexico’s proximity to the U.S; their closeness to the 

United States made a unique predicament while Mexico’s government wanted to avoid U.S. 

intervention in its country. The Ávila Camacho government thus felt compelled to put 
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restrictions on Japanese immigrant’s movement. Fear of appearing anti-U.S. and pro-Japanese 

(the U.S.’s rival) also influenced Mexican immigration policy. 

Japanese immigrants and their children (many of them naturalized as Peruvian by their 

parents) had navigated widespread exclusion and discrimination since the beginning of the 

twentieth century. During this period, Japanese Issei relied on their own community’s 

resources, believing they could coexist—and, for some, integrate—into creole and mixed-race 

society.62 Issei made significant financial and cultural investments in Peru. The Japanese 

“colony,” as they called their neighborhoods, started private schools for their children and at 

least thirteen commercial organizations.63 Most Issei focused on their worthwhile 

characteristics as hard-working immigrants. They chose to work within the system to gain 

economic footing and overcome hardship, but this also meant that they struggled to organize 

against racist dialogues. 

The “Furuya Incident”: Specter and Spectacle of Racialized Violence. 

Peruvians began to link the visible wealth concentrated in the neighborhoods like Jesús 

Maria with some unfair advantages they believed Japanese had—and they grouped the whole 

community together, papering over any class divisions the group had. Cafes, grocery stores, 

barbers and bakeries dotted the physical landscapes, as well as created media perceptions in 

written sources.64 The “opportunity” was not equally distributed however, as a pattern of 

notable successes emerged for some individuals but not for others. Japanese success 
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challenged a larger hierarchy established by Peruvian creoles.65 The laborers and small-business 

owners of the colonia  contested creoles’ preconceived notions of Peruvian success and the 

myth of Japanese passive laborers—in a hierarchy of labor their actions subverted the role 

ascribed to them in class hierarchies under local capitalism, what historian Eric Wolf has termed 

the “juxtaposition of groups of different social and cultural origins” within global capitalism.66  

The recurring theme of Japanese as untrustworthy—or worse—surfaced many times in 

the press in the 1930s, following the removal of President Alfred Leguía in 1930, accused of 

peddling support from foreign nations like Japan. The following example, of barber Tokijiro 

Furuya shows how popular violence developed before Peru’s rupture of relations with Japan 

and de-facto war. Stereotypes of Japanese immigrants as invaders in the late 1930s 

corresponded with a general fear that Peru’s economy was stagnating. In a context of economic 

malaise, many people believed that the Japanese (and, to a lesser extent Chinese) were 

practicing unfair business actions, undercutting the competition.67 

 During this period, Japanese relied on their own community’s resources. The Japanese 

“colony,” as Japanese called their neighborhoods, harbored thirteen commercial organizations 

in addition to the immigrants’ Chamber of Commerce and Industry, which encouraged 

networking and business entrepreneurship.68 They identified with the successes of Japanese 

athletes at the 1936 Berlin Olympics and some supported support Japan’s military invasion of 
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China. 69 Overall, despite any sojourner’s mentality or identification with the Japanese nation, 

they also identified with their local Liman community and made many significant financial and 

cultural investments in Peru. 

To avoid discrimination in the 1930s, Japanese authorities in Lima—both Tokyo’s 

diplomatic legation and the colony’s business leaders—negotiated with their Peruvian 

counterparts.70 They attempted to censor or control the “colony” in Lima, to present an image 

of a united and respectable migrant group.71 They wanted to avoid any new legislation or 

tariffs. Japan, meanwhile, was trying to break into the trade blocs of the Americas and worried 

that Latin American nations (with the exception of Argentina) would exclude Japanese goods. 

Tokyo was concerned that a trade embargo would shut Japan out of South America, after 

having already endured total prohibition on sales to Egypt.72 Amidst growing rejection of 

Japanese immigrants, and talk of tariffs and restrictions, the legation instructed business 

associations—such as the Association of Japanese Barbers--to control their members. For 

example, the legation recommended that business associations should set quotas of sales that 

members should not exceed, and require some business owners to close shop. 73 While the 
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diplomats’ actions were uncoordinated, offering trade agreements inconsistent with the 

practices of Japanese business leaders, they attempted to work within the rules of international 

relations.  

Japanese legations did not aid local leaders, and in fact disregarded their ideas and 

goals. Below the diplomatic corps, the members of the Japanese “colony” in Lima attempted to 

pull themselves up in a self-reliant manner. Many thought that by presenting a unified front 

and cracking down on unruly immigrants they would gain an economic advantage by removing 

causes for their persecution. Regardless, some within the Nikkei community challenged this 

effort at self-limitation, arguing it increased in-fighting among businesses.74  

Some small business-owners resisted these efforts at self-censorship and contested the 

paternalism and rigid controls of the Japanese Central Society.75 A fight between a union and a 

member became a flashpoint in the media that indicated a larger crisis surrounding Japanese. 

Barber Tokijiro Furuya resisted the Association of Japanese Barbers demand to shut down his 

business in December 1939, as he would have suffered a loss on his recent purchases of 

machines. The barbers’ union made this request because it wanted to avoid tightly clustered 

groups of businesses, to avoid giving the impression that Japanese monopolized trade. 76 The 

backlash against these policies laid bare the internal divisions of the community in 1940, but 

caused more damage outside it. In so doing, this turmoil revealed the community was not as 
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united as some believed. 

When a crowd of Nikkei showed up at Furuya’s door one day, to evict him and force him 

to leave Peru, his female attendant tried to defend him.77 Caught between the assailants, she 

received blows and later died; the police, sparing Furuya, arrested the assailants. Incidentally, 

the Issei victim was also Peruvian, having applied for nationalization. Regardless, commentators 

focused on Furuya’s attendant, as her death became a flashpoint in the popular presses.78 The 

Japanese wanted to create the image of a harmonious, respectable community, but their hopes 

were shattered. One Japanese-Peruvian historian even listed this event prior to a race riot, the 

saqueo (sacking) of May 13, 1940, which happened in the next year; it betrayed the 

harmoniousness the union elites wanted to project outward.79 This anecdote shows that some 

Japanese—not all—remembered the event as a black mark on the community, one that 

showed disunity to other Peruvians; in 2015, online publisher and Peruvian blogger Matsuda 

Nishimura called it “lamentable” and “vergonsoso.”80 Nevertheless, the story shows how non-

Japanese suspected East Asian emigrants of the capacity for violence and acrimony at a 

moment’s notice.81 Later pundits claimed the Japanese were militaristic and saboteurs, 

hoarding stockpiles of secret weapons caches; they cited this violent episode as evidence.  

A sequel, the saqueo of May 1940, followed this incident five months later. 

                                                            
77 Sakuda, 228; Gardiner, (1975), 54; Masterson, 156. 
78 Masterson, 156. 
79 Sakuda, 229; cf. Masterson, 156. 
80 Matsuda Nishimura, Survey completed for the Author, 18 November 2015. 
81 Sakuda, 218, 230; Masterson, 154. Masterson says this was a major catalyst. He also notes the role of 

pervasive rumors of “Japanese subversion and military activity in Peru.” I am not arguing (nor do Alejandro Sakuda 
or Masterson) that the Japanese were responsible for the violence inflicted against them. I am pointing out that 
the desire to provide a unified front, and shame at not doing so, was a significant belief expressed among the 
colony’s members over the decades into the 1990s. Sakuda highlighted that “La opinión pública y la prensa se 
escandalizaron por este bochornoso incidente... [un acto de] desprecio por la soberanía peruana.”  
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Nevertheless, the Furuya incident was not an immediate cause for the race riot or targeting of 

Japanese and their property.82 More importantly for the colony, this story inflamed many 

negative ideas about Asians that the press used throughout the 1930s and 1940s. Such stories 

included accusations that Japanese plotted to organize violence. Many creoles and mestizos 

already believed incredible rumors, such as that the Japanese were preparing for an invasion by 

plowing down their cotton fields to make way for airstrips.83 These nationalistic concerns were 

now racialized as unique to Japanese; their large numbers lent credence to the popular belief 

that they could organize against other Peruvians. Such concerns merged in the popular 

perception with an invasion by enemy powers, right when other major powers had entered into 

the Second World War. Local discourses on the racial “yellow peril” to Peru converged with 

urgent international events. 

A Yellow Press: Racializing the Media’s Discourses and Silences in Coverage of Anti-Japanese 
Violence (May 1940) 
 

The image of Japanese immigrants, their lack of political power, and global fears of 

invasion by Asian “yellow” nations left them susceptible to populist violence and legal exclusion 

from the “imagined” nation of Peru. In the context presented here, leading up to 1942, the year 

of rupture of relations with Japan, the press in Lima articulated demands to either exclude the 

Japanese, or limit their rights. La Prensa, a major newspaper, ran articles in 1940 and 1941 

questioning the activities of Japanese immigrants; the name of one newspaper, Anti-Asia, 

                                                            
82 Here, I disagree with historian Mary Fukumoto’s periodization that the barbers’ confrontation was the 

initial catalyst to start the violence. It happened December 1939, five months before the saqueo—although People 
would remember it in their mind. As I demonstrate later in this chapter, a rumor passed among people that 
claimed the Japanese were about to invade, and the saqueo corresponds more directly with Europe’s War in May 
1940 then the barber’s incident. 

83 Sandy Miyagussuko, [Japanese-Peruvian historian] Personal Correspondence, 9 Mar 2016.  
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suggested that Peruvian society had good reason to fear the region.84 The national 

administrations of General Oscar Benavides (1933-1939) and President Manuel Prado (1939-

1945) expanded policies of exclusion and discrimination that had begun with the Japanese 

contract-workers’ arrival in 1899. Thus, newspaper columnists found ample space to link local 

laws to rising international fears—particularly the existing fear of the Japanese (and Asians in 

general) trumpeted in previous print media. 

Politicians and journalists repeatedly accused the Issei and Nisei of undermining 

national cultural values and workers’ conditions.85 Efforts to marginalize them intensified 

beginning in 1936, with a series of discriminatory laws that targeted the Japanese.86 The 

Supreme Decree of 26 June 1936 prohibited new arrivals from Japan, claiming foreigners would 

undermine Peruvian customs and, therefore, dilute national institutions and weaken the social 

fabric.87 Along with popular forms of violence toward the Japanese, this systematic legislative 

campaign sought to persuade people of Japanese descent to leave for Japan.88 Stigmatization of 

the Japanese immigrant—as “bestial,” “militaristic,” “untrustworthy,” and “unfairly” competing 

with Peruvians for the scant wages in a stagnant economy—was  the result. 89 In Lima during 

                                                            
84 Masterson, 149. 
85 The text of the law implicitly prohibited the immigration of Japanese. It claimed the law benefited “the 

economic wellbeing of the nation and for the conservation of (Peru’s) customs…” and protected those “Peruvian 
workers and industries…suffering from a prejudicial competition…” In “Decreto Supremo 26 de Junio de 1936: 
Estableciendo Limitaciones a la Inmigración y a las Actividades de los Extranjeros en el Perú,” Normas Legales, 
Revista de Legislación Financiera y Comercial. Año 1, N° 1, Lima, June 1942, 123, Cited in Sakuda, 527.  

86 Takenaka, 87. 
87 In the text of the Decreto Supremo 26 June 1936, cited in Sakuda, 527. 
88 Japanese immigrants tended to register their children in the Japanese consulate and legation, trying to 

preserve a chance their children might return to Japan.  When restrictions came out on foreign ownership of 
property, the government worked to close the loophole whereby Japanese owners could register business under 
their children’s names—the latter born in Peru.  Thus, the exclusion of Japanese became tighter.  Liman Historian 
Sandy Miyagussuko clarified this. 

89 Rosemary Thorp and Geoffrey Bertram, Peru, 1890-1971: Growth and Policy in an Open Economy (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1978), 148-149, cited in Masterson, 66. 
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the 1940s, many Peruvians worried that these insular—some said, secretive—groups would 

undermine Peruvian customs. They feared immigrants would dilute the nation’s strength in the 

process.90   

In the 1940s, the threat of war lent a global scale to events as locals experienced them. 

World events led Limans to connect their nationalistic concerns with fear of global war: 

invasion by foreign powers like the Japanese Empire.  

Newspaper columnists frequently linked the local concerns to rising international 

fears—by 1940, the conflicts in Europe and China had reached critical phase. Local newspapers 

framed the Japanese residents in Peru as possible collaborators with international powers 

invading other countries. Journalists ascribed the term “fifth column” to Japanese residents, 

supposedly ready to culminate their “plotting” into full-blown treasonous activity. Editors 

echoed this concerns of sabotage and subterfuge, arguing that both “German and Japanese 

fifth columns are planning an invasion of Peru” in May 1940.91 The term “fifth column” referred 

to both alleged and real covert activities by a person or organization to undermine a 

government in favor of enemies of the state. The term came into vogue in the late 1930s, after 

its use in the Spanish Civil War.92 Even later in the year, many people worried about cover 

                                                            
90 In the text of the Decreto Supremo 26 June 1936, cited in Sakuda, 527. 
91 La Tribuna, Editorial 3 May 1940, cited in Fukumoto, 243; Sandy Miyagussuko, “La construcción del 

miedo al invasor: La imagen de los japoneses en la prensa limeña y el Estado en la primera mitad del siglo XX,” 
[conference paper] ALADAA, Monterrey, Mexico (October 12, 2016), 9; Masterson, 154. For a discussion of fifth-
column and how people applied it to Japanese, the Japanese Peruvian Association (APJ) published the following: 
“En mayo de 1940, el editorial de un periódico decía que los japoneses estaban organizando un grupo de espionaje 
y sabotaje, llamado la "Quinta Columna", a esto se sumó el reparto de volantes, los cuales afirmaban que los 
japoneses tenían la intención de tomar el Perú mediante la fuerza y que tenían arsenales de armas escondidos en 
la costa y esperando la llegada de dos buques japoneses para apoderarse de Chimbote.” “Políticas 
Discriminatorias,” Accessed May 18, 2017. http://www.apj.org.pe/inmigracion-japonesa/historia/politicas-
discriminatorias. 

92 Robert E. Fleming, "The Fifth Column and Forty-Nine Stories," in The Literary Encyclopedia. Volume 
3.2.3: Early Twentieth-century US-American Writing and Culture, 1900-1945. Ed. by Emory Elliott (University of 
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groups plotting to undermine Peru’s sovereignty. After the election of U.S. President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt to a third term, people still worried about supposed fifth columns, claiming the 

Peruvian news commentators who criticized the elected U.S. President were “tools of the 

Japanese [people]…and had endorsed Hitler and Mussolini.” Leaflets in the street after 

November 5 claimed that, “Roosevelt at the side of the Peruvian people (pueblo) will prevent 

our country from becoming a Japanese colony!”93 The anonymous author exhorted his 

compatriots to crush the fifth columns. This fear of invasion, however logistically unlikely, was 

being stoked just days before the saqueo—and for months afterward. 

 Sandy Miyagussuko points out images of war in Europe had saturated Lima’s 

newspapers in the form of regular reports of Germany’s rapid victories in the late spring of 

1940.94 After May 10, the German invasion of the Low Countries and quick victories in France 

caused concern in newspapers.95 Japan had signed treaties with Nazi Germany recently, 

particularly the Anti-Comintern Pact of 1940. Peruvians began to associate Japan and Germany 

together as military enemies of Peru, like the editor of La Tribuna had.96 This added to people’s 

concerns that vague, mysterious fifth-column groups were active in Peru—both German and 

Japanese. 

                                                            
California, Riverside, 2001). For the term’s widespread use in 1940s U.S. newspaper-coverage of the Second World 
War, and the invasion of the Low Countries, see Richard W. Steele, Free Speech in the Good War (St. Martin's 
Press, 1999), 75-6. 

93 “El triunfo electoral de Roosevelt es la derrota de las ‘quintas columna!’” Leaflet (author unknown), 6 
November, 1940, cited in Sakuda, 218. The Spanish reads “…los camarones impúdicos de la “gran prensa”…vendida 
al totalitarismo, instrumento de los japoneses, y … endiosó a Hitler y Mussolini… ¡Peruanos: Roosevelt al lado del 
pueblo peruano impedirá que nuestra patria sea colonia japonesa! ¡él nos ayudara a aplastar a las ‘quintas 
columnas.’” 

94 Miyagussuko, Personal Correspondence, 9 March, 2016. 
95 “Alemania desencadenó’ la ‘Guerra totalitaria’ con el empleo conjunto de sus fuerzas aéreas y 

terrestres.”  El Comercio, 10 May, 1940, 15. 
96  “Alemania desencadenó’ la “Guerra totalitaria.”  El Comercio, 10 May 1940, 15. 
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Part of these rapid German victories in Europe involved the use of paratroopers, a novel 

tactic that aroused fear in readers’ imaginations including thoughts of clandestine movements 

that would support enemy invasion. The imagery of parachutists invading Holland, seen in the 

May edition 10 in El Comercio, one of the most read Peruvian newspapers, scared people into 

believing an invasion could come from unexpected directions by totalitarian powers. These fed 

fears spread through rumors as well.97 Newspapers reported a climate of fear in the provinces, 

ready for any provocation to ignite it, which corresponded to “simultaneous (enemy activity) 

abroad in numerous points” perpetrated by the Germans.98 In one newspaper article, written 

the day the saqueo started, the columnist pointed out how Germany’s new military capabilities 

contributed to its successes. The journalist, significantly, linked the parachutists who were 

dropping behind enemy lines with “fifth-column” saboteurs already in place within a vulnerable 

nation (e.g. German-sympathizers in Belgium), ready to operate. In the European campaigns 

that May, the “residents that form part of the fifth column, forming an exploratory group” 

would prepare the ground in conjunction with parachutists. Finally, these German-sympathizers 

would unite with invading forces, he claimed.99  

These reports overlapped with similar discourses of alleged Japanese militarism and 

sabotage within the context of international politics, specifically the Japanese Empire’s war in 

Asia and tense relations with the United States. If parachutists could strike anywhere and 

without warning, people feared that subversive groups could strike anywhere—especially as 

                                                            
97 Fukumoto, 243. 
98 “Las fuerzas alemanas de paracaidistas entraron en acción Aviones holandeses ‘picaron’ valientemente 

contra los apara[sic] –simultáneamente en numerosos puntos de las referidas naciones tos [sic] alemanes, 
mientras en tierra se luchaba cuerpo a cuerpo.” El Comercio, 10 May, Morning Edition, 9; Fukumoto, 243. 

99 “Interpretan las actividades de los paracaidistas alemanes como maniobras del plan de las ‘quintas 
columnas’, El Comercio. 13 May, 1940. 
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Japanese had been labeled as subversives in the wartime climate. People began to believe that 

many Japanese in their neighborhoods might be hiding something. The newspapers’ distrust of 

Japanese added to the element of general fear, and worries of possible invasion in these 

months. 

To the average worker or newspaper pundit on Lima’s streets, international conflicts in 

the 1940s fit within a narrative of local threats in Lima; the Japanese were the most visible 

group of alleged outsiders. These tensions produced a local eruption of popular violence. Some 

Limans found satisfaction in destroying the material goods of their economic competitors, as 

they believed Japanese products would be used in preemptive strikes or sabotage. The saqueo, 

however, received no press coverage. No photos of the destruction of the rioting and looting 

ever appeared in any newspaper during May 13—May 15.100 Only a few articles or columns 

even mentioned the saqueo or official announcements from the government. The placid 

language and little space that the government officials devoted to publishing in these 

newspapers to discuss “certain activities” reveals the low priority they gave to the violence over 

these three days.   

On May 13, a government announcement appeared in the afternoon edition of El 

Comercio that disavowed any rumors surrounding the “Japanese colony” and certain 

(determinadas) activities. This article revealed that many rioters believed that the Japanese 

were inherently militaristic in 1940. First, the Prado government acknowledged that it had 

information about attempts to overthrow the state (soberanía). The government, though it 

                                                            
100 Hugo Coya, Ph.D., Personal Correspondence from Lima, 11 February, 2016. After consulting La Prensa, 

La Crónica, and El Comercio—some of the largest newspapers in circulation at the time—I confirmed there were 
none. 
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sought to dispel rumors, acknowledged those allegations--that people feared plots from the 

fifth column that aimed to bring down the government, suggesting that at least some rioters 

also believed those rumors. The rumors included accusations the Japanese were stockpiling 

arms within the capital and the port-city of Callao. The Prado administration mentioned rioters’ 

fears to prevent vigilantes from taking up arms to fight immigrants.   

Second, while the Prado administration did not confirm any violent situations in Lima, it 

also made clear that it did not yet want to become involved with Japanese.101 Even if the 

government expressed concern, its brevity and the fact this warning was not on the front 

page—announcements of rapid German advances in Europe took up the publishers’ attention—

suggested that the government saw the saqueo as a momentary riot. The violence would stop if 

people just let it die out, it advocated.102 The violence did not deserve government 

intervention. However, the article also indicated something larger and possibly subversive was 

happening, as if there might paradoxically be Japanese plots about. The government was 

treating rumors as “inexact,” but not as baseless, ridiculous stories without foundation.  

El Comercio, attempting to keep its role as a prestigious, non-sensationalist newspaper, 

provided an exception to this. It ran an extensive page of events on May 14.103 Two of the 

seven columns on the large second page described public reactions and the stoning, arson, and 

other assaults committed against Japanese businesses. The column showed that the violence 

was spreading. Reports from the district of Callao, Peru’s principal port near the Japanese 

                                                            
101 “Comunicado Oficial de la Dirección de Gobierno,” El Comercio, 13 May, 1940, Afternoon edition, front 

page. 
102 To give some perspective of this national preoccupation, a total of fifteen pages in the Comercio’s 

morning edition of May 13 were dedicated to the events of Europe’s war. El Comercio’s morning editions generally 
held 28 pages in mid-1940.   

103 “Los Sucesos de Ayer” El Comercio, 14 May, 1940, Morning edition, 2. 
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neighborhoods of Jesús María, where fourteen people had been injured by “stick and stone 

(palo y piedra).”104  

The newspaper page also ran official proclamations from the Japanese legation that 

signified that Tokyo took the spreading violence seriously. The article attempted to allay 

people’s fears, out of concern of vulnerable ethnic neighborhoods. The Legation’s 

representatives denied that immigrants had stockpiled arms, suggesting that they had heard 

the rumors in the streets and concern of armed insurrection. Thus, the legation tried to address 

directly the fear of military invasion and fifth-column activity.   

Finally, the Japanese ambassador gave a brief profile sketch of the community to show 

that Japanese immigration was not increasing within Peru. The ambassador attempted to show 

that his compatriots could govern themselves--yet it also indicates the level of antagonism Peru 

had towards a visibly large immigrant population from Japan. Overall, on the second day of the 

saqueo, newspapers ran more articles, but the violence was not considered front-page, 

“national” news.105 Publishing Japan’s official plea for cessation of violence against its 

immigrants showed that although El Comercio attempted to remain neutral, it “buried” the 

story about the saqueo because the violence was not worth debate. Moving the ambassador’s 

Japan’s statement to the smaller columns in the paper indicated that Japan’s state-mouthpiece 

was not an important authority to prove the “innocence” of these Japanese alleged 

perpetrators. 

                                                            
104 “Los Sucesos de Ayer,” and “En El Callao,” El Comercio, 14 May, 1940, Morning edition, 2. 
105 Regardless of whether the government had a pact with newspapers in the 1940s to silence accounts 

about the anti-Japanese-riots, as Peruvian historian Iván Pinto claims, the length of the rioting did not seem to 
have an effect on the officials. Pinto’s comments are from the Seminar “70 años del fin de la Segunda Guerra 
Mundial,” Instituto Rivo Agüero, Lima, 2 Sept, 2015. 
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When the newspapers covered the event, those who expressed forthright opinions also 

denied any connection between themselves and the supposedly untrustworthy Japanese. A 

minister of foreign affairs in the former Benavides administration (who had left office in 1939) 

published an advertisement on May 15, 1940, the third day of the riot, claiming that agitators 

had slandered him in Peru’s Congress, by alleging he supported Japanese immigration. He 

denied links to any Japanese conspiracy, the group imagined to be responsible for the rioting. A 

thick description of his protest reveals that the alleged acts of the Japanese community was up 

for examination: the anonymous slanderer against Dr. Carlos Concha had accused him of 

supporting further Japanese immigration.106 Concha vehemently denied all contact with them 

during his tenure in the Benavides administration. Upon hearing the allegations against him, he 

proclaimed his patriotic pain (dolor patriótico). Concha’s denial indicated a widespread fear that 

Japanese immigrants themselves were undermining the nation, but that patriotic citizens had 

no connection with them, much less reason to defend them. Japanese could never support 

patriotic Peru. 

Even denials by concerned citizens indicated the tenuous connections that different 

sectors of society had with the Japanese, an alleged homogenous whole. Groups of students 

from San Marcos University weighed in on the matter. They distanced themselves from the first 

groups of students who rioted, those from Guadalupe of Lima colegio, who had played a key 

role in the riot. A group of law students from San Marcos claimed they refused to participate in 

any violence nor did they want to add to the anarchy taking place in the city.107 They may have 

                                                            
106 “A propósito de los sucesos del lunes,” Carlos Concha, El Comercio, 15 May, 1940, Morning Edition, 4; 

also “Carta del Dr. Carlos Concha desmintiendo una versión infundada,” La Prensa, 15 May, 1940. 
107 “Acuerdo de los Estudiantes de Derecho,” El Comercio, 14 May, 1940, Afternoon edition, 4. 
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made this public pronouncement to dissuade other students from rioting, but the tone of the 

article implied that they were not rioters or associated with the Japanese community in any 

way, shape, or form. Again, a discourse of respectability required that professionals distance 

themselves from the Japanese. 

Regardless, most of the damage to the community had been done by the evening of 

May 16.  The following morning the Prado government published a harsher warning to the 

general populace and to dissuade rioters. The warning stated that rumors of subversion within 

the Japanese community “absolutely lacked” foundation.108 Nevertheless, despite the 

government's stronger language, it made little attempt to make the rioters leave the area and 

return home.  The editors of El Comercio still buried the public announcement on page 3 of that 

day’s morning edition. Other papers claimed that the riots had ceased, perhaps as early as May 

14, saying that things were “back to normal”—that people were already lining up outside the 

Japanese merchants’ stores to buy wares.109 However, the material damage in these 

neighborhoods belied any sense of normalcy. 

The relative lack of concern about the saqueo becomes clearer when we compare this 

event’s scant coverage with a later event that certainly affected all of Lima: the earthquake of 

May 24, 1940. This quake leveled much of metropolitan Lima. The day after, front-page stories 

splashed photos across their headlines that showed the effects of the destruction on 

businesses, streets, and homes. Headlines like, “Ravages of Yesterday’s Earthquake” demanded 

readers’ attention right on the cover page.110 The Japanese government expressed its concern, 

                                                            
108 “Comunicado oficial,” El Comercio, Morning edition, 17 May, 1940, 3. 
109 “Ayer ya no hubo manifestaciones anti-japonesas,” 14 May, 2015, La Prensa, 13. 
110 El Comercio, 25 May 1940, front page. There are plenty of anecdotes about the earthquake in my 
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and proposed a donation drive, which was remarkable because of the financial losses the 

community faced after the riot—and the Japanese legation was still waiting on reparations for 

damage totaling some $300,000 soles.111 While this chaos in the center of the city (and over the 

countryside) gained coverage, violent looting in the streets had been relegated to the papers’ 

middle-pages. News articles about the riots showed the dominant perspectives of creoles: 

silence about the anti-Japanese violence was acceptable.  

While the saqueo is a dramatic episode in Peruvian history, it was not simply a 

spontaneous act of violence. It was a consequence of intense anti-Japanese discrimination, 

ascribing fear to commodities and people associated with a particular form of militarism. The 

silence in the press about the saqueo and rioting suggests that most people did not consider 

the Japanese community as part of Peru—and people who wrote to the editors also 

demonstrated they did not think Japanese were assimilable. People like Dr. Carlos Concha 

thought Japanese immigration was a stain on the nation, evidenced by his rebuttals of 

association with the immigrant community. The massive use of slurs and discrimination in the 

media, plus the state-sanctioned exclusions, such as the executive Supreme Degrees of 1936 

and other laws, fostered public support for anti-Japanese violence.  

“Who is my Paisano?”: Oral histories of Resistance and Integration of the Community.  

The violence in May 1940 impacted the community at the individual level, influencing 

not only the stories, but also the life strategies of future generations. Out of the fifteen 

                                                            
interviews and others’ (e.g. DENSHO Project, Online). Many of the Japanese population believed the earthquake 
was, if not divinely, at least metaphorically linked to some sort of justice for all the events the Limans had 
encountered. They felt it was retribution for what Limans had visited upon Japanese homes and properties just 
weeks before, even if the Japanese did not approve of the damage.  Andando 75 Años, 308. 

111 Ingreso 6-18/#74, 28 May 1940, Peruvian MRE. For the damage total, read the Letter from Minister M. 
Kitada to Peruvian Minister don Alfredo Solf y Muro, Ingreso 6-18/#87, 22 July 1940, Peruvian MRE. 
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interviews with Japanese Peruvians in which I asked about “what happened in 1940s?” eight 

people recalled the saqueo almost immediately. Their responses suggest that most of the 

Nikkei community remembered this incident because it influenced their subsequent lives; many 

of those who did not immediately remember lived in the countryside, and away from the 

majority of violence.112 Those in the urban setting could not escape. As most of the 

interviewees considered themselves Nisei, they would have been infants or young children 

during 1940; remarkably they still could remember this event and the people affected.  

However, through my questions with Issei and Nisei participants --from both Lima and 

the surrounding countryside--these interviews did not indicate that they had experienced a 

concentrated, rejection by society or a reversal of their fortune. The participants also 

demonstrated how they identified with Peru as a negotiated home and connected with 

Peruvians during the 1940s. The following interviews show how their parents, too, were not 

simply determined to “sojourn” back to Japan but instead invest in Peru, at least for their 

children’s future in the country.  

Until recently, historians have cited the insularity of the Japanese communities, 

particularly in Lima, as one of the reasons for their marginalization by other sectors of 

society.113 They argue that the community’s own decision, while not the primary cause, was 

one reason they experienced such high levels of violence towards them.114 (This was 

                                                            
112 Although some violence in other cities far from Lima, did occur—see Interview with Atsumi Ozawa 

(below).  Ms. Ozawa lived in Arequipa, Peru’s southern metropolis. 
113 Takenaka, 93; Gardiner (1975), 75.  Anthropologist Takenaka, in relating how the Japanese community 

changed tactics after the war, claimed “for the first time, they recognized the need to open up to and become 
integrated into Peruvian society (93, emphasis added). 

114 Gardiner does not claim their insularity is the primary reason. He attributes it to an interplay of racism 
and misunderstanding. The deportation was the result of U.S. intervention and Peru’s cooperation (1981, 20). He 
also insinuated the Japanese Empire contributed by trying to intervene in Peruvian sovereignty in unwanted ways, 
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irrespective of whether it was the community leaders, Tokyo’s diplomatic mission, or even most 

people “from below” who wished to remain separate). In other words, not only was the 

violence preceded by perceptions held by non-Japanese, but also by the Japanese groups’ own 

decision to isolate themselves from Peruvian society.  

Doris Moromiasato, gender historian, showed that Japanese neighborhoods emphasized 

self-reliance, and that endogamous practice in marriage was a foundation of the community 

before the 1940s.115 However, using oral histories, my research shows that the Japanese 

community was more integrated with Peruvian society than most scholars have thought.  

With constructed identities of ethnicity, people may assign themselves competing, or 

contradictory identities.116 Space and place influence what identities they choose, as well as 

which identities they emphasize in front of other people.117 Thus, a person  in the 1940s who 

was born and raised in Peru, by parents hailing from Japan, may have identified as both 

Peruvian and Japanese, (or even Okinawan, as most migrants in the 1900-1930s came from this 

Japanese contested territory).118 People practiced different identities depending on the 

moment—they did not feel they were only Japanese, but also Peruvian depending on the given 

                                                            
seeking “to direct the affairs of Japanese-Peruvians in the pre-war years.” (1975, 99); see also 51. However, he 
implies that self-separation, at least one perceived by non-Japanese, was a factor. “[Japanese] societies aroused 
Peruvian suspicions and fears. By reinforcing the Japanese nature of the members they lessened the prospect of 
their incorporation into Peruvian society (1975), 74, emphasis added.  “[T]he Peruvians also hammered away at the 
(allegedly) evil influence that the monopolistic tendencies of Japanese businessmen represented in many Peruvian 
towns and cities” (1975), 54. 

115 Takenaka, 90; Doris Moromisato, “I Woman, I Man, I Nikkei: Public Construction of Femininity and 
Masculinity in the Japanese Community of Peru,” in New Worlds, New Lives: Globalization and People of Japanese 
Descent, (Stanford University Press, 2002), 192, 194. 

116 Stuart Hall, “Thinking the Diaspora: Home-Thoughts from Abroad,” Small Axe: A Caribbean Journal of   
Criticism, September, Issue 6, (1999),” 6. 

117 Appelbaum, Macpherson, and Rosemblatt, 9; McKeown, 94, see also 144-145. 
118 Lili Matsuda Uechi, Interview with the author, Institute Kato rest home, June 21, 2014.  Japan took 

over the Rykuku island kingdom in 1872 and forcibly renamed it Okinawa. 
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moment what they determined the best survival strategy was.  

As evidence of these overlapping associations, interviewees remember divisions within 

the Japanese “colonia” of immigrants. These divisions prevented the formation of a completely 

homogeneous identity—and thus no uniform “Japanese” group that would or could not 

assimilate. Attitudes varied about which Japanese cultural practices were worth preserving and 

which should be abandoned. Some cultural activities distinguished them from non-Japanese, 

but they also appropriated neighbors’ (or “paisanos.”) practices. For instance, Atsumi Ozawa, 

eleven years old in 1940, did not know which other Japanese-Peruvians in Lima identified with 

the Empire and wanted it to win.   

“I really don't know, but I think that they were afraid. Like all the businesses was owned by, 

Japanese owned the business, and all the children, Japanese children, we all went to the 

Japanese school, not a Peruvian school, even were there, maybe all that, probably they 

wondered why.”119  

She spoke to a visible concentration of supposedly Japanese-only schools, businesses, and loan 

groups, like the tanomoshi monthly system of collective savings.120 She did not remember 

which organization in the city had purchased an airplane, a symbol of support for Japanese 

armed forces.121 No one saw the airplane purchase as a sign of subversion against the Peruvian 

state; the two countries were not at war, even as relations soured.  

Other interviewees did not identify with Japan. Lili Matsuda Uechi, a current member of 

the Okinawa province-association (kenjinkai) in Lima, made pains to distinguish she was 

“Peruana con descendencia Okinawa” (an island taken over by the Japanese empire in 1872) 
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120 For more on this cultural practice see Takenaka, 86. 
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who only related to Japanese culture because “ellos (Japoneses) nos invadieron.”122 Nearly 75 

years after the 1940s, she still wished to avoid being subsumed within a different Asiatic 

culture. Her identifications in the community, in addition to the class divisions in the Furuya 

incident above, bear out that divisions existed and sometimes caused confusion to as where the 

different communities’ allegiance lay. Those memories show the development of political 

consciousness, in which nationality they attached more loyalty to—beginning with Peru. 

Evidence from the testimonies show that Japanese Peruvians identified with other 

marginalized sectors, and as marginalized groups, they shared significant culture. Even the 

supposedly indelible traits of “Japanese-ness” they learned as children neither made them 

exotic nor prevented them from connecting with other working-class cultures in the area.123 

The testimonies show how they negotiated a variety of ethnic immigrants and enclaves within 

the city and out to the rural areas prior to 1940. In the town of Huancayo, about 120 miles east 

from Lima, the country’s capital, Atsumi Ozawa worked in her family’s restaurant helping with 

food while her father sold imported goods for local farm workers. Another person recalled the 

diversity of her neighbors, who included German friends and even some Chinese she got to 

know.124 Still another recalled an Italian farmer, as she lived outside Lima in the then-outskirts 

of Barranco.125 Their diverse experiences matched the different opportunities they felt they had 

in society as they watched their parents maintain businesses.  

                                                            
122 Lili Matsuda Uechi, Interview with the Author, Institute Padre Manuel Kato, 21 June, 2014. 
123 For “Japanese-ness“ as a phrase, see the Interview #16 with Author, Anonymous, personal home, 

September 2015. 
124 Maria Sato, Interview with Kristen Luetkemeier, Densho Digital Archive, 11 July, 2012. 
125 Today, in 2017, Barranco is incorporated within the megalopolis of Lima, a bustling suburb and 

entertainment district connected by Public Transportation and express highways-the “Expreso de Costa.” 
According to the interviews, however, Barranco seems to have been farmland in 1940. 
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Marisol de la Cadena, Peruvian anthropologist and scholar of race, argues how some 

people, seeking to gain power in discourses of “learned men” or elites, thought of distancing 

themselves from immigrant communities (even those immigrants considered “white”). As such, 

they judged immigrants as being at a disadvantage in such arenas as gaining loans and holding 

accounts at traditional Peruvian banks.126 Issei had fewer ties with working-class mestizo 

Peruvians but these did exist, especially in the rural areas. Many Nisei in the interviews recall 

those people and immigrants as paisanos.127 This shared identity fostered feeling like “fellow 

countrymen.” One person who grew up on the farms in the war-years, the 1940s, concluded 

that, “Los vecinos nitos Peruanos, […] estuvimos consciente de que ellos también sufrieron.”128  

Japanese parents also wanted their children to realize the importance of education to 

transmit culture. School appears many times in interviewees’ anecdotes, because after the 

saqueo (usually in 1942, when the Prado government cut ties with Japan) many lost their 

schools to government confiscation. Schools allowed students to learn the culture of the 

receiving society; in school, student “form perceptions of where they fit in the social reality and 

cultural imagination” of their surroundings, argue anthropologist Marcelo Suárez-Orozco and 

cultural psychologist Carola Suárez-Orozco.129  

Even though school classes for Nisei children were mostly taught in Japanese, they also 

learned Spanish. Schools held “bicultural ends”: as students grew older, nearing working-world 

                                                            
126 De la Cadena, 29. 
127 See Julia Uehara, a Nisei. She wanted to say that all people at a certain level of poverty had suffered, 

including “Paisanos” (countrymen), as if she wanted to say her suffering was not greater. This also implies an 
identity. Interview with the Author, APJ, 3 July, 2014. 

128 Do Ichiji, Interview with the Author, APJ, 6 October, 2015. 
129 Carola Suarez-Orozco, Marcelo M. Suarez-Orozco, and Irina Todorova, Learning a New Land: 

Immigrant students in American Society, 2. 
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employment, their hours spent learning Spanish as well as English increased.130 Parents and 

educators were consciously preparing Japanese children to be able to work in Peru. Of course, 

teaching cultural norms reflects larger power dynamics; from childhood students receive 

cultural meanings and knowledge of power relationships in interaction with their environment. 

Physical (or political) coercion and economic power both helped to restrict freedom of choice 

within the dominant society.131 For the Okinawans, or “Peruano Okinawan [Okinawan-

Peruvian],” their poverty did not prevent them from trying to save up money to create their 

own community schools. They saw schools as a way to transmit practices from Okinawa and 

acknowledged the importance be separate from others of Japanese heritage—judging the latter 

to be occupiers of Okinawa.132  

Japanese parents knew that language transmitted a separate sense of identity. Other 

Nisei remember that “our parents believed that we should know the language” and were 

instructed to employ an honorific bow and language if walking in front of an elders’ field.133 This 

suggests that parents from various ethnic backgrounds within the colonia enrolled their 

children into schools to impress their values and language onto them, which made them 

different from Peruvian mestizos. Schools transmitted culture, and ideas about race among the 

Nisei youth—whether they identified Peruvians as paisanos or not. Intellectual thinkers of 

those decades debated the inverse, whether immigrants brought good “education.”  Their good 

                                                            
130 Gardiner (1975), 76. Gardiner asserts that schools like Escuela Japonesa de Lima “recognized… that 

education constituted the touchstone to the acculturation that promised social harmony and economic progress” 
(76). This echoes the cultural anthropologists’ findings I have cited, as it applied to Japanese-Peruvians. 

131 Mckeown, 14. 
132 Matsuda Uechi, Interview with the Author, translated. 
133 Elena Hitomi Maoki, Blanca Sadako Katsura, and Libia Hideko Maoki Yamamoto, Interview with 

Japanese Peruvian Oral history Project—10th Grade History curriculum, conducted by Grace Shimizu; Interview #16 
(Anonymous) conducted with the Author.  
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schools could allow them the proper interactions.  

In Japanese schools like the Lima Nikkou, funded by the Japanese Ministry of Education 

in 1920, students learned to distinguish themselves from other Peruvians.134 Schools transmit 

culture, allowing individuals to define their identity within that culture. In Peru, race and 

culture became almost synonymous. Marisol de la Cadena, in her historical summary of 

regional identities in Peru in the 1920s and 1930s, contends that “concepts of race and culture 

[were] thoroughly intertwined.”135 The participants’ interviews support her argument, as 

interviewees recalled how their upbringing included questions about Japaneseness and their 

relation to paisanos. Thus, speaking a language other than Spanish could demonstrate for some 

(Limeño elite) why the Japanese could never be assimilated, and why for others (the Issei 

immigrants) language mattered less than connections with other Peruvians by common 

affinities of class and gender. Their childhood memories of their upbringing included whether 

they were encouraged to interact with non-Japanese.  

Further proof that the schools of the colonia and other Japanese villages were sites of 

contestation of the state emerged when the government confiscated them late in the 1940s. 

Peruvians in the Senate argued that Japanese schools imprinted “otherness” on students—and 

that their independent operation of the schools threatened the nation. Japanese sons, in 

particular, were thought to be indoctrinated with military values in Japanese schools.136 The 

                                                            
134 “Escuela de Ex Alumnos de la Ex Escuela Lima (Lima Nikko), Asociacion Peruano Japonesa (website).  

http://www.apj.org.pe/node/168, Accessed 18 June 2017. Takenaka and other scholars of the Japanese colonia in 
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believed biologically they never could (88-89). “Japanese resistance to assimilation (also) resulted in reinforcing 
the anti-Japanese movement in Peru.” 

135 De la Cadena, 26. 
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government confiscated the schools after 1942. Children remember these problems.  

Nisei in the countryside empathized with their suffering neighbors—they felt that the 

calamity of poverty and state oppression affected many equally. Their use of the term paisanos 

for creoles or mestizos confirms this. Ms. Uechi and Mr. Ichi from my interviews both thought 

“all of us paisanos suffered” together in the 1940s. However, school and education instilled a 

sense they were not part of an uneducated mob, but “brought up to …be a part of the Peruvian 

leaders so that we may improve the standard of living [here].”137 Another thought the mob 

activity of May 1940 might have just been a momentary thing, but not representative of 

Peruvians or their feelings towards the Japanese community.138 While part of the landscape, 

the immigrants felt that the hard-working attitude they all shared elevated them against the 

mob—jealousy had caused the attack, according to one association’s president. They could join 

with worthy Peruvians, though. 

Nisei reacted differently to the saqueo based on their relationships with paisanos. The 

event left deep scars, and many have described it as the most traumatic event for Japanese in 

Peru, given the whole century.139 While not all could forgive the perpetrators of the violence, 

they remembered hope from survival strategies. The loss was rapid and devastating—“we lost 

all,” remembered Josefina Arakaki.140 However, some of the victims relied on neighbors and the 

goodwill they had built up over the years. 

In the case of families and groups in urban areas like Lima, the drawback to having a 

                                                            
137 Elena Hitomi Maoki, Blanca Sadako Katsura, and and Libia Hideko Maoki Yamamoto, Interview with 
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138 Yuri Tanaka, Interview with the Author, APJ, 3 July 2014. 
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larger community was that it was more visible, and authorities could target community 

members more easily. They faced class differences that divided the community. Nikkei did not 

all hold the same socioeconomic status—those on farms may have been more vulnerable yet 

were targeted less frequently h due to the state’s limited surveillance outside the city. 

Nevertheless, urban residents had some advantages, such as increased connectivity to the 

larger population with whom they lived and worked. 

In some cases, the fluid identity Peruvians assigned to Japanese, or confusion they had 

with other Asians’ phenotypes, proved an advantage. One family put up a Chinese flag outside 

their store, which kept others at bay. The father of Josefina Arakaki passed with a “Chinese” 

face which he made no effort to hide as he went into the city markets to buy things after the 

chaos of the saqueo had subsided. He continued passing as Chinese throughout the 1940s 

when Japanese were forbidden to assemble more than three in a street.141 “They sacked all 

around [my] uncle but they didn’t hit him,” claimed Do Ichiji. His uncle, too, had made enough 

connections with other people that his business was vital to the community, if not a charitable 

individual himself.142 A local police commander apparently took officers to the family home, 

only to dissuade the troops that there were no business owners there.143 This demonstrated 

that good neighbors looked after each other; there was evidence that some Issei were able to 

enlist the police to drive away looters. Some thieves found that stealing some trinkets was not 

worth the violence, from other non-Japanese. 

On the farms, similar patterns of help from neighbors, perhaps more so, allowed chakra-
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owners to save their farms. An Italian confidante of one young Japanese-Peruvian girl allowed 

her and her siblings to hide down in the property well, while her father sat on the porch armed 

to deter vandals.144 In similar stories to U.S. property transfers by Japanese-Americans, one 

family worked with Peruvian employees to change the business name, reasoning they could 

keep their lamp factory if the name sounded ethnically Peruvian, and not Asian.145  

These stories show how people helped each other. Whatever the case, children 

witnessed their parents doing what was necessary, including negotiating different identities. 

These alternative identities, however, were enough to stop them from being deported, but it 

staved off property violence for a moment. 

Shifting Strategies, and Degrees of Integration: the case of Fr. Manuel Kato, first Japanese-

Peruvian Catholic priest 

 

The way Japanese Peruvian children were treated by their neighbors may have 

influenced the connections they had with non-Japanese over their lives. Those connections 

proved crucial to their coping strategies. 

The story of Fr. Manuel Kato, the first Japanese immigrant in Peru to become a Catholic 

priest, exemplifies how such connections allowed people to survive. He remembers that only 

one Japanese family—his—lived among nine non-Japanese families in his city block.  The Kato 

family made a habit of sharing food with the other families. He recalls this was notable because 

of the rising hostility towards Japanese in the city, as well as the fact his parents were not yet 

Catholic.146 In Fr. Kato’s memory, his family gave to others, regardless of whether they shared 
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the Christian religion or ethnic heritage. His family's actions may have even inspired Fr. Kato to 

study Christian teachings of charity, of money-gifts later in his seminary studies). When Fr. 

Kato’s family lost all their savings in the 1940s, corresponding to hostilities and their legal 

vulnerability as non-citizens, they felt afraid, but found unexpected allies who drove away 

attackers and looters. People had to rely on neighbors, as mutual aid among Japanese alone 

became insufficient. 

Ostensibly the gift from one “non-Catholic” to another remained in his memory from 

the time even before the war. He remembered it because of the way he framed his narrative. 

During the interview, the first thing Fr. Kato mentioned was his mother’s charity. He said that 

this gift was repaid during the war.  When people came to destroy the storefront and rob the 

Japanese family in the May saqueo (“cuando vinieron a sacar”) their neighbors remembered 

the gifts they had received by performing an act of unexpected reciprocity. The “nine 

(tenement) families protected” these immigrants out of gratitude at the food they had received 

over an indefinite period of time. 147 

As this case shows, the Japanese already had significant ties to build upon—they were 

never completely isolated. Many Peruvian politicians for decades criticized the Japanese for 

failing to integrate, setting up their own isolated communities, and not participating with 

others. Newspapers of the 1940s promoted the idea that the Japanese were isolated, only 

worked and hired their own, and were themselves responsible for arousing suspicion that led to 

mob attacks. Ayumi Takenaka analyzes this contradictory complaint by noting that, while many 

Peruvians chastised Japanese immigrants for not integrating, at the same time they believed 
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that Asians could never do so because of their alien nature.148  

Nevertheless, Fr. Kato’s story corresponds to other testimonies of Japanese (“Nikkei”) 

deported from Peru: they were constantly working and interacting in many sectors within 

Peruvian society.149 This held even truer in the provinces and countryside. As far as local 

Japanese businesses, many did hire workers of other ethnicities, because those laws meant to 

weaken the Japanese community by forcing them to have more contact with non-Japanese. The 

main prohibition, the Supreme Resolution of 27 October, 1936, stipulated that for any foreign-

owned business in Peru, four-fifths of all employees had to be non-Japanese workers. Legally 

this law meant to integrate non-Japanese and Japanese.150 Nevertheless, the law was not 

always enforced. Sympathetic (or bribed) officials found ways to creatively classify people on 

Peruvian soil, or spouses of Peruvians, as Peruvians.151 

By creating working connections between creoles and mestizos, the Japanese gained a 

degree of protection at times, particularly through acts of charity which cut across ethnic 

groups. When the Peruvian government began to deport Japanese following negotiations with 

the United States, sometimes neighbors and co-workers would defend them. Thus, Japanese-

Peruvians could draw on this constructed equality that they shared with their Peruvian 

neighbors. Also, the Japanese-Peruvians’ charity work served multiple purposes in the city. 
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Their charity not only showed their concern for people around them, but also furthered an 

image that they deserved social acceptance as equals. These activities indicate the Japanese 

were never fully isolated from Peruvians.   

It is not enough to replace state or “official narratives” of such events with immigrants’ 

narratives. As demonstrated by the way both urban and rural Japanese related to “neighbors,” 

these local, subjective experiences of negotiating racial boundaries complicate the larger 

political discourse of solely excluding Japanese—other local Peruvians had ties of affinity to 

them. In a novel way, the testimonies of Japanese Peruvians demonstrate how international 

events affected on human everyday lives. Japanese-Peruvians, as recounted in their oral 

histories of the week of the saqueo, sought to be part of the economic and cultural landscapes 

in Peru. Yet they also show stories of resistance, such as Fr. Kato’s.152 People did not strengthen 

their allegiances to Japan; ironically the attacks caused them to look for resources within Peru. 

After the wreckage of the saqueo, the diplomats squabbled over restitution with Japan, 

claiming that Peru bore part of the responsibility for allowing the riot. They commented that 

people were sick and homeless, having contacted typhus. Those who had lost their homes were 

still suffering in a temporary shelter in the “Escuela Japonesa de Jesus Maria (Lima)” school.153   

The riot complicated trade policies, which Japan had already claimed were 

deteriorating.  The state of Japan had offered before, in that year, to become an exclusive trade 

partner of cotton; Masamoto Kitada, extraordinary minister from Tokyo, had pointed out Peru 

needed new permanent markets because the war prevented trade with Europe. They implied it 
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was in Peru’s interest to get new “permanent nature[d]” markets of cotton.154 The Japanese 

government offered to make this happen. The Minister also cited that the “Camára 

Algodonera” a group in Peru, was clamoring for more trade.155  

Peru wanted to please Japan on a superficial level after the saqueo, just to keep the 

possibility of trade open.156 Nevertheless, Peru had other countries’ offers to consider. The 

Peruvian government postponed settlement on the saqueo’s damages, suggesting that the 

government was reconsidering the future of trans-Pacific trade. They thought they could take 

some ownership to suppress some anti-Japanese press in 1941.157 Peru had kept this 

opportunity after losing trade across the Atlantic, as Paulet had once advised.158 But Peruvian 

public opinion turned against Japan, and Prado realized his administration could avoid paying 

the maximum sum demanded for reparations. Their Senate had deliberated in mid-1940 and 

realized they could not please all possible parties—about “the Japanese problem we someday 

have to face.”159  

The Japanese embassy suggested 800,000 soles in the beginning in restitution for the 

saqueo.160 Japan protested out of pride, out of some concern for its residents in Peru, but also 

because the Japanese government had accepted its limited influence over Peru. Military 

necessity in Asia as well as broken communications due to war was going to cut off their 
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people. As a result, it could only hope to allow benefits for those already there.161 As part of a 

compromise, Tokyo asked Peru to allow those re-entering Lima to not be counted as part of the 

immigration quota—Tokyo was still trying to protest on behalf of even a few hundred 

immigrants. This seems to not only say they were supporting the traders already existing in 

Lima, but challenge any loophole to its benefit. The result was a value indirectly being attached 

to immigrant bodies and property. 

  Peru settled in September 1941, for only 350,000 soles in cash—an additional amount in 

Japanese imports valued at 1,000,000 to make up for damages.162 This was only a partial 

repayment to Japanese for destruction of property. Peru had worked to stall for time. They 

could afford to delay. In this year, the United States built on its work within Latin America to 

shore up what it believed were non-democratic countries with weak defenses against Axis 

penetration.163 This would have fateful results.   

Conclusion 

Peruvian official began to employ the idea of Japanese immigrants as “enemy aliens” in 

the 1940s. Framing the Japanese as internal enemies suggested that that Japanese had no right 

to even occupy space in Peru and that the next logical step, justified by international consensus, 

was to expel them from the Americas. These policies had deleterious effects on Japanese 

immigrants and long-term residents. The Japanese faced shrinking chances to be included 

within the nation. Debates about who could be Peruvian made immigrants more vulnerable to 
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violent actions in the street.  

The fear local Peruvians felt towards Japanese immigrants was compounded by global 

war. In the context of global war, many believed that the Japanese, a group which they had 

painted for years as economic competitors, and racially unassimilable, were plotting against 

them and the nation.  The immediate outbreak of war seemed to justify their larger social 

concerns.  

Major actors in both the state and local level in 1940 supplemented the “alien” 

discourse with one of “enemy alien.” The latter suggested the addition of militant 

characteristics to the Japanese in their midst, which allowed people to claim that  not only were 

Japanese-Peruvians unwelcome within the Peruvian nation, but also threatened Peru’s 

sovereignty. Peruvian workers, school children, and diplomats could thus agree that this threat 

had multiple characteristics—and should be expelled from the nation. This preceded the 

violence of the saqueo, which had mass participation by working class Peruvians.  People had 

heard the government’s sanctions against the Japanese residents—now they took a violent step 

to expulse that threat. This shows the limit to what immigrants could do to negotiate their 

national identity. With the stigma of an aggressor nation—Japan—and accusations that they 

were unwelcome within the nation of Peru, little public space existed for them. Matters grew 

more complicated with the state. After the saqueo, the Peruvian government moved closer 

toward to United States, eventually breaking off diplomatic relations with Japan just days after 

Pearl Harbor—in spite of no attack or gesture towards Peru from Japan.   

President Prado made repeated requests to the United States for military support in the 
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event that Peru had to break off ties with Germany and Japan.164 In 1941, half a year after the 

May “anti-Japanese riots” as he called them, he claimed Peru was willing to trade U.S. 

economic assurances for “liquidatin[g] the Japanese problem.” This was a broad noun 

(“problem”) he employed—but it suggested that Japan (and by association, its residents) had 

no place in an “inter-American” country. To “liquidate” the Japanese problem carried ominous 

tones, and was another indicator that Peruvians at the highest level now conceived of no place 

the Japanese could occupy in Peru, in the long-term. 

With the outbreak of World War II, the Peruvian government noted the populist anti-

Japanese uprisings and moved forward to not only exclude them, but also remove them from 

the country. It would provide precedents for government-sanctioned violence in the 1940s. 

These policies of violence were sanctioned in the context of the “yellow peril” discourse 

throughout the Americas. In all, the saqueo year changed the economic status of many 

immigrants and affected their survival strategies for generations to come. 
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Chapter 3: 

 

“Only in Wartime Could We Get Away with this…:” Ethnicity and Security in the 

Deportation of Japanese Peruvians to the United States 

 Even though Peru did not formally declare war on the Axis nations until the final month 

of the war in 1945, it nonetheless declared war on some of its residents. At the Rio de Janeiro 

security conference in February 1942, following Pearl Harbor, the United States encouraged 

leaders of Latin American nations to arrest "Axis nationals," a move thought to contribute to 

the defense of the Western Hemisphere. The category of Axis nationals included emigrants 

from Germany, Italy, and Japan. Peru already had its own history of official discrimination 

against Japanese immigrants; it was quite ready to receive U.S. overtures.  

Some of the methods of apprehending Japanese Peruvians, were both confusing and 

intimate—and bear witness to how local Peruvians judged the so-called “enemy nature” of 

Japanese. When it came time for Lima’s police to arrest and detain immigrants, getting the 

names off a “blacklist” of those of Japanese descent proved confusing: Chinese immigrants had 

divulged some information about the whereabouts of some of the people on the blacklist. In 

some areas of Chancay and Huaral, miles outside Lima, Chinese businessmen and merchants 

shared the names of their rivals and the location of their properties to not only U.S. 

Ambassador John K. Emmerson, but also Chinese Embassy representative George Woo.1 

Emmerson wrote to Secretary of State Cordell Hull in June 1942, that the Chinese-Peruvian 

residents had proven willing to volunteer information, and “maintain (themselves) alert” to a 
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supposed subterfuge.2 Emmerson’s letter to Hull shows the fluid nature of national identities, 

and how the war brought different groups of people together to expel an “enemy alien”—the 

Japanese. It also shows how U.S. ambassadors and other officials intervened in Peru, blurring 

sovereign national boundaries in the service of a shared understanding of the exigencies of 

national and hemispheric security.  

My work on the internees’ lives contributes to historiographical debates on the 

relationship between structure and agency of deportees and internees. Roger Daniels and other 

scholars of the Japanese experience of internment have traced how the camps served as 

instruments of state-sponsored oppression against U.S. citizens and those of other nations.3 

They were meant to abrogate internees’ rights, both the civilian Japanese-Americans who were 

the majority of those incarcerated and also the stateless “enemy aliens” put into the camps 

designated for deportees of other nations.4 However, my work focuses on some subjective 

experiences of the 1,800 who were deported from Peru to the U.S. to examine the relationship 

between structure and agency. While some historians view even the smallest acts of agency as 

evidence of resistance, others have argued that anything short of full scale rebellion 

demonstrates a marked lack of agency. James Scott, though, argues that even people who 

cannot risk outright violence still resist the structures that restrict their lives in tiny, nearly 

imperceptible ways. These commit small everyday acts of disguised resistance.5 In similar 
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fashion, historians of medicine such as Roy Porter suggest approaching medical histories such 

as Shigemi’s from a “bottom up” perspective that emphasizes the patient’s point of view, rather 

than that of doctors.6 Following the works of Scott, Porter, and others who highlight subtle acts 

of resistance, I emphasize how one Japanese-Peruvian internee in Crystal City, Texas, Shigemi 

Kudo, used her resources and available personal agency to create an effective response to her 

deteriorating medical condition, despite the nature of her coerced confinement. In response, 

U.S. doctors worked to maintain their systems of command and the military and hierarchies 

necessary to reinforce official structures of control. 

First, U.S. perceived the Nikkei population in Peru as threat, but Peru significantly 

framed this debate on “enemy aliens.” Other historians have argued the U.S. had higher 

priorities than apprehending Japanese in Peru (e.g. German Latin Americans).7 However, I argue 

that Peruvian locals and officials used their understanding of “Japanese problems” and legal 

history to frame Japanese-Peruvians as economic problems with the potential to support the 

enemies of the U.S. It was this framing, more by Peru than the U.S., which influenced the 

blacklist and efforts to arrest them in local Peruvian neighborhoods. This led to, not a loss of 

coping strategies, but a need for the internees’ to alter their identities. To examine this, I trace 

the cultural strategies the Issei employed with their Nisei children after both groups were 

forced into camp. They found shared Japanese bonds (with Japanese-Americans, for example) 

to give them more resilience.  

                                                            
Press, 1990). 

6 Roy Porter, “The Patient’s View: Doing Medical History from Below,” in Theory and Society, Vol. 14, No. 2 
(Mar., 1985), 194. 

7 Friedman, 8. 
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The experience the Japanese-Peruvians had after being forced out of their homes and 

over to the U.S. demonstrates how, despite their grim existence within the state system of 

coerced or forced Japanese imprisonment in the U.S., interned Japanese-Peruvians used their 

own agency to resist the structures imposed upon them. They fought for their basic human 

rights. By studying oral histories of the time—principally through two cases of women that 

suffered assault and deportation—I provide new insights on how negotiation with the state 

influenced Japanese-Peruvians’ ability to successfully defend themselves. This demonstrates 

they were not completely constrained by the idea of “enemy alien,” and even reinforced some 

Japanese ties; those ties people had used to label them enemies of the state in first place. I 

focus on the documented history of a woman named Shigemi Kudo, examining personal letters 

from both Shigemi and U.S. medical doctors. Despite the reluctance of the doctors to provide 

Shigemi with an untested, though potentially lifesaving treatment, she marshaled all resources 

at her disposal to fight for her life within the camp. Depending on the moment, emphasizing 

identities beyond ethnicity (e.g. that of patient, and equal to the doctors) would help these 

people without state-protection achieve their goals.  

Historicizing the Deportation 

Peru broke off relations with Japan because officials felt the Japanese immigrants would 

undermine the nation, evident in the term “enemy alien.” I historicize here the term “enemy 

aliens,” which the U.S. had proposed at the Rio Conference (1942) to encourage surveillance of 

German and Japanese immigrants. Framed as enemy aliens, Peru could justify expelling 

Japanese immigrants as intolerable risks.8  

                                                            
8 As Gardiner and Masterson observed, U.S. influence on the region undoubtedly influenced Peru’s 
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A rapid series of events shows how Peru not only marginalized, but also sought to 

control Japanese residents’ activity. On December 7, Peru received notification about the 

bombing of Pearl Harbor, and the U.S. declaration of war on Japan. On December 10, Peru froze 

all assets held by those with Japanese citizenship. Soon, Peru’s legislature passed a decree 

prohibiting the public assembly of more than three individual Japanese residents—even 

children naturalized and born in Peru. Japanese-language newspapers were also confiscated 

and forbidden after rupture of relations.9 On 22 January 1942 a law was passed in Lima that 

legalized the expulsion of “Axis nationals” who had engaged in “anti-national activities.” Peru’s 

legislation followed the U.S. blacklist list of “Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals” which 

allowed for surveillance of German-owned businesses, and now added Japanese businesses.10 

Significantly, the United States asked the Peruvian government to provide information on 

German businesses, even though the U.S. had not yet formally declared war on Germany. Most 

of these steps paralleled the massive U.S. program to incarcerate its Japanese-American 

population. Under the Manuel Prado administration (1939-1945), following the request by the 

U.S. State Department and intelligence agencies, Peru and the U.S. began a complex 

interagency operation to deport nearly 1,800 Japanese from Peru—including families, infants, 

and invalids—into internment camps in the continental U.S., such as in Crystal City, Texas.11  

                                                            
diplomats to consider placing “national security” over rights of “the alien in wartime.” (Masterson 159); this is the 
same quote as in Gardiner (1981), 12. See also Deportation Nation for U.S. practice in criminalizing immigrants. 

9 Naval Attaché of Lima, Confidential “deep” Intelligence 7 December 1941, 820.02___/102-200, RG 84, 
Box 85, NARA; Fukumoto, 247; Masterson, 162; Gardiner (1981), 45. As for the newspapers, Gardiner (and 
Masterson) note that whichever newspapers did not fall under government control, those papers had ceased 
publication (from lack of funds, public pressure, etc.) Notably, participants of my oral histories said they were not 
harassed, or at least permitted, from assembling to attend Sunday Mass in Catholic Church. Many practiced—even 
if they were not always accepted by creole and mestizo Peruvians.  

10 Friedman, 88. 
11 Amelia Morimoto, "Los Nikkei en el Perú 1: La Migración en cifras," www.discovernikkei.org, Sept. 15, 
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The Peruvian government had its own agenda and saw how the deportation of Japanese 

immigrants would further its own nationalist goals. In February 1942, Minister Alberto Ulloa 

served a letter to the Japanese legation in Lima, stating that Peru had broken off diplomatic 

relations with Japan.12 Prado’s government resolved a border conflict with Ecuador, dropping 

its claims and agreeing to aid the United States in the coming Pacific war. In exchange for 

mediation by the United States, they were allowed to establish an air base at Talara, Peru for 

defense of the Panama Canal. The United States lent Peru the largest amount of money any 

American country received under the Lend-Lease Act—$29million.13 The Peruvian government 

confiscated land from “Axis Nationals’” and auctioned it throughout May and June of 1942, 

revoking legal recognition for all land or titles from most Issei (or Nisei-proxy-owned) 

property.14 Historians have pointed out the essential role of the United States to promote 

hemispheric security.15 The immediate cause in American officials’ minds for a list of deportees 

(which may have been given in instructions in talks with Peru) was the exchange of Japanese 

residents for American civilians in Japanese-occupied lands.16 The historiographical debate has 

considered U.S. goals central—the most salient point to this being Masterson’s observation that 

the United States provided shipping, which Peru did not have, to deport hundreds of family 

                                                            
2009. Cited Nov. 6, 2015. C. Harvey Gardiner, Pawns in a Triangle of Hate, (University of Washington Press: Seattle, 
1981); Fukumoto, 250; Max Friedman Nazis and Good Neighbors: The United States Campaign against the 
Germans of Latin America in World War II (Cambridge University Press, 2003) 2; Grace Shimizu, Interview 10 
August, 2013, at the Japanese Peruvian Oral History Project. 

12 Japan’s response was that, simply, the Japanese charge d’affaires Masaki Yodokawa wrote to say he 
was selling a car.    

13 Masterson, 159. 
14 Masterson, 175. Sometimes Nisei owned the land, even if minors, because their parents had 

transferred it into their name; the Nisei having an allegedly higher chance of retaining than “alien” parents treated 
as non-citizens. 

15 Masterson, 155, 159. 
16 Paul Corbett, Quiet Passage; Gardiner (1981); Mary Fukumoto comments Peru would not have taken 

action against Japanese nationals if the country was not under “North American protection and influence”(247). 
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members of Japanese descent. He argues that it was not humanitarian reasons that stopped 

the deportation program, but rather problems of shipping and transport. 

Historians agree that economic rivalry and international fears sparked by war— agitated 

by U.S. proclamations and diplomatic pressure—converged to make the removal Japanese 

bodies into official government policy and national priority.17 Certainly, government officials 

found public support for racist discourses that blamed fragile national security in Peru on 

Japanese immigrants. In the United States, the intersection of discourses of public security and 

fears of yellow peril produced public support for mass incarceration in the so-called Internment 

Camp program.18 And as Gardiner noted, U.S. policies towards Japanese immigrants were not 

lost on Foreign Minister Ulloa or President Prado.19  

Historian of U.S. foreign policy, Max Friedman, who argues U.S. manipulation of 

American continental events ended its “Good Neighbor” policy of non-intervention, writes that 

his research did not focus on the forced relocation of Japanese because they “were swept up 

almost as an afterthought by a program…to collect Germans.”20 Friedman explains that the 

Wartime Special Problems Division, following the economic interventionism of the “Proclaimed 

List of Certain Blocked Nationals” created the blacklist between 1939 and 1941. The program, 

and the resulting blacklist, was primarily created to detain Germans, who had demonstrated 

more public wealth in the Americas than Japanese emigrants.21 He cited Cordell Hull in the year 

                                                            
17 Fukumoto, 250, 255; Masterson, 120. 
18 Lee, 556. 
19 Gardiner (1981), 40. 
20 Friedman, 8. 
21 Gardiner, who focused extensively on the Japanese population, agrees with this point. He concurs as to 

why there were no Japanese on the list prior to Pearl Harbor, and military attacks on U.S. forces. 
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after 1942, after three rounds of deportations and nearly 1,000 Japanese had been deported: 

“the problem of the Japanese is in most countries relatively small.”22  

Latin American governments exercised their agency in a political climate of U.S. 

hegemonic “hemispheric security”, but some governments clamored louder than others for 

deportation of what they considered undesirable elements. In early drafts of the Proclaimed 

list—which underwent four revisions prior to the Pearl Harbor attacks—not one name of 

Japanese descent appears on the lists. The United States did not consider Japanese businesses 

worthwhile to target and did not include them on the list; instead, the U.S. government focused 

on boycotting German businesses, despite the fact that war had not been declared on them. 

President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in a letter to his Department of State, considered the 

Galapagos Islands as an ideal prison site for the enemy aliens because of the islands’ tropical 

weather and that no German ship could rescue potential detainees. He overlooked the more 

likely scenario:  a “rescue” attempt from Japan, which had greater capability in the Pacific. Such 

flights of fancy suggest that U.S. officials did have their eyes on Japanese; however, they did not 

have a well-thought out plan before 1942 to make a “Japanese-free Latin America.”23    

While a conclusive timeline of which nation invented and implemented the initiative to 

deport and intern Japanese residents cannot ever be determined, Peru’s diplomats—always 

looking for more military aid—brought the matter of Japanese immigrants to the attention of 

                                                            
22 Hull to Biddle, 9 Nov 1942, 740.00115EW1939/4570, RG 59, National Archives, cited in Friedman, 8. The 

number of Japanese comes from Gardiner (1981), 95t. 
23 Thomas Connell, America’s Japanese hostages: The World War II Plan for a Japanese Free Latin 

America. Greenwood Publishing, Inc., 5. The memo comes from Franklin D. Roosevelt to Secretary of State, 24 
April 1941, 740.00115 EW 1939/1024, RG 59, NARA. Connell’s title may have been inspired by a quote Hull did 
make in 1943, a desire to take all the Japanese as leverage for exchanging civilians. See Masterson, 161. Masterson 
believes this was a flight of fancy as well—compare the quote above by Hull of the “relatively small” threat of 
1941. 
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U.S. officials and overcame their reluctance.24 Peru requested a resolution of the “Japanese 

problem” and proposed its own internal “anti-sabotage” program, but with vague details.25 

Peru brought to U.S. attention the expansion of the expected exchange of diplomatic officials 

between belligerent nations—they directed them to Japanese diplomatic personnel in Lima. 

Peruvian officials also requested U.S. aid to “permit repatriation of Axis nonofficial women and 

children…or known to have engaged in subversive activities should such people be deported by 

Peruvian government for travel” to the U.S. The U.S. memo penciled in the page instructed 

there they be no direct response, to “ignore (the said proposal).”26 

All Japanese in Peru risked deportation. The risk to Issei and Nisei—migrants living 

precarious lives trying to forge a sense of home—was more than most suspected.27 Those that 

feared danger fled the city, and hid in the hills, if only a temporary reprieve.28 The Peruvian 

police and local officials did take bribes, but this contradictory system did not save all.29 

 

 

 

                                                            
24 Dept. of State to AmEmLima, 31 March, 1941, 710-Confidential Telegram #98, RG 84, Vol. XXIV, Box 78; 

Norweb to Dept. of State, 19 August, 1941, 702.00__./389, RG84; and Dept. of State to AmEmLima, 6 December, 
1941, 710.0023/778, RG84, Box 78, NARA; 

25 I admit that Peru may have not had any details, because it wanted to make a blanket assurance the U.S. 
could count on its assistance. AmEmLima to Secretary of State, 8 December 1941, 820.02/2346, RG 89, Box 85, 
NARA. 

26 Norweb to SS, 11 February, 1942, 701.0023/24, RG59 NARA cited in Gardiner (1981), 19. 
27 Doctor Masterson has emphasized to me in personal correspondence that with more willingness on 

U.S.’s part to provide shipping, this material limitation would have encouraged Peru to expel perhaps all its 
Japanese. On a related subject he remarked “if we could have deported our Japanese citizens we would have,” 
referring to Japanese-(North) Americans. I agree. But in another sense, I can argue that Brazil cooperated, yet still 
its Japanese-Brazilians were not deported. And that is in fact the sequence of events that turned out in history, as 
Brazil did not deport its population of more than 100,000 Nikkei. I have tried to show nuance here, but think there 
is room to explore Peru’s own agenda. Masterson assigns much initiative to Peru in his writing--“ultimately, 
Peruvian government was primarily responsible for the gross injustices of the deportations.” There is room to 
interpret his statement, though, too. Masterson, 162, and Personal Correspondence 21 March, 2014. 

28 Fukumoto, 248.   
29 Masterson, 165. 
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U.S. Collusion—and Coercion—with Peru 

The deportation program depended on local and government officials interacting, under 

an international climate of fear due to wartime. Many people, from neighbors to Chinese 

immigrants to police and ministers like Foreign Minister Alberto Ulloa, wanted Peru to be rid of 

Japanese. Not all shared their view (witness the ties between charitable neighbors and 

employees in the previous chapter) but all internalized local and international fears. With 

Peru’s unofficial entry into the war, politicians used these heightened fears to exploit existing 

racial tensions and produce the racialized enemy. Naming Japanese immigrants as enemy aliens 

was Peru’s the first step to deport them. Examining these fears, and people’s resistance to 

them, allows us to complicate what some have called ethnic cleansing of the Japanese-

Peruvians.30  

Many groups used racial supremacy in their political campaigns to create a yellow-other 

in a nation which had few Europeans and excluded those of indigenous and African blood. In 

Peru, APRA party leaders began to contact the U.S. embassy, accusing local Nikkei of working 

with the miniscule German community for the Axis in Peru. The unlikeliness of that scenario did 

not stop Victor Raúl Haya de la Torre from claiming the Japanese in Peru were working with 

other groups sympathetic to a German victory. In July 1940, President Roosevelt authorized the 

FBI to allow “legal attachés” to operate out of U.S. embassies in the Western Hemisphere.31 In 

1941, intelligence reports from the Peru area as well as his own assumptions led FBI Director J. 

Edgar Hoover to believe that Japanese Peruvians had formed three groups, including two 

                                                            
30 Quoted in Masterson, 119.  
31 Gardiner, (1981), 10. 
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suspicious ones known as  the “Emperor’s group” and the “Military and Naval” group.32 

Hoover’s assessment carried much weight with President Roosevelt. However, by this time, U.S. 

intelligence in the Andes was so faulty that it believed propaganda.  

Before beginning its collaboration with Peru, the U.S. had practiced surveillance 

throughout the Western Hemisphere, along with local collaborators. Navy intelligence reports 

had gathered information about Japanese living in Hawaii and deemed Tenrikyo priests there 

the most “potentially dangerous,” because of their role in leading what intelligence officials 

believed to be a dangerous religion.33 In spite of real and verifiable financial connections to 

Japanese colonial officials in Manchuria and other puppet-controlled Asian regions, U.S. 

intelligence overlooked the fact that Tokyo also considered Tenrikyo an unfriendly religion.34 In 

spite of that error, the United States began to classify Japanese residents outside the 

continental states according to their religious affiliations. The U.S. War Relocation Authority, 

which detained Japanese-Americans, categorized Nikkei as Catholic, Protestant, Tenrikyo, and 

another, more popular sect of Shinto. Those in the latter sect were believed to be following 

“secret military instructions” from the home base.35 Even though most Nikkei in Hawaii were 

never arrested, the policy suggested the development of a method to classify the Japanese.   

The term “Axis National” was born at the Rio Conference in 1942, and became 

                                                            
32 Masterson, 161-162. Note that the U.S. also utilized terms of sabotage and underground movements 

(“fifth column”), and probably accepted the Peruvian units who indiscriminately used that fabricated criteria on 
Japanese. There were never any cases produced of sabotage, as John Emmerson (in charge of the blacklists) 
admitted. 

33 Akihiro Yamakura, “The United States-Japanese War and Tenrikyo Ministers in America,” in Issei 
Buddhism in the Americas, Duncan Ryuken William and Tomoe Moriya, editors, (University of Illinois Press, 2010) 
142. 

34 Yamakura, 145, 149. 
35 Bob Kumamoto, “The Search for Spies: American Counterintelligence and the Japanese-American 

Community, 1931-1942,” Amerasia Journal 6/2 (Fall 1979): 65. 
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synonymous with “enemy alien,” another crucial legal concept that informed the generation of 

the blacklist.36 The “Axis” identification grew out of the U.S. usage from 1939 on, when it 

initiated programs to stymie economic activities of German-Latin Americans, culminating in the 

Proclaimed List.37 The U.S. had justified its incarceration of foreign nationals since 1798, by 

following principles enshrined in the Alien Law of 1798, which stated that those who committed 

treason against the federal government could be preemptively arrested. In this case, U.S. 

officials pressured foreign governments to provide the prisoners, to supposedly secure the 

Pacific coast against the Japanese.38 Peru’s government appropriated the “Axis” label in calling 

for the expelling of enemy nationals. 

The blacklist was a result of the intersection of Peruvian collusion with U.S. strategies of 

surveillance in the Western Hemisphere. Journalist Alejandro Sakuda’s research show that at 

the end of 1941, about forty-eight hours following the Pearl Harbor attack, North American and 

Peruvian authorities made “blacklists” which purported to name people  dangerous to the 

state.39 At the end of 1944, U.S. officials and Peruvian informers had created a list of 1,393 

people of Japanese descent—including naturalized Peruvian Nisei; over 1,800 found themselves 

deported.40 The number of Japanese Latin American deported increased to over 2,200 of those 

across the Americas.41  

                                                            
36 Gardiner (1981), 17. 
37 “Authorizing a proclaimed list of Certain Blocked Nationals,” 19 July, 1941, FRUS Vol. 6, 149. 
38 Gardiner (1981), 12; Corbett, 9.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
39 Alejandro Sakuda, El futuro era el Perú: cien años o más de inmigración japonesa (Lima: ESICOS, 1999) 

262.   
40 Gardiner (1981), 95t.  Total deported from Peru were 2,085—this number included 643 German- and 49 

Italian-Peruvians. For more about criteria and methods to deport those individuals, see Friedman, 2004. 
41 Friedman gives the highest estimate based on U.S. records, which includes all over Latin America. White 

to Bingham, 28 Jan 1946, “Statistics,” Subject Files 1939-54, Box 70, Special War Problems Division RG50, in NARA. 
2. Erika Lee cites a number by other scholars, including Masterson, closer to 1,800 from Peru. Lee, 556. 
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People still recall the arbitrary criteria for getting on the list; some internees and 

deportees had no idea why they were on it. Some deportees thought the primary concern (at 

least on the part of Peruvian informers) was economic; an intelligence official of the U.S. 

suggested that this popular anecdote had some truth to it: “For every Japanese owner of a 

hardware or price goods store or barber shop, there are at least three Peruvian candidates 

[waiting] to take over their businesses.”42 The Peruvian government composed the lists of 

deportees and chose names but also exchanged some community leaders and wealthy business 

owners to use as negotiating chips from the U.S.43 Even John Emmerson, the third Liman 

embassy officer who played a central role in trying to name names from 1942-1944, had doubts 

about the intelligence that came from Peruvian sources and officials about those on the list to 

be deported..44 One deportee recalls how the targeting of intelligent leaders made her feel: 

“We all were afraid, I guess, we didn't know what was gonna happen. And then all the Japanese 

school teachers, they were sent to Japan to exchange with the American prisoners, the first 

ones. They didn't even go to camp, I think they went directly to Japan.”45 

Local Nikkei began to suspect that their community was being targeted in a new way, now 

officially. With the arrests and deportations of teachers, they understood that their most 

notable leaders were now victims.46 They did not suspect at first, however, that foreign agents 

were being called up to arrest them. The lists demonstrate how local Japanese could easily be 

assigned any dangerous identity. 

 Some began to feel the effect of the blacklists, as it disrupted intimate family ties.  

                                                            
42 Cited in Masterson, 155. 
43 Masterson, 160. 
44 Masterson, 162. 
45 Ozawa, interview by Ikeda, 6/17/11, Densho Visual History Collection. Online.   
46 Masterson, 165. 
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Atsumi Ozawa recounted feeling fear in the first year after Pearl Harbor; her father had gone 

into hiding.47 She remembered hearing nothing from him, until he came back to Huancayo. A 

network of agents followed him from North America, although some Nikkei did not believe 

these were FBI. Atsumi thought they were more than just “detectives.”48 Her testimony attests 

to the presence of foreign agents in an area where m/any U.S. citizens were more afraid of Axis 

agents’ penetration. Collaboration between U.S. agents and the Peruvian government might 

have happened without President Manuel Prado’s permission, but documents of the time 

reveal cooperation between police and U.S. presence, contradicting the police’s earlier stance 

to protect the Nikkei businesses in the 1930’s.49 Another woman’s father was arrested as late as 

1944, and she reported at least four detectives made a show of force.50 This came as a shock to 

her as a young child: “Yeah, … we didn't know who U.S. government was, … It's just that he was 

being taken, so it was a very sad time.” Seeing their parents and family members taken away by 

police traumatized these children.  

Mercedes de Higa, a farmworker, remembers losing almost all her land to robbers who 

took advantage of her lack of residency paperwork and land title. Her case illustrates that the 

state, through the police, treated the countryside differently and that the state’s potential for 

punitive action was unequal depending on the distance from the city center. This testimony, 

like similar robberies of Japanese businesses in the city shows the scope of urban events 

                                                            
47 Ozawa, interview by Ikeda, June 17, 2011, Densho. 
48 Ibid.  (Interviewer):  “Okay you said FBI, so these were American FBI?”  AO: “No, Peruvian.”  TI: 

“Peruvian, okay. So their police picked him up. Do they call that FBI in Peru or something else?” AO: Yeah, 
detective or...” This interview shows that the Nikkei had heard reports there were FBI in the country.  President 
Roosevelt had authorized these (see Gardiner, 10), and apparently the Japanese in Peru were aware of friends or 
relatives being sequestered in collusion with the Peruvian police. 

49 See Ozawa, interview by Ikeda, June 17, 2011, Densho.   
50 Elsa Kudo, Interview by Kelli Nakamura, Feb 6, 2012, Densho. 
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beyond Lima’s city borders, and comparisons between rural and urban populations.51 

As the co-owner of a cotton farm with her husband in the years surrounding the 

deportations, Mercedes de Higa saw herself as the protagonist of resistance.52 She recalled that 

strangers came to the farm, which was on the outskirts of Lima. The strangers demanded her 

farmland, arguing she held a tenuous claim to it from her Chinese landlord. After hearing about 

confiscation of Japanese property, and government confiscations of schools, some creole 

Peruvians felt emboldened to take other property outside the city. They felt the law was on 

their side. Mercedes experienced what had been happening to Japanese residents in the city--

their property or goods were taken in the owner’s presence without compensation.53 These 

supposed claim-jumpers took her recently harvested cotton without paying her for it. 

The prohibition on Japanese assembly, and (Mercedes did not elaborate much on this) 

her precarious residency status made her legally vulnerable. Mercedes’s scarce knowledge of 

the law also left her with fear that she could be manipulated. The government did cancel land 

leases of those with Japanese citizenship, but it is unclear how consistently officials applied this 

outside city limits. Despite her fear, the material conditions of having to provide for a relatively 

large family drove her to desperation and immediate action. She remembers that the strangers 

returned for the animals, but at that point, “I told them ‘this is my knife,’” and she brandished 

her machete. They left without the livestock, which she sold that same day.  

The second key event she remembered that day involved her action, and another 

                                                            
51 Daniel O. Tagata, “Convivir en Amistad: Presidente de la República Alan García Pérez, Reconoció Faltas 

Cometidas contra la Colectividad Peruano Japonesa,” Kaikan N. 57, 26 June, 2011.  
52 Mercedes Higa, Interview with the Author, Casa Emmanuel, 4 July, 2014.  
53 Tagata, 2011; Masterson, 2004. 
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racialized group that may have had personal or family reasons to be antagonistic. Mercedes 

went to her landlord, who was Chinese and pleaded with him until she negotiated a land deed 

for a fraction of the plot her family had held. It was meager but when the claim jumpers 

returned to demand more land, she brandished her landlord’s signature in front of them. She 

was the protagonist of this resistance.   

 In rural areas, different groups competed for ownership of the land, but with varying 

degrees of legality, For example, in a borderland where some native born Peruvians felt they 

could threaten immigrants for land, an undocumented woman separated from the larger Nikkei 

community called their bluff. Mercedes’s story reveals that the robbers did not have the 

backing of the state. She, on the other hand, performed a legal act by producing a land deed, 

however ambiguous. Using official state language and avoiding investigation she made her 

aggressors back down. The robbers thought the state would allow them to take land from 

foreigners in a “lawless” countryside, but then failed to invoke any authority to take concrete 

possessions— they had no police force behind them to take away Mercedes’s machete.   

Mercedes succeeded in her survival strategy precisely because she emphasized the 

shared equality between herself and her landlord. She appealed to his empathy—if he had had 

children, he would not want to be bereft of land and without means of providing for them. 

Mercedes also took advantage of the diverse ethnic landscape outside the Japanese on farms 

were sparse, but other Asian migrants held authority and sizable capital. Her Chinese landlord, 

himself an ethnic “Middleman,” may also have been a tenuous undocumented resident. 

Nevertheless, because she reminded him of their shared vulnerability. She also had the 

confidence (and a timely-brandished weapon for self-defense) to challenge the usurpers’ claim 
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she was without rights.   

Nikkei used discourses of race to assert their right to belong. The ways they negotiated 

racial categories reveals how they thought about  their allies--moving beyond simplistic notions 

of “friends” (which they may have been) to explore how others acknowledged and even 

created Japanese-Peruvians’ claims of belonging to the nation. The Chinese landlord, along with 

the recipients of charity, for example, Fr. Kato, allowed their Japanese neighbors  to belong and 

accepted their claims based on complex motives—not just simple charity or empathy. 

The Long-term effects of Deportations on Diasporic Ties 

 Higa’s testimony above shows a rural-urban divide in the Nikkei population—a divide 

separating Japanese immigrants who held different amounts of capital, and identified with 

different classes.  Nikkei did not all hold the same socioeconomic status—but rather those on 

farms may have been more vulnerable, yet were not targeted as much due to the state’s 

limited surveillance outside the city. This would have calamitous effects. 

The Allied governments coerced Japanese-Peruvians to board ships headed to the 

United States. After stopping at the Panama Canal Zone to refuel, Japanese-Peruvians entered 

camps run by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). The U.S. used the INS, 

relocated under the Justice Department, to not only prevent refugees’ entry during war, but 

also to strip so-called enemy aliens of any rights afforded “refugees.”54 Elsa Kudo felt angry 

when she learned that she would be classified as “illegal alien,” even though she had followed 

the orders of U.S. law enforcement:   

“I had to pass a test in front of this judge (after the war). And I think because I was a college 

student, he asked questions that most people would not be able to answer (my emphasis). And I 
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said, "Oh, no, I'm going to flunk this one." But somehow I made it, and that's when he brought 

out my FBI file. That's what really... and being younger, I said, "What is this? Why is my file 

stamped 'illegal entry'? We didn't come illegally. You folks knew we were coming in; you 

brought us here." I was so upset, and that was the first time I saw that we were stamped "illegal 

entry."55 

Most detained Nikkei were not told of their new “illegal” status nor informed about the nature 

of their forced relocation to the U.S.  They were deprived of the new of countries-of-origin that 

they had chosen—Peru, and not the United States. They became forced migrants, in a no-man’s 

camp established by the United States. 

The INS Crystal City camp, near San Antonio, Texas was built with the explicit purpose of 

a detention camp to hold foreign nationals, including some Japanese Americans, for the 

duration of the war.56 One commentator called it the “center [of U.S. policy] for” the whole 

world, a supposed model of U.S. justice and magnanimity.57 U.S. officials housed enemy aliens 

together in one camp. Nikkei from Peru found themselves in a camp with Japanese-Americans, 

a hybrid group of “Japanese” according to the government’s classifications. Those who 

renounced their U.S. citizenship, the Japanese-Americans, and other who showed similar signs 

of resistance were put in quarters with worse conditions.58 

This case of racial profiling found its concrete example in the construction of the 

detention camps, to process these people as hostages for wartime exchange. Some Japanese 

began to suspect they were being watched and that U.S. conditions in the camp were not 
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entirely humanitarian, or caused by the “magnanimity “of their captors.59 They were partly 

right, considering U.S. fears that Japan would create more difficult conditions for negotiation if 

the detainees petitioned the Japanese consulate or the Spanish “protecting” power, 

representing Japanese interests in countries where they had been ejected.60 The treatment of 

Japanese-Peruvians was not just a matter of ethics or maintenance of U.S. institutions, but 

instead a part of larger geopolitics. The State Department knew that the way it treated those of 

Japanese heritage would influence its diplomatic negotiations for the return of U.S. citizens 

held under Japanese occupation. This negotiation of power extended to medical treatments, 

whether patients in the camps could get the medicine or surgery they requested, and was one 

factor influencing whether a dying mother, Shigemi Kudo would be successful in her very public 

campaign to assert her rights.  

Solidarity among Strange Faces 

One day, those Japanese-Americans detained at Crystal City detention camp in Texas 

woke up to see a new group of detainees. No doubt some present were surprised to see people 

who looked like they had come from Japan/Others had prepared a patriotic hymn from Japan, 

perhaps to communicate to the  strangers. One of the young prisoners entering the gates was 

surprised to encounter others this far from home—Peru. She remarked: 

“When I got there, all these other Japanese people, they stayed there; they kind of 
welcome us with singing some Japanese songs, so we felt really strong and happy 
because there was [sic] a lot of other Japanese in there.” 61 

 
 She herself was a second-generation Nisei as her parents had moved to Peru sometime in the 
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1920’s. She was a child at the time of incarceration in the Crystal City, TX detention facility. In 

the oral history interview, the interviewee mentioned that now she felt there were “other 

Japanese.” She drew strength from this, as well as family ties. Both the interned and the newly 

deported recognized that they were both prisoners and shared Japanese heritage.   

The camps were not simply imprisonment, but spaces where people had opportunities 

to rethink their own ethnic (and racial) identities, as they interacted with others from diaspora. 

We can understand how Japanese Peruvians thought about racial categories felt that they were 

on equal footing to those already in the camp. Japanese-Americans echoed their sentiments, as 

evinced by “Tex” Nakamura interned at Crystal City: 

“Oh, yeah. We were surprised to find them. They were kidnapped from, by the U.S. (The) FBI 

was in South America, and they picked them up, and they brought them to the United States.”   

TI (Interviewer): Do you recall any comments that Mr. Collins made, or any discussion the two of 

you had about the government kidnapping Peruvians?  

(“Tex”): Well, he made the interpretation, he said, "They were kidnapped," you know. Not really 

removed, they were kidnapped. Because the FBI didn't have any rights, authority to be in South 

America to pick them up. And the Peruvian government was hostile to some of these (Nikkei) 

groups. They wanted to get rid of them, take their business over or something like that... 62 

Yet this initial shock of the arrival of Japanese-Peruvians became a warm welcome.  The 

Japanese-Peruvians were welcomed in surprising ways, even by those Japanese-Americans 

unfamiliar with this diaspora. 

 Another Nikkei, Art Shibayama, who eventually settled and naturalized with much 

difficulty in the United States, thought that sports was an arena he could cement connections 

with his fellow inmates: 

“… the softball league was already established so we made our own team (of Japanese 

Peruvians) and then so that way we were intermingled with the Japanese Americans; and then 
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in judo, too, so we, because we had to take judo the same place, so we kind of got mixed with 

them there. But it was hard to communicate because they didn't speak Japanese and we didn't 

speak English, so, so [sic] it was hard.63 

Although some detainees had spoken Japanese in the camp, they had moved by 1944 when 

Shibayama arrived with his family. He found it hard to communicate, but physical activity 

helped cross the language barrier. 

Those in the camp practiced several Japanese cultural elements. The incarcerated 

Japanese Latin Americans (from Peru, and elsewhere) recreated ties with other Japanese. While 

one group of Nisei children might speak Spanish, and the other English, parents encouraged 

both groups to attend classes taught in Japanese. There were limits, too, that identity could 

play in creating spaces of freedom with an incarceration camp.64 In the end, for this war’s 

duration both Japanese ethnic groups were classified as aliens. 

For some individuals, the camps and the forced migration from Peru created life-and-

death situations. Shigemi Kudo, a Japanese-Peruvian, chose to join her husband Suketsune in 

the Crystal City camp, just outside San Antonio, Texas. Many Nikkei from Peru like Shigemi 

deported themselves into U.S. camps because of discrimination and pressure from Peru and 

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service officials.65 Forty-one years old, Shigemi had felt 

pressure to deport herself voluntarily from her home in Lechugal, Peru as a suspected enemy 

alien.66  
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Shigemi, however, was diagnosed with tuberculosis shortly after arriving to the Crystal 

City Camp. Tuberculosis, caused by the highly contagious bacterium, mycobacterium 

tuberculosis, claimed millions of lives each year. No effective treatment existed, save clean air 

and rest. In 1882, Robert Koch had named the disease Mycobacterum tuberculosis. He showed, 

how the bacteria passed from person to person via aerial transmission, mainly coughing and 

sneezing.67 In the years before the development of antibiotic treatment, this disease killed one 

out of every seven people living in the United States and Europe in the 1880’s, and Latin 

American rates were comparable. During World War II, Streptomycin, a common antibiotic 

today, was still undergoing clinical trials as a potential treatment for tuberculosis. Although 

discovered in 1943 by Selman Waksman, it would not be approved as an effective treatment 

until 1946.  

Shigemi left evidence of her actions and her medical history through correspondence 

included in her husband’s deportation and internment file. Her activities took place from her 

initial diagnosis in August 1944 until her death in 1947.68 Her official cause of death was 

reported as pulmonary tuberculosis—most likely hastened by her excruciating and stressful 

voyage of nearly 3000 miles from her home in Lima, Peru to Crystal City, Texas.69 Ironically, 

most of the documents in her husband’s file focused on Shigemi Kudo’s activity, rather than his 
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own deportation case, demonstrating that her actions raised concern among camp officials. 

We can understand the strategies Shigemi had within limited means of access to power, 

by looking beneath the surface of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization documents’ legalist 

language and beyond the official treatment of suspected enemies of the state. In addition to 

her own words, Shigemi’s story can be found in documents that show how the camp’s staff and 

physicians responded to her requests for medical treatment. Reading these documents “against 

the grain” shows how she successfully challenged structures even within the confines of the 

internment camp. In Shigemi’s case, her letters to INS officials and medical experts allowed her 

to participate in medical debates about streptomycin, the drug that she hoped would cure her 

disease. What has not been studied about the imprisonment of foreign nationals in the U.S. 

detention camps are the limits of denial and coercion tested by inmates in wartime prison. 

Thus, through studying women in the margins of detention camp proceedings (along with the 

allies Shigemi enlisted to take the drug), we can study her not as a prisoner, but as a person in 

the roles she used to symbolically escape the boundaries of camp—of mother and patient. She 

posed a challenge to the camp’s authorities over her right to receive medical treatment. 

 As an interned person of Japanese descent, and particularly one with a highly 

contagious disease, Shigemi had few choices available. However, upon receiving her health 

diagnosis in the camp as fragile, she decided to pursue her own battle for adequate medical 

treatment, despite being interned as a so-called “enemy alien.”  

She petitioned camp doctors to give her streptomycin, an experimental and potentially 

risky treatment. In petitioning for this untested drug to fight tuberculosis Shigemi’s strategy for 

her survival redefined rights and basic health needs for other prisoners during World War II. In 
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the process, she forged networks of migrants and exiles beyond the camps’ borders to fight 

against internment. Together with a group of other patients, Shigemi transformed their disease 

into a healthy discourse of dissent against the authority of the camp. 

Shigemi Kudo, through an ultimately successful letter campaign, redefined her role of as 

prisoner with those of mother and patient, successfully negotiating for her desired treatment as 

her own authority about what medicine she had the right to have, challenging the authorities. 

Exploring Room for Maneuver within the INS camps: Untested Treatment 

In 1943, Shigemi’s husband had been arrested without provocation—he had worked as 

a cotton farmer.70 Suketsune Kudo had never lived in the U.S., yet found himself interned there 

because of the war. His arrest meant lost family income; Shigemi’s only livelihood was a 

minimal stipend paid by the Spanish Embassy in Peru, the “Protecting Power” that intervened 

on behalf of the Japanese government’s interests, including Japanese hostages in the U.S. 

camps.71 Suketsune had petitioned the Spanish government for his wife’s travel funds to go to 

the camp, arguing that because of her poverty, she could not sustain the five family members in 

Peru.72 Given the family’s economic difficulty, Shigemi sought food and housing security which 

she could obtain if she joined her husband in the camp. Customs officials often arrested family 
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breadwinners, assuming correctly that the family would willingly follow them into custody.73 

The journey, however, was a risky one. Their grandson, Seiichi Kudo, died of complications en 

route to Crystal City.74  

Once in the camp and facing near-certain death because of her diagnosis, Shigemi began 

her letter writing campaign to demand medical treatment. Her letters were translated into 

English, suggesting that she intended her requests to reach U.S. officials. Shigemi spoke Spanish 

and Japanese, according to her camp records.75 Her network, then spanned multiple contacts 

outside the camp, which Shigemi took pains to remind the camp officials of while petitioning 

them for the drug. She made them aware of the growing network she was utilizing.  

Although we do not know who translated her letters, the camp offered detainees 

translations of local newspapers.76 Shigemi read Spanish newspapers from San Antonio, but did 

not believe that the English translation from the original article was reliable.77 These English 

translations formed a locus of the interaction between the Spanish-speaking patient and her 

English-speaking captors; the newspapers provided her with information and news about 

medical advances outside the camp. She learned about emerging medical technology and 

language, which she drew on to persuade doctors to give her experimental treatment. Her 
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increasing awareness of the potential for recovery by using certain drugs not only meant she 

might extended her life; her growing knowledge also increased her ability to challenge her own 

confinement. 

Shigemi Kudo’s “Press Gang”—Her Use of News Stories in Petitioning for “Miraculous 
Medicine” 

 
  The first hopeful sign recorded in Shigemi’s file was April 3, 1945, when Dr. Henry 

Hoskins, who studied her chest disease, claimed she was stable. But other doctors contended 

she had already been diagnosed in Peru in 1943, having contracted a severe case of 

tuberculosis before deciding to join her husband.78 She had also received an x-ray in January 

1945 at the Marine Hospital in New Orleans.79 After her stay in New Orleans, the INS and army 

doctors transferred her back to Crystal City sometime after January 1945, returning her to the 

care of Doctor Hoskins. The same day as Hoskins’s diagnosis, a Dr. H.P. Brady at the Alien 

Control Division in San Antonio recommended she be moved to Tule Lake Relocation Center for 

better rest there, but she never went, partly as her condition might worsen with additional 

long-distance travel.80 By 1944 her body may have been in the advanced stages of tuberculosis 

already. Shigemi began to plan for her own care. By August 1946 the tuberculosis spread 

throughout her lungs. She was then admitted to Crystal City’s hospital on August 14, at forty-

three 43 years of age.81 By October 26, the officer in charge at Crystal City again petitioned for 
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her relocation, so she could to be treated by the Public Health Service. 

Shigemi, in her letters, believed that the combination of shock of her husband’s arrest 

and deportation, the transcontinental voyage and the uncertainty of life a detention camp had 

impacted her health.  In her letters, she described how her husband had been “arrested 

without any offense,” and her shock at he had been taken into custody preceding her decline in 

health.82 “Owing to my surprise at the unexpected apprehension, my condition became worse 

but I was transferred with all of my children to this country,” she wrote to the INS on December 

30, 1946. Many Japanese-Peruvians felt the general depression and frustration of being 

deported from their country, their property taken. Illness and exhaustion set in, which often led 

to the premature deaths of family and friends.83 The degree of Shigemi’s trauma becomes 

evident through her correspondence—she mentions her shock at her husband’s arrest, her 

subsequent concern over the family’s economic security, and her depression at losing her infant 

grandson. She believed that the shock and frustration at these illegal deportations caused her 

significant stress. After October 1946, she wrote more letters on behalf of herself and others 

awaiting better treatment for tuberculosis, petitioning the doctors for untested medical 

treatment—the streptomycin drug.  

 Indeed, in the second half of the twentieth century, Streptomycin was a dramatically 

effective part of tuberculosis treatments—it did not work alone, but it was a vital supplement 

to other medicines in defeating the disease and drastically reducing mortality rates from 
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tuberculosis over the 1950’s-1980’s.84 Illness rates dropped so dramatically that the majority of 

TB sanatoriums—hospitals for isolating such patients—were closed by the late 1970’s.85 This 

drug would help in curing many of the disease, although it was not the cure-all its 

contemporaries in the 1940’s touted: it needed other drugs to be effective. 

Shigemi hoped that streptomycin would offer some promising results, even though it 

was still considered an experimental treatment in 1945. She hoped it would be better than no 

treatment at all. On December 18, she petitioned for streptomycin from Crystal City. Five other 

detainees had also signed the petition, which the camp commander mentioned to his 

superior.86 Besides herself, Shigemi mentioned Takichi Shimabukuro (also a father, with seven 

dependents) Sakaye Komiya, Teruo Tsutsui, Iwaichi Naganuma (“a father of 7 children likewise 

detained”), and Hiroshi Tagawa.87 In her letter, Shigemi argued that some patients only 

required minimal treatment, noting that, “some of us are at one step [away from] perfect 

recovery.” She also listed the number of family members to add to the appeal of an individual’s 

cause. She successfully forged a small coalition of prisoners, convincing the others to 

collectively ask for medical treatment.  

On December 30, she wrote two more letters: one to the INS director Willard Kelly, and 

another to lawyer Wayne Collins, attaching a copy of that letter in later correspondence to 

make sure the doctors knew an outside legal advocate was working for her case.88 In both 
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letters, she contrasted her own desperate medical case with stories of the rapid recovery of 

patients from tuberculosis after streptomycin. The juxtaposition let her literally ask for a 

miracle, as she championed the antibiotic streptomycin.  

 Shigemi copied the text of three news articles in her letter. These articles described the 

results of streptomycin treatment for tuberculosis patients outside the detention camps. In 

strong language, she argued that camp doctors should treat her with the drug because it had a 

good rate of success. Two of the articles included the word “miraculous” in the title, for 

example, “Miraculous Medicine for ‘T.B.’ appeared at Last.” A Japanese-American newspaper 

article detailed how a “miraculous medicine” had cured a woman of “osteomyelitis 

tuberculosis” in Salt Lake City.89 The woman’s health had drastically improved, according to the 

reporter; the patient had even gained back weight, presumably returning to a full citizen the 

Utah Nippo regional newspaper claimed. The article also reported two other notable things, 

surely not lost on Shigemi. First, the article reported that the U.S. Public Health Service was 

investing in further research on streptomycin, as of Dec 9, 1946, the date of the article’s 

publication. In addition to the Public Health Service, the Army’s own medical institution had 

decided to sponsor streptomycin research.90  

Shigemi may have been trying to remind the Army—which supervised the camp—that it 

already supported therapeutic use of the drug. Why would the U.S. army officials at Crystal City 

refuse to follow their own institution’s policy? We may never know if someone suggested this 
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idea, but Shigemi retained the American Civil Liberties Union lawyer, W. M. Collins, to assist her 

in making the legal case for her medical treatment. Evidence from Collins suggests that Shigemi 

was inspired by the news story about seemingly miraculous cures after reading it herself. 

Collins replied to her on December 30 that he first heard the idea to petition for streptomycin 

from her.91 Shigemi framed her case around the army’s own purported approval and policies 

for streptomycin treatment. 

She continued to write letters, including another story of an infant in Los Angeles who 

had recovered from tuberculosis. In a letter dated January 29, 1947, the news story she 

included about the infant closely paralleled her own. The baby was cured with streptomycin 

antibiotics similar to those used to the Salt Lake case, and the doctor had even heard of the 

successful case (preceding December 9, 1946) in Salt Lake City. Together the articles suggested 

a chain of reliable results, increasing the reception for the idea and increasing the chance for 

her to receive life-saving treatment. 

  Shigemi was building evidence for her case, pinning her hopes on the recovery she felt 

certain she would gain from streptomycin treatment. At the same time, she challenged the 

doctors who did not want to treat her. Histories of primary care show that when the person 

suffering entered the medical institutions of professional doctors, he or she took on secondary 

measures, or back-up plans to improve their personal health through deliberate dialogue and 

action that the doctors would see. When their own resilience and strategies of “primary care” 

proved insufficient, sick people often solicited help from medical institutions, most likely to use 
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the system for their own benefit.92   

  Shigemi directed her campaign to multiple people to pressure them to give her the 

treatment she requested. She used newspapers to provide evidence of the efficacy of 

streptomycin treatment, seeking to affect her own primary care. She cited public conversations 

about new medical treatments, suggesting that even foreign nationals, minorities, and people 

who spoke English as a second language were aware of the potentially life-saving effects of 

experimental drugs. Despite the mistreatment she had experienced at the hands of U.S. 

Immigration authorities, she directly petitioned for the best medical treatment at the U.S. 

government’s expense. She also involved her lawyer into her petitions which signified that U.S. 

legal actors, unquestionable citizens in the U.S.’s mind, knew the limits of camp authority.  Why 

should the doctors not join in her eagerness to give this treatment to those who asked it? By 

including her lawyer, Shigemi was not just writing to the chief medical officer, but others who 

might read her plea. Camp doctors knew that she had contacted a lawyer, and her letters to the 

doctors were copied over to W.M. Collins as part of a correspondence to help her network of 

allies grow. She cited other news commentators to draw on their knowledge and advocacy 

which had already occurred in the interest of local Catholic parishes and the Red Cross around 

other internment camps.93  

The doctors refused, despite Shigemi’s urgent pleas. “No tuberculosis patients were to 

receive streptomicine [sic]” said Assistant Surgeon Arthur Boyd, the medical officer who 

oversaw camp health in Crystal City.94 He recorded this decision in a letter to his superior the 
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U.S. Surgeon General, informing that office of Shigemi’s letter campaign.95 He was uncertain 

what to do in a detention camp setting, and asked for clarification from his superiors about 

Shigemi’s demands for an unapproved medical treatment. Dr. Boyd had told Shigemi in 

December about the “hard and fast” precedent he had used in Stapleton Marine Hospital in 

New York: any patient who contracted tuberculosis was excluded from risky treatment. Only 

specially screened patients received the treatment, not the general public. Presumably, the 

restrictions limited the cost of an unproven treatment. But in internal correspondence, the 

medical staff believed streptomycin would not help Shigemi—her case was too advanced. The 

medical Superintendent in Crystal City, Walter Rathbun, wrote to advise Shigemi that 

streptomycin was not the miracle cure she thought. That same day, he also wrote to the INS 

Administration, not just to alert them of Shigemi’s situation but also to extricate himself from 

the debate. He explained the dilemma as he saw it to his superiors: exaggerated public 

expectations were partly to blame for this unruly situation, and Shigemi’s petition. He claimed 

that premature news stories had fed public opinion after a confidential meeting somewhere in 

Buffalo; journalists had leaked the details of the meeting. More importantly for the merits of 

streptomycin, the sensational news stories were outside the bounds of proper professional 

discourse about valid drugs and testing. The stories were “too optimistic” in Rathbun’s 

judgment, creating unrealistic expectations about the treatment and excluded the medical men 

who were supposed to undertake the necessary studies. This was “not the way they [the INS 

doctors] do things” and the public outcry should not influence how the drug was 
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administered.96 He ended his letter with a disapproving tone and judged that “the public … 

prefers to believe in miracles.”  

However, in his response to Shigemi Kudo, Dr. Rathbun conceded part of her claim. He 

believed it could work, at least in theory, even if not as the miracle she claimed. Writing to 

Kudo, he had admitted that he was impressed by streptomycin’s use in other cases, but had no 

way of knowing how it would affect.97 Ironically, after claiming to the INS that he and other 

doctors should be authorities, he emphasized to Shigemi he did not wish to make the decision –

he was not physically in Crystal City, and unaware of past treatments on her pulmonary effects.  

He mentioned the cost to her, roughly $100 per month, perhaps suggesting the drug was cost 

prohibitive.98 Doctors and authorities seemed skeptical that streptomycin would do much to 

save Shigemi’s life. 

The superintendent’s internal letter to INS shows how doctors thought about what they 

believed were overly optimistic public receptions of medical knowledge. Rathbun thought that 

people were simply grasping at any possible success story. “It is too bad that the too optimistic 

reports got into the newspapers,” he wrote, referring to a reporter who entered the Buffalo 

meeting that was “supposed to be confidential… (so that) a rather exaggerated account…was 

broadcast throughout the country.”99 He believed that the successful cases of streptomycin 

treatment were exceptions, rather than the rule, of proven results. “We do not do business that 

way,” he commented in response to public demands for the drug. Rathbun qualified that the 
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stories had come from Japanese newspapers, hinting that they were less verifiable than English 

language newspapers. Arthur Boyd’s correspondence with the Surgeon General also suggested 

that he felt reluctant to make decisions about Shigemi’s treatment with an experiential drug, 

citing the Health Service’s pending approval of streptomycin.100 Both doctor’s opinions suggest 

a desire to follow orders in their hierarchy and established protocol. Neither was persuaded by 

Shigemi’s ongoing campaign or her lawyer Wayne Collins—and cost was probably on Boyd’s 

mind too. The risks outweighed the possibilities, claimed Dr. Rathbun, because the U.S. Health 

Service’s own research had not tested streptomycin over a sufficient period.   

Within the network of power in the military hospital, Shigemi faced a hierarchical 

institution that mandated testing and scientific approval. Only doctors could tell other doctors 

what medications met acceptable safety standards.  But clearly the “extensive correspondence” 

written by Shigemi Kudo with signatures of other patients challenged the doctors as the 

gatekeepers of the controversial streptomycin treatment.  

Public Reception—the Miracle-Makers in Print 

  What the doctors could not have known is that streptomycin could be used as a 

supplementary drug to reduce the fatality of patients. In 1946, a bevy of literature and written 

material was launched into the public through books and newspapers. Public knowledge about 

streptomycin grew and circulated throughout the 1950s, stressing the benefits of streptomycin 

to hasten its approval as a miracle drug.   

Newspapers included articles about the new medicine’s results, showing the growing 
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public awareness of its potential. In Wichita, Kansas, the local Veterans’ Administration Hospital 

conducted ongoing tests using streptomycin.101 The treatment was recommended in 

newspapers for diseases besides tuberculosis, such as tularemia, which was contracted from 

eating uncooked meat and induced high fever.102 In 1953, one article from a Kansas City 

newspaper claimed that the treatment was first used in 1946, but this does not confirm that 

the public’s knowledge of it grew in that year.103   

However, in 1947, as Shigemi was gathering more articles, Spanish language 

newspapers began to report on streptomycin treatments. Near Crystal City, a reported case in 

San Antonio must have impressed Shigemi. She included information about this case in her 

third letter to authorities, shortly before Dr. Rathbun wrote to his INS superior about his 

misgivings.104 The article, soberly titled “La Estreptomicina y la Tuberculosis,” claimed that the 

Buffalo meeting, revealed the study of forty-one cases treated with streptomycin.  Of those 

patients, thirty-eight had improved. The reporter touted that a soldier, an “ex-Marine” 

according to Dr. Timothy Liang, assistant of Dr. Rathbun [my emphasis] was now walking and 

had regained weight after receiving streptomycin treatment. The article also mentioned 

Rathbun, to whom Shigemi directed her petitions. Shigemi was doubtless ecstatic about the 

research results, because they showed a military man as the recipient of the streptomycin 

treatment. The newspaper claimed it had never seen this rapid a recovery in forty years, since 
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an earlier tuberculosis recovery. The reporter stressed the miraculous nature of the treatment, 

and argued that it was time to approve the drug for tuberculosis patients. 105 

Why doctors and patients disagreed over the merits of streptomycin, because two 

different discourses existed. One from the public, who believed in the miraculous nature of this 

drug, and another from doctors, who believed in the orderly process of the scientific method. 

Shigemi repeated the claims of the journalists and desperate parents who had reported 

“miracles.” 

In contrast, the doctors’ discourse was one of skepticism. They were the rational men of 

science. Their language of caution, and doubt about public cases rested on well-supported 

reasons, such as consistent improvement in research tests. However, their actions also 

suggested that they did not want to make decisions that could be seen as sympathetic to state 

enemies, or making decisions on administering experimental drugs to dying persons. Dr. Boyd 

later proposed that streptomycin treatment could be administered and monitored, but still 

needed approval from the highest levels of camp administration.  When the doctors replied to 

Shigemi, they avoided making the final decision—one that might have negative repercussions 

on the Public Health institution by engaging in experimental treatment in a controversial 

setting. The doctors were not about to let ignorance of this drug’s potential, much like 

ignorance surrounding causes of disease over the centuries, override their decisions. However, 

the camp doctors’ reluctance contrasts markedly with other doctors’ advocacy for the drug. 

Some doctors in the 1940s began to encourage the use of streptomycin as a sure step towards 
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curing tuberculosis in the future. In the preface to Sam Epstein and Beryl Williams’s provocative 

1946 book, Miracles from Microbes: The Road to Streptomycin, the Army Surgeon General 

Major Kirk (not the U.S. Surgeon General that Dr. Rathbun had written in 1947) opined that 

streptomycin was promising, and deserved further research by the Army, as the drug promised 

to have the same revolutionary effect as penicillin.  Epstein and Williams opened their book by 

evoking the metaphor of the recently terminated war against the Axis, implying that the current 

medical fight would procure offensive drugs like weapons to beat the Japanese. They praised 

the “scientific man” who used the tools of the laboratory to fight ignorance and they blamed 

human lethargy for retarding scientific advances.106 Interestingly enough, the authors set 

themselves apart from the public of the past, obstructers of scientific inquiry. Men who were 

investigative, not the general public or the religious authorities were the protagonists who had 

to overcome political discussions and local ignorance. The reader might share sympathies to the 

obstruction of research, but the medical protagonists were set against the public, a public that 

rejected research findings.  

In the 1940s the medical world tried to discourage public belief in miracle cures, 

especially those related to medical treatments. From Epstein and Williams’s perspective on the 

army, they felt some unseen factor had limited the army’s acceptance of the treatment. It had 

only received (only seventy ounces) of streptomycin in 1945.107 Nevertheless, the book exuded 

a tone of optimism about the treatment. The authors shared the same disdain for divine 

explanations of medical cures as those who worked in the camps. Shigemi’s enthusiastic work 
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and language of miracles linked streptomycin with miraculous recovery, antithetical to their 

faith in scientific inquiry. Her use of the news articles was novel, but she was fighting against an 

established hierarchy, reluctant to jump the gun and subvert authority, and perhaps even 

fighting the perception that she was a prisoner whose attempts to establish her rights could be 

discounted.  

Nevertheless, reports of miraculous cures did not mean that streptomycin was 

guaranteed to cure tuberculosis; even after sixty years of research, it had yet to be approved 

for general use. During the 1940s, some reporters were reluctant to throw all their weight 

behind it, noting that curing tuberculosis required streptomycin in combination with other 

treatment and that recovery might be slow. The same Prensa Diaria that had published an 

optimistic article about streptomycin in 1947 had urged caution a year earlier in its report on 

the drug. The commentator reminded the public that a fine line existed between an adequate 

dose to kill bacteria and an overabundant dose that stimulated the germs to grow 

exponentially. The article recommended further study in 1946, publishing results of clinical 

trials from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration that doctors in the Public Health Service 

would probably concur with.108 The Plain Dealer reminded readers in 1949, that the antibiotic 

was not a cure, revealing the tension between a doctor’s patience with anxious patients and 

parents who wanted a cure for their son to avoid interning him in a sanitorium.109 Debates 

raged over the drug’s potential to cure disease. Shigemi was tapping into the debate to bring it 

within the prison grounds. 
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Her Final Moves 

  Shigemi, in the end, won her right to receive streptomycin for her tuberculosis. Doctor 

Boyd acquiesced, saying there was no reason not to give the treatment to her, provided she 

raised the initial funds.110 The financial burden limited many patients—they had to provide for 

their own treatment bereft of any income while in the camp. Yet Shigemi had challenged the 

camp’s uncertain policy over medical treatment for detainees and she had gained access to be 

treated. Dr. Boyd even suggested her results could provide the missing study for the Public 

Health Service, providing yet another case study for the use of streptomycin. In her letter of 

July 9, Shigemi was ecstatic.111 The doctor had been hesitant, yet once she secured the funds, 

he felt the responsibility was no longer so squarely on his shoulders—showing that the camp 

officials and doctors wanted to treat these patients, but had limited spaces to negotiate as well. 

Shigemi Kudo petitioned for treatment using direct, transparent language: she wanted 

to participate as a test subject in a clinical trial to get the medicine.112 She relied on her gender 

role, emphasizing her family’s loss at being sad without her. And ultimately, she had nothing to 

lose. In an intimate tone she revealed that, “I am very anxious of my miserable family…to 

escape the hand of death” reminding the camp that she was not alone and they were 

responsible for the general condition of her imprisoned family.113 In her last letter to authorities 
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she frankly stated “I do not like to die…leaving dear children…and loving husband.”114 Clearly 

saying that she was not alone in camp, she reminded the medics of their responsibility to treat 

her because she had others to care for. This may have elicited some sympathy but regardless, 

she also reminded camp authorities that despite her status as a prisoner in a foreign 

internment camp, she had similar needs to other patients. 

 Shigemi was victorious because she emphasized her place as patient, rather than 

prisoner in the camp. In addition, she was successful in her campaign to receive an 

experimental medical treatment because of her letter-writing campaign. She drew on articles in 

English language newspapers, which allowed her to frame her case, not as an outsider or 

foreigner, but as part of a national dialogue on medical testing. While the military and the 

Public Health Service had invested in streptomycin, as Dr. Rathbun had admitted, outside voices 

loudly and clearly blurred the line between institutional and public spheres of knowledge. Her 

language of “miraculous medicine” and knowledge of miracle drugs evident in her 

correspondence reveal how she attempted to convince the camp medical staff to treat her with 

an experimental drug. Within the U.S. medical and military hierarchy, doctors deferred to their 

superiors, but still shared assumptions about the role of public knowledge in medical testing. 

Initially, they resisted Shigemi’s arguments, expressing skepticism about the successful use of 

streptomycin. They required more reliable research and scientific evidence from clinical trials, 

rather than popular news stories, that spread “incredible” language about miracle cures. Based 

on the language employed by reporters and medics in 1940’s newspapers and literature, and 

that of doctors in camp correspondence, the doctors did not withhold medical treatment 
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because of racial beliefs or because Shigemi had been classified as an “enemy alien.” Instead 

the military’s medics first judged the case with a skepticism founded on scientific discourses 

and what could be proved by clinical trials. Shigemi tapped into this logic of scientific proof. Her 

body would be their test, and her possible cure. Based on their eventual acceptance of the 

treatment for Shigemi, we can make observations of various degrees of success from bottom-

up petitions for medicine, not only for Shigemi, but other wartime patients in the military 

camps. Despite the fact that she was incarcerated, she was able to use her agency to fight for 

her health. 

 Shigemi Kudo died on September 3, 1947, as the streptomycin that she had fought for, 

failed to cure her tuberculosis. Her husband wanted to leave to leave the camp and petitioned 

for parole.115 Suketsune Kudo’s file demonstrated his support for his wife’s health and her 

campaigns although it seems the fundraising and petitions were entirely her ideas.  She and her 

lawyer had said plenty. 

We can see how much authority or knowledge internees—virtual prisoners—could 

command and use to pressure doctors and other camp authorities to administer experimental 

medications to patients, or suspected “enemy aliens.” Shigemi’s used the newspaper articles 

make herself an authority equal to the camp doctors; she made a crucial negotiation to gain 

access to an unknown, untested drug as her last resort. Shigemi’s efforts to convince others she 

was primarily a patient in a camp, not an interned and oppressed prisoner or “enemy alien,” 

demonstrate how much room doctors under the U.S. Public Health Service, run by the U.S. 
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armed forces, had for experimentation and exploitations for gaps in military law for their 

patients.   

Her case illustrates the survival strategies that internees used after being driven from 

home and the countries they had adopted, and the new networks of support they created. To 

combat life-threatening disease, Shigemi and others negotiated for greater rights and drew 

creatively on news media resources to challenge camp administrators, particularly doctors. 

Through analysis of Shigemi and patients’ cases in a wartime internment camp, we can see how 

they challenged hierarchies during wartime, and reconfigured power differentials between 

patient & doctor.    

Conclusion 

Some people were incarcerated until 1947, and fewer than 200 of the Japanese-

Peruvians returned to their adopted homeland—Peru. The majority were deported to Japan, 

depending on their degree of willingness to cooperate with U.S. authorities to leave the INS 

internment camps. Three hundred Nikkei, including Art Shibayama, the baseball and judo 

player, struggled to obtain U.S. citizenship at great cost—often with the help of Shigemi Kudo’s 

advocate, ACLU lawyer Wayne Collins.116 

The way we understand the violence against those perceived to be Japanese, but not 

Peruvian, shapes how we examine the process of deportation in this period. Perceptions of 

violence against people of Japanese descent determines which “facts” we select, and the 

periodization prioritize. For these reasons, many in the local Liman Nikkei community do not 
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emphasize the internment experience. To them, the saqueo takes precedence (or assault on 

their property, or confiscation of their capital) because those people remained in Peru. I would 

hear more of their stories—and only have access to other deportees through the U.S.’s 

archives.117 However, by using the oral histories I chose, I explored the liminal space that 

participants perceived in the 1940s. Workers like Mercedes and internees negotiated their 

interests according to of their immediate landscape—whether land-owners in rural Peru 

(Mercedes’ case) and a patient in need of treatment (in Shigemi’s case). Shigemi also succeeded 

in getting at least four Japanese-Americans and one German to support her cause. The 

testimonies provide evidence of how memory shapes political narrative, and resistance 

strategies. 

Second, from anecdotes about the Chinese- and Japanese-Peruvians I have drawn the 

connections they made with state authorities, and how the state co-opted locals for their 

agenda. The latter (both the U.S. and Manuel Prado’s administration) enlisted locals in its 

project of surveillance, and in this context, people’s perceived identity was important—note 

how Emmerson’s report at the chapter’s beginning claims they were Japanese citizens, even 

though many in the community also had nationalized children, or birth certificates from Peru. If 

all politics is local, the shaping of community narrative is key to this political consciousness. 

Finally, in this chapter I have reexamined the complex motivations of both allies and 

antagonists to aid (or hinder) the Japanese-Peruvians. In their interactions with others in Peru, 

people could successfully ignore the phenotype in determining their “place’ (i.e. loyalty to the 

state). Instead of emphasizing ties to Japan (nationalism) some successful performances of 
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identity included familial ties or medical necessity. Mercedes de Higa emphasized her role as 

mother and took advantage of her maternal identity to try and shame her Chinese landlord. In 

Shigemi Kudo’s case, imprisoned miles from her home, suffering from a deadly disease, she tied 

her predicament to national medical cases managed to gain her some support. These cases 

explore the liminal space for room to maneuver in camp, but also the limit of the state’s reach 

in Peru as well. People took advantage of openings, and the strategies I have studied 

deemphasize nationality.  

This study challenges our periodization of the Second World War, as Shigemi’s family 

was imprisoned until 1947 despite Japan’s surrender on August 9, 1945. After Shigemi’s death, 

Suketsune, her husband, decided to leave for Japan, after losing his livelihood and papers for 

Peruvian residence—which warrants further research on factors people considered in 

determining whether to risk returning to Peru. 

These performances of non-racialized identity, during a time when the Japanese were 

considered a worldwide enemy, meant success for certain individuals in the camps. After the 

deportations to the U.S. internment camps, the Japanese who remained in Peru worked to 

integrate more firmly into to Peru. When most Peruvians did not remember the deportations, 

the effort to exclude those of Japanese descent still challenged the idea of Peru’s national 

identity. After the Japanese colony lost most of its livelihoods in the 1940s, Peru was now the 

only future available to the community. Japanese parents touted, encouraged, and inculcated 

this prospective livelihood into those children by any means necessary.118  
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As for the many “native” (white) Peruvians would take a different approach, and realign 

their concerns about race to strengthen Peru’s international status during the Cold War.   
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Chapter 4: 

Life after Wartime: Constructing the Racial Identities of “Japanese-Peruvians” in 

Lima after the Second World War 

Teófilo Toda, an award-winning cyclist born in Peru, was set to join the national team in 

the South American cycling tournament at Montevideo in 1954.1 After the Second World War, 

he was one of about 17,600 Peruvians of Japanese descent, one of the children of those who 

had come to work on Peruvian plantations and own small urban businesses.2 In 1952, Toda, a 

second-generation Japanese immigrant gained fame as one of the three fastest cyclists in Peru 

for the 4000-meter bicycle competition.3 Newspapers celebrated his accomplishments, along 

with those of his teammates.4 Lima’s press lauded him as part of a “good quintet” with Italian-

Peruvians. Toda’s was going to have his passport authorized so he could leave Peru before 

joining his team in Montevideo.5 There was consternation, then, when the authorities 

announced Toda was off the team.6 The Peruvian government had refused to issue him a visa—

effectively preventing him from leaving the country for the race. 
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Reporters claimed solidarity with this minority athlete. Toda became the cause célèbre 

in the Comercio, Crónica, and La Prensa, all papers with wide distribution. These editorialists 

argue that Japanese Peruvians held great potential to strengthen Peruvian society if they were 

allowed to participate with other native-born Peruvians on equal terms. Some wrote that there 

was no reason to prohibit Toda from competing—one claimed Toda’s omission an 

“unqualifiable [sic] injustice.” Toda had every right to represent Peru.7 Ironically, in wartime, 

only a decade before, lawmakers passed many laws to limit Japanese rights, and the immigrant 

population came under attack as a source of “yellow peril.” President Manuel Prado’s Foreign 

Minister Alberto Ulloa had claimed Japanese residents were a “menace” to the “racial 

homogeneity of the people” in the 1940s.8  

This chapter begins with Toda’s case because his example demonstrates one key 

mechanism available for Nisei (second-generation) to enter mainstream Peruvian society: 

presenting themselves on merit. Toda’s exclusion in spite of that merit, however, also 

demonstrates how the media judged how these prodigies were marginalized. That 

marginalization, in many creole newspapers, was a problem. It was representative of Peru’s 

“backward” politics: implicitly arguing that Peru’s ruling military government was missing an 

opportunity to let Peru compete with other modern nations.  

Historians like Alejandro Sakuda have addressed particular episodes of Issei and Nisei 

life after World War II—particularly the efforts to rebuild their community after 1945, pursuing 
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professional careers, and even the momentous election of Alberto Fujimori in 1990. Sakuda 

argues that the major transformations in the Lima colonia, where most or all the Issei and Nisei 

lived, were economic.9 He and others, including Dan Masterson, highlight a postwar strategy of 

investments in education and professional development. The colonia’s community pooled 

together resources for new community organizations and buildings, such as the sports complex 

Asociación Estadio La Union (AELU).10 Nevertheless, historians have not studied political 

organizing within the colonia, prior to Fujimori’s campaign in the late 1980s. There was 

interaction, however, between their groups and other ethnicities in the postwar period.  

I propose a new approach to understanding the development of the Issei and Nisei in 

Peru by comparing Peru’s local politics of race with global ideas about the “model minority.” 

Although historians generally see the election of Alberto Fujimori as their entry into politics, I 

argue that Japanese-Peruvians’ interventions in the public spheres were significant much 

earlier, and began in the 1950s. Whereas Nisei Peruvians had found their parents excluded 

before, due to Peru’s emphasis on racial uniformity, the Nisei themselves chose new ways to 

claim citizenship rights in Peru by entering into urban politics, as well as public careers. Public 

pundits now prized diversity as a modern trait after World War II, and those of Asian descent 

held potential for the nation—the Nisei took advantage of these new values. They, like the 
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pundits, argued they held a shared culture with Peruvians, and could improve that culture and 

thus the national identity--rather than racial uniformity. Stories such as Toda’s not only reveal 

debates about how modernity shifted in Peru in the postwar period, but also how ideas about 

Peruvian national identity were changing, and how Japanese-Peruvians saw themselves as a 

generation to integrate into the lifeblood of Peru. They help us understand more about 

intersections of democracy, modernity, and hybrid identity in the postwar period. 

By using Japanese community papers, print media from mainstream Peruvian society, 

and oral histories, I demonstrate the shift in public discourse within Peru: the new discourses 

about Japanese-Peruvians, which allowed those of Japanese descent to integrate on their own 

terms. The Nisei’s success lay in building on definitions of “modern” that included diversity. 

They consciously shaped their identity—through news stories and print media—and supported 

practices seen as more democratic, which facilitated their inclusion in public activities. This 

included the first Nisei candidate campaigning for the Peruvian Senate in 1962. With these 

practices, they participated in national discourses about modernity and culture in Peru. 

The Nisei professional generation 

 In the aftermath of the Second World War, Japanese immigrants and residents in Peru 

renegotiated not only what it meant to be a minority, but also what it meant to be “Peruvian.” 

The 1930s-1940s had been a tumultuous period for those of Japanese descent.11  General. 

Oscar Benavides’s government had worked to deny citizenship to children of immigrants.12 The 
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state refused to grant citizenship to Japanese children, many of whom held birth certificates 

from Lima and other cities.13  

  The 1950s promised a different future for the Japanese population. They benefited from 

a new shift in international attitudes, including those in the United States. The United States 

now promoted modernization and economic development in international politics, and 

proclaimed in international forums like the United Nations that Latin American nations in the 

postwar arena should become politically and democratically engaged in the world.14  

Following World War II, nations worldwide condemned racism as a backward concept.15 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, written by the United Nations, promised to protect 

individuals and minorities after the racial violence across the world.16 When the children (the 

Nisei) of Japanese immigrants began to re-negotiate their relationships with Peruvian society 

many benefited from these global discourses that emphasized democracy and human rights. 

The second-generation figured these new discourses had potential to reshape Peru’s economy 

and its then-limited participatory democracy. Peruvians, for their part, participated in new 

presidential elections, favoring candidates who avoided military interference in politics.17 Calls 
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for the state to expand power, provide reform, and increase spending in the rural countryside 

inundated Peruvian political debates.18 State actors such as Peru’s military used these 

discourses of modernization to legitimize their call for foreign capital and invite overseas skilled 

workers. In this uncertain period, Nisei continued to encounter resistance in some careers, such 

as public sports. They did so, however, arguing that Peru had become a modern nation, 

pointing to its ethnic diversity as evidence.  

 After the end of the war, U.S. politicians and immigration pundits believed it was time to 

update integration and immigration laws.19 The U.S. Congress liberalized its immigration quotas 

in 1952—it did away with prohibitions on Asian immigration and allowed them potentially to 

become U.S. citizens. The U.S. accepted immigrants from China and Japan to influence those 

nations because of U.S. security interests.20 Remarkably, only a few years after waging war 

against Japan, and restricting Japanese immigrants from economic and political citizenship 

through internment in “relocation” camps, the U.S. now had devised a new role for them. 

Instead, political leaders wanted to cultivate a sense of cultural nationalism, to paint the U.S. as 

a racially inclusive nation and hospitable to Asians. One Congressman thought that racial 

prejudice should be eliminated for strategic reasons, as the U.S. would “lose that struggle (in 

Asia’s Cold War) if Asians perceive us as labeling them ‘inferior…human beings.”21 U.S. foreign 

policy, rooted in realpolitik, now considered a rapprochement with Japan, and also accepted 

refugees from China to prove its right to be the leader of the “free world.” 
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 As historian Clark Gerstle has noted, “idealized images, once they are established [and 

accepted], change …in slow and partial ways.”22 Many in the U.S. continued to subscribe to 

outdated stereotypes of the Japanese as quiet and focused on community, rather than national, 

identity. 23 Japanese supposedly had negative traits like inassimilable, “clannish”—but these 

stereotypical attributes become the basis of new advantages. This inversion of a negative trait 

into a positive “model” trait is what John Dower has also labeled the “malleability of images.”24 

Japanese Peruvians used their outsider status or a perception they were culturally apart from 

Peru to frame themselves as professionals—capable of integrating into Peru, but also 

disinterested in the typical political chaos that many Peruvian newspaper commentators 

decried.  

Nisei challenged their marginalization by casting their achievements as part of service to 

the Peruvian nation. They joined others of Japanese descent worldwide who changed what it 

meant to be Japanese in the aftermath of the Second World War—those in Latin America 

decided to play down their ties to Japan, to distance themselves from a perceived militaristic 

aggressor.25 Japanese-Peruvians tied their actions to elite discourses of cultural and economic 

modernity—constructing a discourse of a “modern” Peruvian nation based on a hybrid 

ethnicity.26 This new discourse allowed the Nisei to renegotiate their relationship with Peruvian 
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society, as citizens who contributed to modern projects of capitalist development.27 Because 

Peru and other Western countries had propagated an anti-Asian discourse of “yellow peril” to 

justify violence against Japanese before the war, Nisei now embraced discourses of modernity 

to dispel that stigma.28 To gain greater acceptance in society, they promoted their exceptional 

advancements in areas such as sports and university honors. By the 1950s, they had created 

new images of “Japanese” people and “Japanese-ness,” transforming themselves from agents 

of “yellow peril” into productive citizens. 

During this period, Japanese Issei relied on their own community’s resources, believing 

they could coexist—and, for some, integrate—into creole and mixed-race society. 29 Issei made 

significant financial and cultural investments in Peru. The Japanese “colony,” as they called 

their neighborhoods, contained private schools for their children and at least thirteen 

commercial organizations. Many set up bodegas (corner grocery stores) and even stores selling 

luxury goods to Limans.30 Like Japanese immigrants across the Americas, they wanted to 

succeed as commercial “middlemen.”31 Most Issei chose to work and not participate in election 

politics, keeping heads down to gain economic footing and overcome hardship.  

Case #1: The Case of Teófilo Toda, “son of Peru”: Unsettled Racial Hierarchies in 1950s. 
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 Peruvian elites in the postwar period competed to develop domestic policies to 

promote modernity, such as attracting foreign investment.32  They included different ethnic 

groups in official policies that imagined Peru as a more modern country.33 These shifts in 

discourses appeared the print media, and show how Latin American newspapers incorporated 

minorities within broader discourses on modernity. Peruvians worried about how to include 

marginalized populations, including indigenous Andean people, within a “modern” nation. 

Historian Nils Gilman’s defines modernization as an idealization of conditions within the “First 

World” of the 1950s, which in Peru became national concerns about increasing wealth and 

creating complex urban-based economies.34 Other economists, like Karl Rostow, argued in the 

1950s that so-called “underdeveloped countries” could make economic adjustments in order to 

advance democratic politics; similar visions imagined that social values should be linked to 

efforts at capitalist investment in Latin America.35 However the debates manifested in Lima, the 

Nisei convinced their fellow Peruvians of their claims to citizenship and national belonging 

through sports.  

Nisei entered new careers and public spaces—in their community newspapers and their 

memoirs, they highlight their excellence in local activities. They invested in Lima’s urban center, 

de-emphasizing Japanese culture in favor of Peruvian culture as they attempted to rebuild their 
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lives. They no longer entertained aspirations to return to Japan. Issei’s and Nisei’s loss of 

property and resources in the face of legal prohibitions and outright confiscation made the 

price of taking return voyages to Japan prohibitive; famine in Japan made such trips 

hazardous.36 Instead, they chose to make new careers in Peru. Parents put aside familial 

connections to the old “homeland” to develop new ties to Lima; they wanted their children to 

become “true Peruvians.”37 The Nisei emerged as significant leaders in this time to make this 

transition.38 They worked to demonstrate their citizenship via long-term financial investments, 

enrollment in Peru’s universities, and participation in club sports. Japanese continued to rebuild 

their institutions and own lives during the 1960s and found that easing into their careers was 

less difficult than their parents had feared.39 

Peruvians who considered themselves criollos, or natives, still often rejected these Nisei 

efforts at acculturation.40 Additionally, the military dictatorship of General Manuel Odría 

frowned on public participation.41 Yet in 1952, scarcely ten years after Peruvians had enacted 

wartime legislation prohibiting Japanese assembly and property-ownership, Peru entertained 

proposals for Japanese foreign investment. In 1956, the Peruvian government even supported 

Japan’s membership in the United Nations.42   

Despite opposition from the Odría government, Japanese-Peruvians drew on their 

limited resources and individual efforts to create new opportunities and gain acceptance in the 
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public sphere. After the war, the colony created new institutions and shored up existing ones.  

The community invested to build the “Union Stadium,” meant to symbolize the united efforts of 

a respectable community.43 The stadium provided a space for poor Nisei to play in soccer and 

swim. Many later joined national teams to compete on behalf of their nation, Peru. These 

efforts demonstrated an interest to remain in Peru and develop excellence in public 

competition.  

The denial of Teófilo Toda’s visa at the last minute, to join the national cycling team, 

shows the limits of Peruvian meritocracy. Newspaper reporters, however, accepted his hybrid 

identity, as a Peruvian of two cultures. Reporters claimed solidarity: they wrote articles that 

suggested that they had begun to consider Japanese descendants in a different light. Japanese-

Peruvians now latter held the potential to compete in Peruvian sports. Some editorialists 

argued Toda should be allowed to travel with the other Italian-Peruvian cyclists, themselves 

naturalized citizens. Their editorials implied that Toda was part of the Peruvian nation. The 

outcry reached the point where Toda’s team, the “Cachorros,” refused to compete in the 

event.44 The Cachorros published their protest in two nationally syndicated papers, responding 

to a case of overt discrimination in an active, public forum. They publicly wanted to stand on 

their chosen principles, to support Toda’s merit. 

Most significantly, La Crónica newspaper published an op-ed that explicitly 

acknowledged how race (and class) played a part of the discriminatory action by the National 

Committee on Sports and the National Federation of Cycling: 
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Why should a Peruvian see himself impeded from dressing (in national colors) and defending 
the uniform (“divisa”) of his country abroad? Peruvian by birth, because that is how the 
Constitution of the country specifies it, Peruvian by feelings, Peruvian by his speech (“por el 
habla”), by lessons and culture?; … [T]hey can limit his Peruvian rights.  Could it be for the 
only sin of being a son of Japanese parents and having been born (“haber nacido”) in our 
land?  Frankly, we cannot believe it.45  

 
The commentator argued that because of this type of discrimination, Peru would fall behind, 

not just in the race standings, but in modern politics—he pointed out that countries such as the 

United States had included Asian-Americans on its teams.46 Instead of ignoring the case, or 

insulting Toda, Peruvian writers strongly criticized the Executive of the Sports Commission and 

the Sports Commission of Peru’s treatment of him. At the very least, commentators lamented 

his absence. The writer believed that being the son of an immigrant should not be grounds for 

dismissal or discrimination in modern Peru. 

The controversy over Toda’s case marks a significant shift in how newspapers 

commented on issues related to Asian groups. An even greater shift became evident for 

newspapers like La Crónica, which had raised the alarm about the “dangerous Japanese” in the 

1930s.47 Reporters identified with Toda and recognized his contributions to the Peruvian 

nation. They accepted that he had become a meritorious Peruvian and was a person of 

excellence. La Prensa argued that Toda had had passed all necessary tests, along with his 

teammates—he had earned the right to represent Peru. 48 There was no reason to prohibit him 

from competing. To reject Toda would be, in effect, to reject Peru’s opportunity for modernity 

in the Americas: to be the kind of a “multiracial democracy” that Brazil and the United States 
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claimed to be.49 

The outcry over Toda’s exclusion demonstrates how ‘Japanese-ness’ had become a 

positive attribute for many in Peru, even if that attribute included other stereotypes of 

exoticism. One other case in this year showed how the public transformed being “Japanese” 

into a desirable, perhaps exotic source of strength. Some Peruvians desired a Japanese-ness for 

themselves, as the case of Augusto Velásquez Yturre demonstrated. Augusto, a bullfighter who 

had returned from Spain, fashioned himself as the “Peruvian …who had become Japanese.” as 

La Prensa wrote in 1954.50 To gain more notoriety in Spain’s tournaments, he adopted the 

stage name “Yatoja el Japonés” to attract an audience. Japanese-ness was, therefore, still an 

exotic quality, but it no longer evoked fear, threat, or disability. Instead, Japan’s prestige 

abroad allowed Peruvians to construct images of benefit and perhaps even of supernatural 

strength. While there was not much portrayal of Teófilo Toda as a “Samson” or supernatural 

figure of great strength, newspapers represented him as a meritorious figure, void of anti-Asian 

representation. 

Velásquez Yturre’s contemporaries associated Japanese culture with exoticism, or 

uncanny capabilities. That association continued through the twentieth century—that Japanese 

were supposedly inscrutable, with a secret edge over other ethnic and racial groups.51 The self-

professed creole Yturre saw this “othering” as beneficial, at least in this case. He took on an 

identity that had been associated with treason just a few years earlier in the 1940s, thinking he 
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could derive benefit from it.52  

The next case study shows how the Nisei moved beyond efforts to present themselves 

as individual prodigies. Peru would seek other material benefits, such as investment in the 

future, while the Nisei themselves sought to take full advantage of the positive attributes given 

to them by the media. The goal for some young professionals became gaining political 

representation—as responsible citizens who could (better) represent other Peruvians on the 

national level. 

Case #2: “Nisei contra Nisei,” hybridity, and the Japanese-Peruvian Nisei 

 

Due to reappraisals by the Peruvian government, Japan became a source of economic 

investment and political support. Manuel Prado, who had approved the deportation of 

Japanese residents in the 1940s, visited Japan in 1961.53 Japan, for its part, invested in dams 

and railroads, including the 4 million-sole investment in the railroad between Huadquiña and 

Quillabamba, cities rich in coffee and minerals in Peru’s interior.54 As the “Land of the Rising 

Sun” became more attractive for Peruvian journalists, politicians, and investors, the Nisei began 

to achieve successes partly based on images surrounding Asia and Asians.   

They made achievements in fields that had been denied to them previously. Just as the 

Issei had encouraged Nisei youth to seek success in personal achievement and sport 

competition in the 1950s, some commentators in the local press suggested that politics had 
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become the new way to gain additional success and heightened public visibility. Some hoped 

that the Nikkei “vote” would become important, thus embedding the community more 

systematically in Peru’s political and social fabric.55   

 Students such as Samuel Matsuda remember the movement to get Nisei more involved 

in local politics and participate as full-fledged citizens. According to Matsuda, his generation 

sought to make a difference in Peru’s power structures. He, along with some of his cohorts 

from the “colonia,” formed a group of Peruvian university students in 1960. They debated how 

to express their hopes for Peru through the group’s name. By naming themselves the 

“Generation of ‘64”—rather than just the class of 1964— they wanted their promoción (slogan) 

to stand out from other graduating classes.  In Matsuda’s words, their “generation” would 

“mark this period” spectacularly, both standing out among their fellow Peruvians and inspiring 

other Nisei to get involved in civic duty.56   

 Not only did the “Generation of ‘64” distinguish themselves from their Peruvian peers—

they declared their right to cross from the colonia to the mainstream spaces into Lima. The 

“Generation of ‘64” was a new Nisei group that charted different ideas from their predecessors. 

Elections were a coming-of-age moment for “Peruvian-Japanese” youth, wrote Pepe Castaños 

in 1963 in the Peru Shimpo, a bilingual newspaper.57 In his editorials, widely read by Japanese in 

Lima, he believed that young professionals should participate in Peru’s elections to distinguish 

themselves from the first-generation. They respected their parents and their contributions, but 
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felt that the time was right for an intervention. 

In 1962, when the Nisei candidate Francisco Segami had run for office, he entered a 

particularly charged year in Peruvian politics.58 A military junta controlled the government. 

During the Cold War, newspaper advertisements regularly reported that Communists had 

infiltrated rival parties.59 The formerly illegal Popular Revolutionary Alliance party—known as 

APRA— had regained the right to field candidates after eighteen years of exclusion. In the 

1940s, the party had advocated for arresting those of Japanese descent. Regardless, Japanese-

Peruvian youth began to invite presidential candidates and other party leaders to the colonia 

meeting spaces, to show the colonia’s capability to create a balanced, respectable forum for 

Nisei voters.60 Some in the community press agreed with this desire to gain political office. 

Significantly, Pepe Castaños wanted to assuage the fears of potential violent reactions from 

creoles, arguing that the single Nisei running for office had experienced no public outcry, nor 

efforts to marginalize or expel him. Young Nisei used the support and spirit that the first 

generation tried to encourage in them as a significant source of social capital to achieve more 

collective power in the capital.  

 While the organizers of the civic forum of March 1962 wanted to encourage young 

people to be more involved in Peruvian society, they sparked a debate among the Nikkei 

themselves as to their proper role.61 The Lima press identified the youth as “Nisei,” which 
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meant that the mainstream media had acknowledged them as a new group in the capital, if not 

a new force in politics.62 While the paper followed the speech of one of the presidential 

candidates, Hector Cornejo of the Christian Democrat party (PDC), it also framed the Nisei’s 

invitation of Cornejo as an area of responsible citizenry. Repeated coverage of the forums 

attested that the political speech was a peaceful activity, implying that these political activities 

allowed “Peruvian children of Japanese residents.”63 The Nikkei described their forum as 

respectful, honest, and gracious, which articulated why they deserved politicians’ attention.64 

These terms also coincided with the potential that others ascribed to their community, that 

newspapers like La Crónica had championed since the early 1950s. In this way, the young 

Japanese-Peruvian professionals appropriated language from the national discourses.65   

Not all Nisei agreed with the youth’s prominent incursion into the public eye, though. 

One complaint lodged against the candidate forums (at which the APRA and Christian 

Democrats had attended) came from a Nikkei neighborhood in Callao, near Lima’s center. The 

Callao representative wrote to the paper claiming the youth from Lima were jumping rank, and 

potentially breaking the rules of the institution that they represented—the Peru Shimpo 

paper.66 Since they had rented a conference hall with contacts from the Shimpo paper, the 

disgruntled Callao Nisei thought they should not involve the paper in political activity. 

Significantly, though, this Japanese-Peruvian admitted (grudgingly) any of the individuals could 
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participate in politics because they were citizens, “Peruvians.” “Como peruanos tienen el 

derecho expedito para intervenir en la política nacional (as Peruvians they have the free right to 

participate in national politics).”67 He shared the same birthright as they, and the newspaper 

reprinted it—the complete statement without further comment. That this generation could run 

for office on their own terms without scandal in the newspapers was both a risk and an 

accomplishment. More enthusiasm in the Nisei press followed these well-attended forums.68 

Press coverage of Japanese descendants used categories that they chose themselves—

namely, the press represented them as “Nisei” in the headlines, rather than “Japanese.” Not 

only did they make new inroads, hosting political candidates and forums, but also they 

persuaded newspapers to accept their negotiated national identity. They received coverage as 

legitimate political representatives, without references to exoticism or derogatory stereotypes.  

Regardless of the public dispute between the Callao Nisei and the Liman organizers of 

the Nisei forum, there was no turning back for second-generation Japanese. They continued to 

assert their right to participate as citizens in the Peruvian nation. Many political developments 

occurred in the next few years. After Segami’s candidacy for the Senate in 1962, Augusto 

Masuda entered a political race in 1963 for Congressional member (diputado), and the press 

noted his candidacy without scandal.69   

That these events took place without significant reprisals, such as discriminatory laws or 

attacks on Nikkei property, is remarkable. Nikkei commentators explicitly mentioned this as 
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well, as they had the saqueo still fresh in their memory.70 “Pepe” Castaños noted that if any 

fear and trepidation had existed before, he boldly judged that recent political campaigns by 

Nisei had laid those to rest. He believed that the senatorial candidate, Francisco Segami, had 

accomplished a significant achievement for the “collectivity” (or Nikkei community) in 1963.71 

Even though Segami had lost the election, Castaños argued that the public’s acceptance of Nisei 

political candidates indicated a public tolerance—and even acceptance—of Nisei participation 

in electoral politics.72 Thus, Castaños was crafting a symbol of hope for his community—a 

community that unified the accomplishments of the first-generation with the aspirations of the 

second. The community could challenge the legal constraints placed upon them some fifteen 

years earlier.   

The clearest indication of successful Japanese-Peruvian efforts to gain visibility was in 

the way public figures promoted the community at the highest levels of society. At a dinner 

held to honor the 80th anniversary of official Japanese immigration to Peru, former (1945-48), 

President José Luis Bustamante y Rivero praised Peruvians born of Japanese descent, arguing 

they had a special mix of qualities that they offered the nation. These qualities were precisely a 

result of racial mixture. In his words: 

Thanks, valued friends of the Japanese community (la colectividad) in Peru or, in better 
words, of the racial mixture (conjunto) Japanese-Peruvian (peruano-japones) that integrates 
this community, now that in it are not only native Japanese that live and die here [in Peru], 
but that well accomplished and vigorous mixture of Nisei, [a mixture] in which the blood of 
Japanese and Peruvian have mixed and where national origin (of Japan) has given up its 

                                                            
70 Matsuda, Survey for the author. 
71 Castaños, “Desde Mi Ventana:”. 
72 It is also significant that Castaños used the word “collectivity” to describe the first- and second-

generations instead of the traditional word “colony.”  With “collectivity,” the community was abandoning 
pretenses that it was representing an outside nation (e.g. Japan), and were, instead integral parts of Peru’s 
demography. His article was written in Spanish, so Castaños knew the second-generation would be reading his 
encouragement to run for office. 
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place and primacy to the nationality of home, to give place to a new variety of Nippo-
Peruvians that…are entirely our compatriots…(emphasis added). 73   

 
Ironically, Bustamante y Rivero, a former president who had enforced laws that prohibited 

Japanese-language and ownership of property in 1945, now felt comfortable  in the 1980s 

proclaiming that Japanese racial-mixing was a national blessing for Peru. He went on to praise 

their efforts to integrate, an effort that the “whole nation” would do well to emulate. We are 

left with the conclusion that leading historical figures in Peru, ones who claimed the right to 

represent the Peruvian nation, had themselves adopted the message posited by the Generation 

of ’64. It had become politically expedient to claim that the Nisei were role models for the 

nation.   

Conclusion 
 

In evidence from Lima’s major newspapers, including the largest newspaper for the 

Nisei, a major shift occurred, transforming “untrustworthy Asians” into engaged responsible 

citizens. Peru’s mainstream media increasingly covered events in the postwar-period in which 

Japanese were the protagonists of politics—and controversy—in the 1950s and early 1960s.  

Sometimes silence is an indication of exclusion, whereas other times it can be a mark of 

acceptance. If, for example, a news report records a person’s or group’s ethnicity without the 

need for comment, the journalist or commentator may have already accepted the “other” as 

ordinary. In the case of the Nisei, or those of Japanese descent who claimed Peru as their 

nation, they had won a significant victory by the 1960s, albeit a subtle and understated one. 

The entrance of the Nisei into politics was accepted as ordinary, even mundane by the 1960s 

                                                            
73 Cited in Sakuda, 334. 
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and unworthy of pejorative comment. The swing of the pendulum took place between the 

silence surrounding the saqueo of the Japanese community in 1940, and the acceptance of 

Nisei political activity by the 1960s. Significant political and media actors, such as Christian 

Democratic candidate Cornejo, had engaged Nisei professionals in politics. Based on these case 

studies, Peru’s press and government realigned their discourse to reflect new realities. Many 

were more open to accepting the former “aliens’” efforts to integrate.   

By 1963, many Peruvians saw Japanese-Peruvians as engaged, productive citizens. The 

occupation of Japan after 1945 by the leader of the Western capitalist bloc—the United 

States—eliminated the alleged threat of Japan that native Peruvian elites and creoles had 

constructed. Also, Issei- and Nisei-generations themselves influenced Peruvian perceptions of 

the colonia, as well as the colonia’s own perception of Peru. The years from 1945 to 1963 were 

a time of uncertainty in Peruvian democracy. The Nisei challenged politics in a way that had 

never happened before 1962, by running for a national office. Even if the Nisei candidates 

Segami and Masuda did not win political office, they still achieved a significant symbolic victory. 

As Pepe Castaños noted in 1963, the Nikkei youth could now enter public spaces denied to 

them previously without fear of reprisals. Finally, these examples show that, first as individuals 

and then as Nisei community groups, Japanese-Peruvians challenged the newspapers to 

recognize the Nisei as a group that could participate in politics. 

While Peruvians of Japanese descent continued to encounter racism after 1945, the 

second-generation (and their children) actively shaped political and social discourses about 

what constituted the Peruvian nation. The community made significant inroads just a few years 

after the looting of Japanese businesses and mass deportations—without touching off any 
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widespread anti-Japanese campaign. Ironically, they made those inroads by appropriating the 

characterizations that others ascribed to Japanese: as economically successful. As noted 

previously, this happened because they claimed citizenship, gaining media attention for their 

claims to full citizenship. Nisei choices in the war’s aftermath fashioned for decades their 

efforts to partake in mainstream education, employment, and politics.  
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Conclusion 

My dissertation has contributed to studies examining race as a category of analysis 

within Peruvian politics, as well as how understandings of race shaped U.S.-Latin American 

relations.  I show how political economy and ethnic histories intersect at the national and 

international level. Scholars often envision Peru’s racial hierarchies, and discussions around 

race, in terms of black, white, and Indian without including immigrant populations such as 

Japanese-Peruvians.  Most importantly, questions about who merits citizenship, as well as who 

does not, become messier when studying groups that do not share ethnic heritage with mestizo 

or indigenous Peruvians.  

The wartime-international deportation process affected the local Japanese Peruvian 

community over two generations. My analysis demonstrates that Peru built its national agenda 

by exploiting wartime fear for the sake of modernizing the nation. Deporting immigrant 

populations demonstrated Peruvian support of U.S. policies to increase its credit among U.S. 

banks and loan agencies. When Japanese-Peruvians in Peru became “enemy aliens,” Peruvian 

President Manuel Prado deported some of the wealthy members and leaders of the designated 

“enemy” community. The deportations built on a prior history of violent race riots and legal 

state persecution of the Japanese populations. 

Japanese-Peruvians consciously shaped the discourses in Peru that assigned Japanese 

immigrants in particular socio-economic categories.1  For example, just ten years after the war 

on the Japanese residents in Peru, news reporters demanded that Japanese-Peruvians be 

included in international sports tournaments (like Teófilo Toda, in 1954). This reconfiguration of 

                                                            
1 Eric Wolf, Europe and the People without History (University of California Press, 1981), 381. 
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race and nationalism also had international implications across the Americas, evident in shifting 

international discourses about what it meant to be Japanese. Stereotypes of the Japanese as 

separate from Peruvians before the war were used to justify deportation. However, after the 

war Peruvians adopted more inclusive language of shared culture. Japanese-Peruvians adopted 

respectable and prosperous professional careers, while their cultural traditions made them 

seem separate from what most Peruvians thought of as a corrupt country.2 Japanese-Peruvians 

thus used their seeming exclusive nature to refigure themselves as above the problems of 

Peruvians—to reform the society and nation. 

 Had whites and mestizos framed Japanese immigrants as economic contributors to the 

nation—instead of economic competitors as in the 1930s—then the public might not have 

demonized them. In Brazil and Hawaii—where some laws existed but no Japanese populations 

were deported—the authorities viewed the Nikkei as economic necessities or too much of a 

cost to move.3 Wartime fears exploited pre-existing racial tensions in Peru to produce a 

racialized enemy of the state—and this process is essential to our understanding of twentieth -

century nation-states. While commonly persons think Peru had only a peripheral role in the 

Second World War, in fact their activities toward the Japanese population were tied to securing 

economic investment from the U.S., and to international cooperation with the latter that 

preceded future development and capitalist intervention in Latin America. Even those 

                                                            
2 For similar changes to U.S. stereotypes regarding Japanese from “negative” to “positive” see John 

Dower, War Without Mercy (Pantheon Books, 1986), 13; also Erika Lee, “The ‘Yellow Peril’ and Asian Exclusion in 

the Americas,” Pacific Historical Review, Vol. 76, No. 4 ((November 2007), 537-562), 538; 
3 Jeff Lesser, Negotiating National Identity: Immigrants, Minorities, and the Struggle for Ethnicity in Brazil 

(Duke University Press, 1999), 135. 
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Japanese-Peruvians who escaped the deportations found themselves organizing to claim more 

strongly they were Peruvians; and Alberto Fujimori, presidential candidate in the 1990s, argued 

he could represent multiple constituencies through his negotiation of identities.  

Japanese immigrants had little room to maneuver from the 1930s into the last years of 

World War II. Their experience was in part a product of the downfall of Japan in the 

international arena because of its militaristic policies. From the 1930s, when Peru sought to 

realign itself within shifting trade blocs (particularly the U.S. hegemonic bloc in the Western 

Hemisphere), and earn more revenue, the state briefly considered Japan’s trade offers. In the 

minds of many diplomats, however, economic benefits from trade relationships with Japan did 

not translate into rights for immigrants. Rising Peruvian nationalism targeted residents who had 

some claim to Japanese descent; animosity towards Japan was a factor in Peru’s Immigration 

Decree of 1936, and the Japanese immigrants began to be associated with a militaristic 

Japanese state—potential “threats” to Peru’s sovereignty.  

Peru’s new laws (and public marginalization through increasing prohibitions) created a 

state-sanctioned image to the public that Asians were unwelcome, which led to the drastic 

reduction in Japanese emigration. Before the late 1930s, the Peruvian state wavered on 

whether it should cut ties with Japan’s Empire—but after a new pro-U.S. presidential 

administration took power, and Japan received international condemnation for its atrocities in 

China, diplomatic ties weakened.  The deteriorating international situation allowed for the 

racial categorization of Japanese—as commodities, bodies that would not be allowed, or 

unwanted elements— among Peru’s diplomatic staff. Peruvian and U.S. government officials 

shared an increasing sense of alarm towards potential Japanese threats. 
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In my second chapter, I employ a cultural history lens to look at local actors, school-

children, barbers, and others who defined who was Japanese. Reading against the grain, global 

fears of both the Japanese and invading armies across the globe mapped onto local contexts 

and pre-existing fears of non-white immigrants. The race riot known as the saqueo underscored 

fears of the Japanese for their supposed sabotage of Peru’s sovereignty and economic 

anxieties. The agitators who began the riot of May 13-15, 1940, appropriated colegio students’ 

anger and directed it towards Japanese immigrants, creating a major conflagration based on 

rumors of imminent Japanese fifth-columns. . However, not all Peruvians took part, and some 

(through the oral testimony) reveal the links the Issei had made with neighbors and employees. 

They were not solely “Japanese.” If the Peruvians were not homogeneous in their antagonism 

towards Japanese residents, then neither were the Issei a heterogeneous group with a 

separatist mentality. This point refutes t earlier scholarship that assumed that because the Issei 

were first-generation immigrants, and they were primarily oriented towards the success of the 

Japanese nation-state.4 Japanese-Peruvians who performed hybrid identities did so much 

earlier than scholars generally assume, starting with the first generation Issei.  

However, the Issei also found themselves limited in terms of their cultural and racial 

citizenship in Peru. In the third chapter, I showed how ideas about race affected not only Latin 

American policies towards immigrants, but also created misguided U.S. foreign policy. Peru’s 

search for opportunity and more foreign capital intersected with U.S. searches for the “enemy” 

in the country—but I also emphasize Peru acted on its internal policies as much as U.S. fears 

                                                            
4 Gardiner made that claim in 1981, which is one of my main criticisms. However, he points out many had 

significant investments in Peru, as his oral testimonies show. 
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and pressures. The Benavides and Prado administrations had built up their volition 

independently and responded to domestic anti-Japanese violence and agitation. The laws and 

exclusion acts covered in chapters one through three demonstrate that the Peruvian state used 

its power to imprison and harass its own population— U.S. actions made an international 

climate of incarceration possible, particularly after 1943. However, even under conditions of 

deportation and incarceration and, the Nikkei (both in the U.S. and Peru) still performed 

identities that highlighted their agency and resourcefulness. Some, as in Mercedes de Higa’s 

case or the untold numbers who bribed Peruvian officials to pass their house, these held long-

term success: surviving. 

By the 1960s, racial constructions around Japanese-ness had shifted to benefit the 

Nikkei community. The Nisei looked for opportunity in a place they grew up in, where they had 

learned to speak Spanish first. In the final chapter, the political campaigns I study in the 1960s 

show how an ethnic minority achieved political power.  Historians have paid little attention to 

the political activism of the Nisei during the 1960s, but their political consciousness and 

campaigns paved the way for the presidential election of Alberto Fujimori in 1990s. The entry, 

even in electoral defeat, of Nisei into the 1960s political scene was an event that news media 

welcomed. Their political success shows how the Nisei used categories of good citizenship to 

argue that they were exemplars of responsibility and national success. 

Contributions and further research 

 

 My work contributes to debates on abuses of the state, contributing to civil rights 

activists and scholars who work on issues like the reparation of Japanese-Americans interned 

during World War II. I call into question the attempt to criminalize members of ethnic groups. In 
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talking to civil rights activists and other scholars (anthropologists, political scientists) in the post 

9/11 world, different degrees of rights that residents and citizens receive depends on 

categories of race, but also states of emergency.5   

 My dissertation also addresses the aftereffects of forced migration between states, and 

deportation proceedings from a transnational perspective. Specifically, the effects of forced 

transnational deportations on families, and later generations, can go unrecorded or forgotten 

because official records often end once people cross the border. In the case of the Japanese-

Peruvian, the deportations of the entire community, around 30,000 people,6 lasted for 

generations and continue today Economic and ethnic conflicts arose between those immigrants 

who remained in Peru--who escaped deportation--and those who were forced to take 

residence after the war in the U.S. and even Japan, creating a unique diaspora. Today, new 

diasporas emerge across the world, created by complex demands for labor, and byzantine legal 

conditions. By conducting interviews of those who knew colleagues deported in Peru during the 

Second World War, I challenge state or “official narratives” of such deportation events that 

Peru was not involved in the War, with the narratives of immigrants themselves. I also want to 

help reconnect families who have been separated by distance and some seventy years. In my 

small way, I hope to connect family members and activist groups interested in helping Nikkei 

members gain the justice denied to them in the past.  

                                                            
5 In addition, I hope to give those oral histories which have been made public to online resources such as 

the Densho Oral History project (www.densho.org). This group of historians and Nikkei activists put resources such 

as oral testimonies of internment camp survivors online. This can generate more public debate about the limits of 

power. 
6 The population as recorded in 1942. Akemi Kikumura-Yano, (Compiladora), Encyclopedia of Japanese 

descendants in the Americas. (Walnut Creek- California: Altamira Press, 2002), 67. Cited in Amelia Morimoto, "Los 

Nikkei en el Perú 1," www.discovernikkei.org, Sept. 15, 2009. Cited Nov. 6, 2015. 
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These concerns continue today. Grace Shimizu, an activist working to gather testimonies 

of Japanese-Peruvians who were deported to U.S. is the administrator of uncatalogued 

interviews through the Japanese Peruvian Oral History Project (JPOHP). She heads an ongoing 

legal case to seek reparations from the U.S. government for reparations for those immigrants 

deported taken from Peru. In 2005 in San Francisco, Ms. Shimizu helped organize the 

“Assembly on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians.” In this conference, scholars not 

only discussed past operations to round up suspects of Japanese descent, but also showed how 

similar operations were taking place among people of Arab descent in the “War on Terror.” 

People gave testimony about how they had been targeted or been branded without habeas 

corpus or any evidence of their status.   

From this conference, I learned how people use strategies to identify and resist racial 

profiling. Today, in an atmosphere of international concerns about imprisoning or prohibiting 

immigrants from the Middle East, ascribing to them “Muslim” or “Islamist” identity, this 

illustrates the relevance of researching efforts to criminalize particular ethnic groups. With my 

dissertation on the context of race and power, I hope to make my findings available to civil 

rights activists like Ms. Shimizu.  
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